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PREFACE

OUrs is a time criticism. Nearly everyone is critical of the war in

Vietnam. Blacks are unhappy with whit,7_: and whites with blc,cks, The 'silent

majority" is hardening its attitude towRrd those who would dissent. Students

are driving university administrators up the proverbial "wall". The hungry

are not fed. Inflation continues on the upswing. Most recantly, almost

everyone has gotten on the bandwagon against pollution of the environment

and over-population. Neither has education escaped the sharp edge of critical

analysis of its many obsolete practices. Noyes and McAndrew state: A

presently organized, the inescapable truth is that our schools seldom promote

and frequently deny the objectives we, as a nation, espouse. Rather than

being assisted and encouraged to develop their own individuality, our children

are looked into a regimen'ted system that attempts to stamp them all into the

same mold. The student io filled with facts and fiaures which only accidentally

and infrequently have any Ching whatsoever to do with the problems and conflicts

of modern life or his own inner concern." Criticism in itself is not bad as

long as the one who criticizes does not stand in the path ofchange. Whatever
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changes must take place within the educational estatiishraent, and they are
many, programs of individualized instruction offer a rational basiL; for

resolution of the probl M3 that have cauzed the crises in ov.2J society.

Ultimat ly, any procram of individli ed instruction must encourage eznd

support activities on the part of the student that help him answer the ques-

tions

1) Who am ? .ity)

2) What am I doing? (s lf-orientation)

3) Where am I going? (self-direction)

This process, to be sure, is a progressive one. But unless educators attempt

to assist students in ansv ring these auostions, a meaningful portion of any

individualized program is totally lacking. Th y will have totally failed the

student and his society.

The intent of this book is twofold: to serve public school systems in

the establishment of programs of individualized mathematics instruction, and

as a resource for the college elementary mathematics methods course.
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MATHErATICs INSTRUCTION-7HERE ARE VE?

It is a virtual certainty that if one Dicks up an (.:ducation journal with

a publication date of 19701 one would find a rather significant portion of its

cont nt dealing with the crises existing in the U.S. today the war in Vietnam,

the needs and demands of minority groups including university students, the

problems of urban living the lack of relevancy in our educLtional proarams,

and so on. These crises are bringing about changes in our people of which they

re, in many cases, unaware. Marshall McLuhan has ohserved t 'The medium, or

proCess, of our timeelectric technologyis reshaping and restructuring

patterns of social interde endence and every aspect of our erscnal lif. It

is forcing us to reconsider and r -evaluate pr ctically every thought, every

action, and every institution formerly taken for granted. Everything is chang-

ing--you, your family, your neighborhood, your education, your job, your

government, your relat!on to 'the others'. And they're changing dramatically."

The cries of various grou s, educators included, for relevant changes in

curricula - becoming more vocifereus, more ardent and more demanding than

ever before. But are significant changes forthcoming? Regretfully, no! It
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is true that WG have such innovations as programmed in truction, co uter-

assisted instruction, microteaching, and oven the most hallowed of all

currently popular educational innovations - individuali7ed instrut on, ut
for the most part, th se simply dress up old content in n new technology.

Witness Pat Suppe,. CAI! Why have educators, teachers and administrators

pomitted themsolv to be blinded by modern technology in the classroom? Why

have they f,,iled to demand content changes ratLor than rAmp: 'mode of presenta-

tion changes?

The answer to this auestion is not easily supplied. However, a large part

of the answer centers on the Protestant Ethic that has gripped our educational

establishment for so many years. Today's teachers - children during the 30's,

40's, and 50's - grew up under 7:11,s Ethic and its concept of sin. The attendant

subconcepts of right nnd wrong 1 ad3one to view life as black and 4hite, good

and bade no gray permitted. One method is better than another, one textbook

better than others, one teacher better th-h another, and one child better than

others. This philosophy in turn leads to a search for the panacea to problems

in education. Thus when modern technology happened on the scene, educators

lapped- it up. Here was the antidote. All problems would be resolvedll- The

computer would take car- of educational.problems now.. All would be well!



Naturally, teachers tended to forget about content and viewed through =se-

color'd glasses and general misunderstanding, all of the wonderful results

that would be achieved with students and learning. 3ut, lo and behold, it

hasn't worked that way! Utopia has not - en reached (achieve ). why wasn't

modern technology the key educators sougAt? The fai1urc. rests not with

technology but with the philosophy which promoted it as the answer.

The resolution of the problem lies rather in the following interrelated ideas!

1. We live in a changing society.

.& The content of curriculum is determined by the culture of
people, the sum total of the pattern of living in a society.

3. Curriculum is constantly changing.

To change is to make a material difference so that the thing
is distinctly other thri it waS.

5. Educatiorn1 change demands applicati n of thedecision-taking
process.

The decision-making _r cuss requires genuine alternatives from
which to .choo-se.

7. An _alternative is the option of one or more out of two or more
"things.

Students are -different in most asp cts of their existence
including,Perception.
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One method or approach or content will not meet the
needs of all students.

Based on these concepts, one must conclude that curriculum d,velopmont and

improvement are based on sets of alternatives from which to choose and that,

generally, more than one alternative should be chosen. The fallacy in the

nacen approach" to curriculum change lies in thr, statement "One method,

approach, or content can be all thin s to all students." It is high time

education rids itself of the immature notions of rightness and wrongness

method, of a text of a teaching approach, of aPpropriate or inappropriate

content. Educators must seriously consider the generation of significant

altern tives to content, method, and materials if we are to achieve f,nelt_ctuali2

i_ns:,..ruction for each child. Sc--.e progress in providinc alternatives is being ma6

In the March, 1970 issue of the Phi Data Kappan.1 an article appeared

by Donald W. Robinson entitled "Alternative Schools': Challenge to Traditio-

nal Education?" In the article reference is made to the New Schools Exchange

which describes itself as the only central resource and clearinghouse for all

people involved in "alternatives in education'. This exchange provides a

sense of community among radical educators. These educators feel regimented

by an unsympathetic administration in a ste ile learning climate. The Exchange



lists several hundred innovative schools that supposedly are offering

alternatives to traditional education.

Alternatives in education are also developing outside the U.S., ncteablv

in England. Beatrkce and Ronald Gross, writing in the May 16, 1970 issue of

the Saturday RevIew, discuss the British Infant Open Classroom. The Open

Classroom "refers to a new approach to teaching that discards the familiar

elementary classroom setup and the traditional: styliz roles of teacher

and pu?ii, for a far freer, highly individualized, child-centered learning

experience that may hold the key to a radical reformation of prim _y education.

Focus of the Open Classroom is on "a general atmosphere of excitment; virtually

complete flexibility in the curriculum; interpenetration of the various subjects

and skills; emphasis on learnin; rather than teaching; focus on each child's

thinking and problem-solving processes, ani on his ability t) communicate with

others and freedom and responsibility for the children."

Because mathematics educators have f lt the mathematics curriculum to be

rather fixed, at least content-wlse, they have not been at the forefront in

the generation of alternatives in education. True, math educators have generalll

approved.of and aided -individualized programs, but only to effect a better climai
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for traditional content teaching. There are a few glimmers of hope, though,

among mathematics educators. David A. Page, of the University of Illinois

Arithmetic Project located at Educational Services Incorporate .-tertowL.

Massachusetts, and R be t David of the Madison Project, Syracuse University,

Syracuse, New York, are two mathematics educators who are significantly relatin

their work to the problem of alternatives in mathematics. The University of

Illinois Arithmetic Project is not attempting to dev 1 - a systematic curriculu:

for any grade level since their determining an adequate curriculum is not

possible until more alternatives exist to choose among. Page states that 'it

is the author's contention that more intermediate inventions are needed before

really adequate mathematics programs for schools can be formulated, or even

before worthwhile discussions c:-.11 be held on such popular topics as the dis-

covery method, the cognitive process, grace placement, articulatio , and the

objectives of mathematics curriculum in our schools."

Dr. Davis suggests the future course f r his project, and in doing so,

suggests the direction mathematics education and the attendant research should

take for a number of years to come.
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"The thing I'd like to see happen would be to get lots of experimental

schools run by difflrent people on different philosophies. Now you've got to

lecide, 'Okay, is that a realistic possibl:lity or not?' It's very hard at the

moment but it looks like it migh,:. happen. Right here in Ithaca there's a schooi,

that's s h duZd to be closed. All the teachers in it have been transferrea

out to other schools and the building Is to be unoccupied in Lieptember. Now

one of the parents' groups wants to take it over and run it as an experi ental

school. They're getting quite a bit of interest and support in the community,

and they'd really be starting from scratch. There would be no fa ulty there, no

anything. They could go a long way towards building the kind of school they

really want.

'I've always liked David Hawkin ' remark that the prob em with the

'independent variables' in education is that actually they're constants. I

think the thing that hits you as you look at different schools around the United

States s that they really are all pretty much alike. There are differences bu-

mostly not very big ones.

"I'd like to see every serious philosophy of education tried out. A

particular school would select its own philosophy, develop it for all they were

worth, and have the courage of their convictions when it came to implementing



it. That would mean we would have many different types of schools, some quite

unlike others. Then I would let the customers choose, as they can in buytng a

car or choosing a restaurant.

"You name almost any theo :7f education you want and 1'd TLike to see some

people really go at that ham_ er and tongs. That's why I like the school with

no building in Philadelphia. I'd like schools where attendance is voluntary.

I'd like some farm schools where you could go horseback riding and do stuff like

that and again maybe attendance in class was voluntary. Much of our w _lc where

we use kids is often after school, or Saturdays, or summers. That's voluntary

and we've followed some of these kids for as long as five years. I -hink

that gives you a measure of what's happening. Will the kids come on Satu -days

for five years? I even like thes approach in my workshop for teachers here at

Ithaca. ,I can't tell w ether these Monday evenings are really worth anything to

them, but one of my criteria is going to be, will they keep coming, because

really they're not getting any serious credit for it. They -e mostly on the top

salary level. They're not degree candidates or anything. So, will they keep

'coming? That givee you a lot of-insight into what you're offering them.

"But the key to all of these different -kinds of schools would be diverSity

and. cOnsumer_Oloice. 1 don`t rule out things like the stereotypes of the
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iter-Engleman approach whore allegedly you have a sort of controlled,

benevolent fascism or whatever you want to call it, where you really t ZZ kids

what they've got to do and vou make them do it. My freling is we just can't

tudy these things right now b,,cse you don't find any real vciations, or not

very much. Every school has a little bit of this and a little bet of that."

So whither mathematics Education? Just as our space travel has simply

- gun with trips to the moon so math education is simply on the threshold of a

new frontier.

The remaining portions of this book, then, represent some alternatives to

the status quo. It is hoped that these ideas do not find their way to the

"graveyard of well-written i.:tentions-the educator's bookshelf", but rather

nave an effect in some of our e:ementary classrooms.

References:
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"INDIVIDUAL"IZED CURRICULUM - WHAT KIND?

The American ideal of educating each and every child has continually caused

the educational establishment in the United States considerable problems. Wit-

ness, as examples, the present problem of dissegregation of the publi_ schools

amathe multitude of special education programs. Only recentiv has education

been endowed with the technology with whih to attack the task of individualizing

instruction for all. Unfortunately, many of America's foremost educators have

used this power of te hnology for the mundane, somewhat trivial task of "drill

and practice" routines for students. This type of abuse has led many educators

to feel the task of individualizing instruction has already been accomplished;

at least in several of the more innovative systems. Lest there be those who

would say that we have completed the task of individualized instruction, or

least in theory have set the parameters and know exactly how to proceed with the

necessary steps of implementation, let him note this author's spelling of

"individualflized. We have not completed the task of "individual"izing _nstructio:

and it is inconceivable that we ever will.

At the heart of instruction is the individual student - the cognitive, the

affective, the psychomotor individual - all wrapped up into one throbbing mass

18
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of individuality. Preference for the word "individual"ized instruction,

opposed to humanized instruction or personalized instruction, comes partly from

the constant use of the term in educational circles over the past 10 years,

but also from a recent bout with The A;rerican College Dictionary. This dicti qo:

makes some interesting distinc,_ions among the three words. According to

this dictionary, "person is the most general and common word applied to human

beings: the average person." With respect to the word human the dictionary

states, "Human, Humane may refer to that which is, or should bo, characteric.tic

of human beings. In thus describing characteristics, Human may refer to good

and bad traits of mankind alike (human kindness, human weakness), with, perhap

more emphasis upon the latter, Human being seen then in contrast to Divine: to

err is human, to forgive divine; he was only human." To complete this triumviral

the word individual is defined as "existinu as a distinct, indivisible entity"

distinguished by peculiar and marked characteristics, exhibiting individuality;

of which each is different or of a different design from the others." Granted

that each word tends tn define somewhat different characteristics of a human

being, and granted also that the definitions used here were edited, it appears

most useful for the educational establishment in search of an identity with the
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contemporary social situation to use the phrase "individuali ed instruction"

and to define it to include ail of the other words and phrases, such as "humanize.

instruction", or "personalized instruction".

Individualization of mathematics instruction has also meant different things

to different educators. One of the natural approaches, entrenched in many

sectors of the educational community, is that of a linear, continuous program

for all students. Two aspects of individual differences are taken into account

with this definition3 children learn at different rates and students must begin

at a point in the curriculum commensurate with their previous achievement.

However, this program assumes a common curriculum for every student, failing

to take into account individual student interest, learning styles, abilities,

and future goal orientations. Therefore the linear curriculum must be eliminated

from our thinking if we are to get to the task of "individual"izing instruction

for every student.

The educator preparing his individualized mathematics curriculum would be

remiss in his planning if he simply planned a _linear, continuous program for

ail students, failing to- build into the cu -iculum a.means whereby each student'

personal inventory of interests abilities, and learning styles could be exploite
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to the fullest. This type of curriculum Crowder might call the "branching"

curriculum, except in our "branches" we might never get back to the main tree.

In other words, if one were to consider each student's mathematics experiences

as a finite set then no two sets would be equal, and quite likely, no tIo

sets equivalent. To carry the example ore step further, the number associated

with the set consisting of the intersection of any two of these sets sh uld be

as close to zero as is possible.

Although the following quote is taken from a book on music education in th

elementary school, it speaks to the entire scope of curriculum development for

an individualized mathematics program of instruction that attempts to implement

a "branching" rather than "linear" curriculum, (thereby taking advantage of the

differences that do exist among hildren).

Whenever a teacher meets a group of children, whatever the subject
and whether the class be large or small, selected or unselected, she
is confronted with the problem of individual differences, for, as
Emerson once remarked 'Nature never rhymes her children nor makes two
men alike.' Such variability is due to heredity and environment. Home,
community, and school all leave their imprint. In every class, teachers
find boys and girls who are aggressive and quiet, thoughtful and
thoughtless, alert and indolent, cheerful and melancholy, sound and
unsound in mind and body. Some children learn quickly, others slowly.
Some seize upon opportunities to study and learn, whereas others prefer
to play an instrument; some choose to listen to music and /earn about
compositions and composers; a few may get their greatest pleasure from
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technical work and composing music; some enjoy all musical activities.
Fortunately, one seldom if ever finds children who do not gain
pleasure and profit from some form of the tonal art.

'The need to recognize individual differences is illustrated
well by Reavis in his 'Fable of the Animal School.' Dirnxted toward
the curriculum in general, it is, however, applicable to music in
particular.

'Once upon a time, the animals decided they must do
something heroic to meet the problems of "a new
world," so they organized a school. They adopted an
activity curriculum consisting of running, climbing,
swinging, and flying, and, to make it easier to
administer, all the animals took all the subjects.
'The duck was excellent in swimming, better in fact
than his instructor, and made passing grades in flying,
but he was very poor -in running.- Since he was slow in
running, he had to stay after school and also drop
swimming to practice running. This was kept up until
his-web feet were badly worn and he was only average in
swimming.- But-average- was acceptable in school, so
nobody worried: about that except the duck.
'The 'rabbit- started at the teDp _of the class in running_
but had a-nervous-breakdown because of so much make-up
work in .swimming.
'The-squirrel_was exCellent in climbing until. he
..deVeloped friattration in--the flying -class, where his teacher
made .him ttart from the grOund-up instead of .from the
treetopdoWn-.- He also-deVeloped- Charley horset.from
overexertion-and-then got- C -in climbing and D- in running.
'The_.eagle was a ProbIeM child and_ .was disciplined
-severely, In the._climbing class -he beat-all-the others
to the top of thetreei- but insisted on uting hit own
Ways to get there.
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'At the end of the year, an abnormal eel that could
swim exceedingly well, and also run, climb, and
fly a little, had the highest average and was
valedictorian...

'Realistic efforts to care Lcr individual diff renes should
be reflected in the musical offerings, in courses of study, in the
daily plans, and in the presentatiul of lessons. These provisions
may be summarized as follows;

1. Differentiation in the amount and type of music,
technical information, and skills for mastery in
all classes.

Presentation of varied activities so that pupils
can be guided into those which match their
capabilities and interests.

Use of many teaching devices and techniques.

Encouragement and use of pupil initiative".

We in the business of teaching mathematics to children oftantimes are

caught up determining what mathematics children must have in order to survive

in some "future" existence, and fail to consider that what children learn may

not be nearly as important as the process that goes along with learning mathe-

matics. For example what would happen if the students you are now teaching

were not expected to memorize" those fundamental facts in arithmetic. Do you

-think that the second graders you are now working with would find it d fficult
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to cope with the wo ld of work in the 1985's and 1990's? Would mathematics

instruction at the advanced levels become mpossible? Might it not be

that in a few years small pocket calculators will be generally available for

use by students? In much the same way, and hopefully with a bit more informa-

tion, the curriculum for each child has to be car-fully examined. The doctor

prescribing the sam medicine for all his patients would lose professional

standing at the very least. The mathematics teacher who instructs each of his

students in the same manner should lose his teaching position. Since every

student does not suffer from the same "math sickness," the teacher cannot

'treat' all the same. Likewise, teachers cannot "immunize" all students

equally for something they may need in the unseen future. Each child exper-

vences his own unique world, quite different from the world of any other person

that has ever lived or wilt ever live, and the frightening aspect of each

3hild's uniqueness is that our knowledge of the requirements of 1 fe, both

present and future, in his world ts, in most cases the empty set.

References:
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THE RATIONALE FRINDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Two men look out through the bars: One sees the mud,
and one the star

Frederick L- *ridge

It is not uncommon in educational 7drcles to read or hear the stat.ement

Individualized instruction has long been a goal of American educatio

sbensen opens his book Working_With Individualized_Instruction7The_Dulut4

xperience with such a sentence. The statement is both true and false. Its

ruth lies in the verbosity, written and oral, that has spewed from our univer-

ity and public school theorists. In practice however, the statement holds

ittle truth. Educators may have stated their concern for the individual,

eiterated the flowery verbiage that is popular in education, but as Macbeth

ace said: "It is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying

)thing". It is time for all in education to put their action where their mouth

Theory and practice- must run parallel Courses if educators are to do any-

ling about making the society in-which we live more palatable for all.

Until one is clear on the rationale of and the need for individualized instur-

Lon in'the classroom it becomes extre _ely difficult to undertake the implementation

lases that SUch an instructional program requires. As often happens, people do

18
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the right thing for the wrong reasons. This problem appears to be r'ising its

ugly head in the individualized instruction program. In one program we note

that rate of progress becomes the key to instruction. In another program,

student groups of assorted sizs together with the team concept permeate as the

heart of the instruction. Yet it is said that individualized instruction has

been, and is, the goal. Just what are we talking about? What is the reason: for

individualized instruction? Is the concept of individualIzed instruction

open to variant interpretations? Similarly, is there more than one rationale

for such a program.of instruction?

In 1916 John Dewey wrote "A socsety based on custom will ut lize

individual variations only up to a limit of conformity with usage; uniformity

the ch' f ideal within each class. A pr gress ve society, CIoweve , counts

individual variations as precious eine t finds in them the means of

own. growth. Hence a democratic society must in cons stency wih its ideal, allow

for intellectual freedom and the play of diverse g fte and interests its

educati nal measures." Dewey argues for the survival and growth .of a democratic

sboiety through the optimum development.of individual skills and abilities.

The extent of growth in a technOlogical democratic society is directly pro-
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po tionalp therefore, to the number of varying talents the citizenry pos esses.

Dewey's logic, however, does not seem to serve as a sound basis for

individualized instruction sin e it ould be possible to train the citzenry

in the needed skills by group methods and accomplish the same end goal:

growth and survival of the society through the development and proliferatIon of

individual skills and talents. And it would appear that Russia is accomplishing

this growth without a program that has the individu l at the heart and core

of the decision-making process. Even if one grants the need of society as a

basis for consideration of the individual, can we construct no sounder basis

for the establishment of programs of individualized instruction?

Most educators, classroom teachers included, would rest their case for a

rationale on the matter of individual differences. Skinner in his book The

Technology of Teaching states that "fa lure to provide far diffe ences among

students is perhaps the greatest single source of effsc ency in educatioe.

That-students _upposedly vary in the rate, extent, style, and quality of their

learning was the subject of a conference held at the Learning Research and

Development Center, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. , April 9-10,

1965. :The general ,question posed for the.participants was: "In wha- sorts of
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oays may people be expected to differ in their learning and how might

these ways be measured as indiv'dual differences?" In the introduction of

the report on the conference, Robert Gagne writes: "At the pr ent time

seems fai- to say that we know csiderably more about learning, t- varieties

and conditions, than we d d ten years ago. But we do not know much more a2out

individual differences in learning than we did thirty years Are we to

justify a program of individualized instruction on a basis cf ignorance?

Hopefully, we can do better!

Arthur W. Melton, in summarization of the conference, shows the work that

Lies ahead in the examination of individual differences- t if psychology

3hould be blessed with a truly great theo-i-t in the next 20 years, his

±:heoretical tour-de-force may wall be the systematic integratiol of these two

zpproaches (information processing theories of behavior vs S-R association

theories of behavior ) " Thus, it is apparent that bits ani pieces are all we

lave to.wOrk with regarding individual differences.

Another concern with the base of individual differences as a rationaliza-

:ion for individualiied instruction revolves around the manner in which we

artition students chronologically in our public schools. Could it be possible

:hat differences- in learning are a direct result of the wrong equivalence
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relation, "is the same age as used to partition our school children? If

we were to define our relation on the set of all students to be the

Same sex ae, might we not remove some of these individual difierences

that plague our instruction? içjit -c define the reTtinn vne

same rate of learnsng and beginning achievement le-el as Would this not

eliminate many significant differences? Of course, had educaA.on defined such

relations on students rather than the age relation for arouping purposes, it

is altogether conceivable that individualized instruction would never have been

needed! Or would it?

In answering that question one finds the ultimate justification for a

learner-centered program of instruction. The answer revolves around the

findings of the Hanover Institute and the work done there by Pr)f. Adelbert

blies, Jr. , and his associates. In the preface to his book Education for What

Is Real, Earl C. Kelley discusses the imp -tance of these studies. "To say

that the studies a e smportant is, in my opinion, to betray the weakness

the words. I belilve that these experiments go far to supp y in a material

laboratory way, what has been lacking sn our understand ng of the relation

between the human organism and his environment, and all that this implies- or
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tions, and so on. Speaking as a teacher,

I believe that if we really master these basic facts of perception, they wilt

telt us how to arrange for the growth of ch ldren, and from thi3 point of

departure we can natty estab .;1' what we may believe about teaching and leavr.

For specifics regarding these experiments, the reader should seek out a

py of Earl Keiley's book. Briefly, th se experiments dealt with oddly shaped

rooms, chairs windows, and other objects which seemed to distort reality when

perceived by ordinary people. Many people called these experinients "illusions"

uld of no particular import. However, men such as Dewey, Einstein, and Kelley

thought otherwise. What exactlY did they see for education in these experiments?

?ostman and Weingartner summarize the findings of the experiments and respond

to their significance in the recAnt book Teaching As a Subverse_Aqtivity.

"What is it that Ames seemed to prove?

We do not get our perceptions f om the 'thl-ngs around us. Ovr
perceptions come from us...Real ty ts a perception, located somewhere
behind th,e eyes.

It seems -c ear from the Ames studies that what we perce: e is largely
a function of our previous experiences, our assumptions, and our
purposes...

We .are unlikely to atter our perceptions until and unless we are
frustrated in-our aitempt8 to do something based on them...The ability
to learn can be seen as the ability to relingUish inappropriate
perceptions and to-deVelop new-and more workable- ones.
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4. Since our perceptions come from us and our past experience, it is
obvious that each individual will, perceive wha is 'out-there' in_ _ _ _.

a_EliluejlalEf_have_no_common_world..."

How do these findings about perception ;,eem to fit into c rationale for

individualized instruction? What difference does it all make? Aelley sum-

marizes the logic of it all when he write "Now it comes about that what-

ever we tell the learner, he will make something that is all his own out of

it and it will be different from what we held so dear and attempted to

t- ansm t'. He will build it into his own scheme of things, and relate it

uniquely to what he already uniquely holds as experience. Thus he builds a

wori1 all his own, and what is really 1-mportant is what he makes of what we tell

him, not what we intended- " Obviously, then, you must have a learner-centered

curriculum, not because of diffErences in rate of learning, motivation, style

of learning, or the needs of- soci ty, but because there really is no other choice.

From the perception point of view, individual differenes are as varied and

many as the individual students in the -chool building. It would be foolish

to attempt A program of instruction, other than individualized instruction,

simply because-it would be another matter of misapplication of known facts

xncerning perception. Children cannot afford such mismanagement.
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ay! We ne-d a program of individualized instruction. No serious

educator will argue on this matter. But what would a program lbok like that

really does a job of individualizing instruction for every stuuent? What kinds

of behaviors would teachers an students be expected to elicit? On Nov.

18-20, 1968- the Aerospace Education Foundation and the United States Office

of Education co-sponsored the National Laboratory for the Advancemnt of

Education. An Identification Card for Individualized Instruction was developed

which should aid us in consileration of the guestiolv raised.

"An instructional system is indindualized when:

The characteristics of each student play a major role in the selection
of objectives, se.?uence of study, choice of materials and procedures.

The_time,spent by each student in a g ven su4ect area is determined
by his performance, rather than by the clock.

The.progress of eachstudent is measured by comparing his performance
with his spec c objectives rather than with the per °mance of
other students.

Students:

1 Have available in writing the objecttves toward which they are
working.

2. Work toward a variety of ob ectives.
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Use a variety of materials and procedures.

Move freely around the classroom.

Talk freely to each other about their work.

Pursue .their objectives indiv-duatly, wtth small groups of c assmates,
or with their teachers.

Teachers:

1. Encourage students t- have a variety of _bjectives.

2- Allow students to move from place to place, based on what it takes
to achieve object ves.

Spend_more time answering vies-Ions of individuals and small groups
than lecturing to tha entire class.

Encourage stUdents to- help determine the materials.they work with
and tha procedures they. follow."

It follows/ therefore, as a final comment, that the student is the

meaning-maker" at thelleart of the instructional process; whereas, the teacher

becomes a facill.tator for individpal student learning. The teacher involved

.in such a prOgram.--tan see.studentS involved in methods of inquiry, discovery,

and..researchAhat.were so. 'often difficUlt to find in the group-oriented self-

contained classroom. For the student, who has been called many things including
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r1niggerz3 there is, finally, tha opportunity for some control over his own

learning while in the prison of public school education.
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GO7LS AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF SCHOOL MAT EMATICS

When a curriculum for any program of instruction is to be established,

it is imperative th-t a philosophy or pu pose of education in the local carvanit,

)e constructed to serve as a focus for further a plifications duri_g curricular

levelopment. Philosophies of education have been variously stated, but most will

=ter on one of the following:

1. Education serves to preserve and transmit tle heritage :f the
culture.

Education operates as an instrument for the transformation of the
culture.

Education seeks the welfare and development of the individual
member of the culture.

t is easy to see how the philosophy directly affec s curriculum development.

I, for example the chief function of education is the transmission of the

perennial truths", then one cannot help but str ve for a uniform approach to

Raching and learning. However, when the welfare of the individual within the

ulture is uppermost, creativity, problem-solving, critical thinking and the like

ecome essential factors for education.

28
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Education for life in this vastly complex world of the 1970's mu-t be

viewed from two points: the society's (what must it transmit to maintain

itself), and the individual's (what the schools must do so that each in.dividual

might achieve self-rnlization and lelf-fulfillment) Education prior to the

1960's was primarily concerned with the preservation and transmission of the

democratic way of life. This concern in the 1960's was augmented with changes

in the educational process toward an rldividuali ed approach There should be

little question, considering the world national, and local developments within

the '60's- why education turned when it did toward a systematic attempt to

center instruction on the individual. The need was clearly established because

f a failing to deal effectively with people at the person-to-person level of

the communication art,

Postman and Weingartner in their compelling book Teaching As A Subversive

Activity extend the development of an "individual-cente ed" edu ation. "The

new education has as its purpose the development of a new k nd of person,

one who-as a resu_t of internalizing a different series of concepts-is an actively

inquiring, flex ble, creative, innovative, tolerant, liberal personality who

can face uncertatnty and a b gu ty without disorientation, who can formulate
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viable new -eanings to meet changes s n the e. ir n ent wh ch threaten ind vidual

and mutual survival.

The new educatton, in sum new because it conests of hav n- students

use the concepts mo_t appropricte t- the world in which we ai,t must ltve.

of these concepts constitute the dynamics of the questing-qu ning, mea _n -

maksng process that can be called 'tearnsng how to learn'. Thu comprises a

posture of stability from which to deal fruitfu ly with change. The purpose

help all students develop built-in, shockproof crap detectors as basic

e-uspment in their survival k- te."

If one imagines a continuum of aims of education from society-oriented to

individual-oriented, there is a movement in education on that continuum from the

society ,2nd toward the individu l end. It should be noted that this movement

will continue for some time to come until education levels off somewhere in

the middle of that continuum or until we destroy ourselves. Within the frame o-

of individual responsibility, society needn't be too alarmed or concerned by

people realizing self-goals and expectations. Members of a culture react

violently only when frustrated in realizing their self-goals, while other

members of the same culture are beco ing rich at their expense. The general
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goals of education, therefore, must adjust to the changing emphasis on the

individual and his demands that he be allowed to develop to his fullest potential.

This is the thrust of a program of individualized instruction.

In light of this discussien of general purposes of education in America,

what about mathematics? What would be an expression of the purposes of school

mathematics consistent w th the individualized philosophy of education? Within

what general framework must a specific program of individualized math mat _cs

instruction be placed?

Fehr states four funda-ental purposes the study of mathematics should

attain. "First, it should serve as a functional tool in solving our individual

everyday problems. The questions How much? How many. What form or shape? and

Can you prove it? ari-e every day In the lsves of every citizen. People who

can answer these questions with ease and accuracy are happy. Those who cannot

make sersous blunders and are frequently unhappy. To many people, effe-tive

citizen,hip and democratic action seem far removed fp m the effective use of

basic mathematical concepts and skills. But if an effective citizen is one who

earns hi own living, rears and supports a family, buys and maintains his own

house as a home, protect- his family by adequate insurance, p otec s his job or
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career by proper investments protects his old age by savings and an usties,

figures and pays ail his taxes honestly, with due regard to ev ry allowabl,

deduction, estimates and budgets his income, keeps hi se f infcrmed of government

finance and statistical surveyo of the nation's economy, reads and interpret,,

the business and financial section of the daily newspaper, serves in the armed

forces or in the various areas for protection and preservatson of our way of

life and makes thoughtful deductive analyses of a quantitative situatson the

predecessor and guide for his actions, then certa nly efficient use of mathe -

matics skills and concepts is very basic to democratic citizenship. It is

in the e life situations or simulated stuationa, that the learning of mathematics

rst mot vated.

In the second place, mathematics serves as a hand asden for the exp anation

of the quantitative situations in other subjects, such as econo ics phy ics

navsgation, finance, biology, and even the art . The mathematics used in these

areas of pracnce is exactly the same mathematics and involves the same mathe-

matical concepts and skills. It is only the things to which the mathematics ss

app lied that are different and

mathe atics. This service of -a_he a ies

-aterial if one really unde- t nds the

exceedin ly mportant to future
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scientists, engineers, technologtsts technictans and skil.ed mechanics.

It ts a vocat-nal or career service that

present students.

In the th-rd place, mathematics, when properly conceived, becomes a model

thinktng, for developsng scientific structure1 for drawing conclusions,

and for solving problems. Its postutational nature, that is, accepted relations

(axioms or postulates), undefined terms defintt -ns theorems, and a logic

aids all other areas of knowledge to approach 8ctefltjfic perfect on. This same

of value to large numbers of our

structure aids us in problem-solving me-itois in which we collect

organize, and analyse data and deduce conclusions fo- future actton. For

example, one who understands the mathematical method can eas ly frame the

problem, 'Which is the better financially, t- borrow $400 from the bank at 4%

for a period of one month, or take it from my savings account paying 2% whereby

I lo t the interest on the $400 for ix months into a chain of syllogisms

that leads t- the correct response.

In the fourth place mathematics is the b.est describer of the universe

about us. In an age that has become statistical and scsen. ific in much of its

hu..an endeavor, the need for people to understand these phenomena is not only
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a cultural nece8sty but to some ex ent a necessity for 7,ntelligent action.

If the mathematics of international banking cannot in so e way be made under

standable to the layman, how can he determine his position in voting on such

matte 9 t!

Since its publication in 1968 Goals fcr School Mathematics, The Report of

the Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics, has unquestionably been the

guiding force for develop ental projects in mathematics education in the United

States. What does this so-called "Cambridge Report have to tell us regard-

ing the goals of :chool mathematics?

"The subject matter which we are proposing can be roughly de-cribed by

saying that a student who has worked through the full thirteen years of mathe-

matics in grades K t_ 12 should have a level of training comparable to three

years of top-levet co lege traini today; that is, we shall expect W to have

the equivalent of two years of calculus3 and one semester each of modern

algebra and probabillty theory...

We propose to ga.n three years through a new organization of the subject

matter and the vi-rtually totat abandonment of dral f-r :ake- replaczng

the unmoti,vated drill of classical arithmetic by prob ems which illustrate new

mathe atical concepts...
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The reorganization which we refer to above has as its principal aspect the

pa-allel development of geometry and arithmetic (or algeb-a in --he later yea

from kindergarten on...

We hope to make each student in the ea ty grades truly familiar with the

structure of the real number system and the basic ideas of geometry, both

synthetic and analytic...

Moreover, we want to make students familiar with part of t. e global struc-

ture of mathematics. This we hope to accomplish by the 'spiral' curriculum

which repeatedly returns to each topic, always expanding it and showing more

connectsons with other top OS.

On this firm foundation we believe a very solid mathe-a ical superstructure

can be erected which will _ake the pupils familiar with the ideas of calculus

algebra, and probab_lity...

The conference f lt that mathematics is a subJect of great huani- -c value:

importance to the educated man is al ost as great as its importance to

many technical specialists. The strongest argument for the early inclusion

the calculus wo one of general education: liberal education requires the con-

templation of the works of genius and the calculus is one of the grandest

edifices cons.ructed by mank nd...
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Mathe a -ics ts a growsng sub ect and all students should be made aware of

this fact. This recommendation is not made merely because we feel that every

educated person sh-uid know the fa t, but also because the knowledge that there

are unsolved problems and that they are gradually being solved puts mathe attcs

tn a new tight trips away some of its mystique, and serves to undermine the

authoritarianism which has 1 ng dominated elementa y teaching in this area...

Contemporary mathematical research has given us many new concepts with

whtch to organ ze our -athe a ical thinktng; it $s typical of the subject that

some of the mo t Important of these are very stmple. Concept- like set, function,

transfor ation group and isomorphisrn can be introduced in rudi-entary form to

very young children, and repeatedly applied unt-a a sophisticated comprehension

built up...

It is unqutionably possible to obscure a subject _y introduc ng too much

special terminology and symbolt but we feel that mo t errors of this sort in

fact cover an inadequate understanding of the subject matter. The function

language i s to com un cate... Spectal terms are good or badL.exactly accordtng

to their effecttveness in communication, and the same applies to special nota-

tions and symbo.
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To foste: _he proper attitude toward both pure and applied mathematics we

recommend that each topic should be approached Intuitively, indeed through as

many different intuit_ve considerat ons as p'ossibie...

Another goal of our program i the incuication of an und2.rstanding of what

mathemattc- is (and what it is not) We need not here beLthor the point that

the man in the street has considerable misinformation on this point;.

Concentration on equality (=) ss probably the reason why so many people

are convinced that mathematca deals only wsth 'exact answers'...

While everyone should know about the wide range of topics sustable for

ma he atical analysis- it ss almost equally important to understand the ii

tions of math. atics. The success of mathematics in one area often conjures up

an inflated image of what it can do in another. It cannot solve the fundamental

problems of politics, economics3 or social relations..

it is smportant that each child get some experience with the more

extended aspects of discussion. As the student progresses in mathema

he wIll come increasingly to encounter long p otracted di-cussions or solutions

of problems. At some point in the future he will meet problems that take hours

dap or weeks for complete discussson, sometimes requiring a long sequence

of le- a- or partial solutions...
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Too many educators have failed to consider the real purposes and goa_s

of mathematics instruction, thereby "losing sight of the forest for the trees."

These educators have viewed mathematics instruction as basic facts, addition

or subtraction algorithms, etc. -nd have failed to tie toguther these bits

and pieces for the student. With the advent of behavioral objectives and their

use in programs of individualized instruetion one too often sees the achieve-

ment of hundreds of specific objectives by students even while the student

population remains mathematically illiterate. This is not to imply that be-

havioral objectives are at fault and are not needed. Behavioral objectives

become even more imortant when attached to broad goals that serve to direct

both student and teacher to the significant _-athematical learnings defined

in this discussion,

Before we turn our attention to specific behavioral objectives in a

mathematical program f instruction at the elementary level consider the

"Objectives for Student Growth" that have been delineated by one of the most

exciting math projects in the world: 'The Madison .Project. Even though the

materials developed by the project, Robert Davis Director- are judged by its

authors to be a supplementary program in modern mathematics the objectives of
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finest in the matter of goals of mathematics instruction. These objectives

are listed here for consideration and evaluation.

°No zmpotant human activtty is strictly bound by its ap-ay-nt objectt

on the contrary, it goes beyond these objectives and may end up possessing values

hardly contemplated at the outset. We would like to think that virtually all

educational activity has this definition-defytng character, and that Madison

Project teaching ts no exceptton. It may, ho9eve- be useful to consider a

brief I s f objectives of Madi on Prodect t achtng. These objectIves refer

to objecttves for the growth, over the years an indiv dual student. The

li , is surely incompleted, but may prove suggestive.

(1) We want children to develop their ability to discover pat terns in
abstract situations.

(2) We want children to develop the kind of independent explpratory
behavior that goes beyond anything the teacher suggested, thdt
explores paths that both teacher and textbook author have overlooked,
that sees open7ended possibilities for extension where others would
see only closed completion of the assigned task.

We wcnt ch-ldren to acquire a set of mental symbol_ which_they can
manipulate in order to 'try out' mathematical ideas. Probabiy all
good mathematicians possess such a set of mental symbols, although
they may be unable .to describe them in words.

(4) We want the child en to learn the really fundamenta
ideas, such as variable, function, graph, matrix, i

mathematical
morphism, and so
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on, and we want these ideas to be learned early enough in life so
that they can serve as the foundation on which to build subsequent

learnings.

(5) We want children to acquir_ a reasonable degree of "-as ery of
important techniques.

(6) We want them to know basic mathematical facts-for example, the fact
that x -1 = +1.

The objectives list-d above are rather opeci.fic, mathematical objectives

that might be described as -cognitive' There are also other important

objectives of a more general nature.

(7) We want our students to emerge from our c_a- e- with a genuine belief
that mathematics is discoverable.

(8) We want them to be able to make a rcalstic assessment of their o n
ability to discover maAematics.

(9) We ho e they will genuinely recognize the open-endedness of mathe Os.

(10) We hope they will develop an honest self-critiCal ability. This

important in mathematics, as in nearl everything else. It is no nr U6
to defend an incorrect line of reasoni3g, nor does habitual defensive
action facil tate further learning.

(Z) We hope our students acquire a per onal commitment to the value of

abstract rat onal analysis.

(12) We hope the students will come to value educated intuition'. The

sh ewd guess zs never to be despised.
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We hope .our students will come to feel that mathematics is lin'

or 'exciting' or 'challenging' or 'rewarding' or 'worthwhile'.

( 4) we want our students to learn someth ng of the culture that lies be-
hind twentieth-century man. We want them to underatand mathematical
history because they have lived through it. We can bring history
right into the classroom: the students can live through experiences
such as trying to solve x2 = -4, only to find their path_blocked,
until finally someone makes a brilliant suggestion and they are able
to move ahead. They have just witnessed a _significant historical
breakthrough, and they can consequently understand what this means

in the history of mathematics in general. Because they have seen
mathematics discovered, beheld this with their own eyes and heard
t with their own ears, they can understand the process by which mathe-

matics in general is discovered.

(15) Finally, we want our students to be able to appreciate_pure mathe-
matics for its own sake, but at the same time to be able to see

mathematics in a natural relation to physics, biology, and so on."

The final step in the consideration of goals of school mathematics is the

establishment of behavioral objectives. These will immeasureably aid the teacher

in the implementation of an individualized program that places the student at

the heart of the learning process. For behavioral rjecUves (performance

objectives, performance criteria, student behavior_ etc ) to be useful, they

must answer three related questions:

(1) What is -1- _tudent to do after intruction? (_ow is the stude- t to
behaVe?)
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(2) Under what conditions will the specified student performance
take place?

(3) If applicable, what level of proficienq will be expected?

Examination of a behaviorally stated objectiv- will illustrate the inclusion

of these three aspects.

(2) Given ten numerals that name .whole numbers less than five hundred,
'(1) the student is able to list the nearest multiple of ten
'(3) with 90% accuracy.

What are the advantages of behaviorally stated ob ectives? Popham states

five:

(1) A teacher or_curriculu planner who specs_ es his objectsves in
terms of student behav or is able to select appropriate evaluation

procedures, for there Is tittle ambiguity with respect to the mean-
ing of the objective.

(2) Behavioral objectives make it easy for the teacher to select su table
learning activities _or the class since he knows prec: ely what kind
of student behavior he is attempting to produce.

Another advantage of.behavioral objectives is that, since they are
stated so specs scally, the instructor him elf can judge how adequate
his objectives.

(4) A further significant advantage of behavioral objectives is that they

can be given to the mature student in advance of the instruction so
that he can focus his energies on relevant tasks. He can then avoid

spending his time either in mastering peripheral material or in trying

to outguess the instructor.
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(5) Finally, beha ioral objectives make it possib_e for the teacher,
and others to evaluate instruction on the basis of whether the students
accomplish the intended objectives. No_longer need an instructor_
be evaluated on whether he has a 'pleasiNg personality' or a 'whole-
some philosophy of life'. Using behavioral objectives, the teacher
can chart their instructional goals and then go about accomplishing
them.

To further establish the ur ent need for the use of perfor ance obiectives

it becomes imperative to consider the arguments which have been directed against

them. Again, P pham enumerates eleven such arguments and deftly refutes each.

(1) Tr vial learner behaviors are the easiest to operationalize, hence the

rea-ly important outcomes of education will be underemvhasized.

There is the danger that because of their ready translation to operational

statements, teachers will tend to identify too many trivial behaviors as goals.

But the very fact that the behaviors can be made explicit permits the teacher and

his colleagues to scrutinize them carefully and thus eliminate them as unworthy

of our educational efforts. Instead of encouraging unimportant outcoms in

education, the use of explicit instructional objectives makes it possible to

identify and reject these objectives which are unimportant.

(2) Frespecification of explicit goals prevents the teacher from taking
advantage of instmictional opportunities unexpectedly occuring in
the classroom.
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When one specifies explicit ends for an instructional program there is no

necessary im. liCation that the means to achieve these ends are also specified.

Serendipity in the classroom is alweys welcome but, and here is the important

point, it should always be justified in terms of its contribution to the

learner's attainment of worthwhile objectives. Too often teachers believe they

are capitalizing on unexpected instructional opportunities in the classroom,

whereas measurement of pupil growth toward any defensible criterion would

demonstrate that what has happened is merely ephemeral entertainment for the

pupils- temporary diversion, or some other irrelevant classroom event.

(3) Besides pupil behavlor changes there are other types of educa ional
outcomes hiCh are important, such as changes in parentai atti udes,
the profe sional staff, community values, etc.

(4) Measurabi.tty implies behavior which can be objectively, mechansticaZiy
measured, hence there must be something dehumanizing about the approach.

This reason is drawn from a long history of resistence to measurement on the

grounds that it must, of necessity, reduce human learners to quantifiable bits

of data. This resistence probably is most strong regarding earlier forms of

measurement which were almost exclusively examination-based, and were frequently

multi le-choice test measures at that. But a broadened conception of evaluation

suggests that there are diverse and extremely sophisticated ways of securing
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qualitattve as well as quantitative indices of lear.er performance.

(5) it is somehow undemocratic to plan in advance precisely how the
learner should behave a ter instruction.

(6) That sn't really the way teaching is: teachers rare y specqy
their goals in terms of measurable learner behaviors: so et's set

realistic expectations of teachers.

There is obvicusly a difference between identifying the status quo and applaudin

it. Most of us would readily concede that few teachers specify their

instructional aims in terms of measurable learner behaviors; but they ought to.

(7) In certazn subject area e.g. fine arts .;-nd the hu anities, it is

more difficult to identtfy measurable pupil behavsor

Sure it's tough. Yet, because it is difficult in certain subject fields to

identify measurable pupil behaviors, those subject specialists should not be

allowed to escape this responsibility. Teachers in the fields of art and

music often claim that it is next to impossible to Identify acceptable works of

art in precise terms-but they do it all the time. In instance after instance the

art teacher does:make a judgment regarding the acceptability of pupil-produced

artwork. What the art t(-acher is reluctant to do is put his evaluative criteria

/on the line.
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(8) Wh le loose general statements of objecftves may appear wor h hi. e.

to an outsider, if most educational goals were stated preci e y, they
would be revealed as generally innocuous.

The unfortunate truth is that much of what is going on in Le schools today

indefensible. Merely to reveal the nature of some behavior changes we are

bringing about in our schools would be embarrassing. Yet, if what we are doing

is trivial, educators :ould know it and those who support the educational insti-

tuion should also know it.

(9) Measurability implies accountability; teachers might be judged on

their ability to produce results in learners rather than on the many

bases now used as indices of competence.

(In the April, 1970, issue of Phi Delta Kappan, guest editor Helen Bain disc sses
this problem of accountability in an article entitled "Self-Governance Must
Come First, Then Accountability'.)

This is a particularly threatening reason and serves to produce much teacher

wsistance to preci-8aly stated objectives. T achers might actually be judged

on their ability to bring about desirable changes in learners. They should be

(10) It is _ar more difficult to generate such precise objectives than to
talk about objectives in our customarily vague te ms.

(11) in evaluating the worth ofinstructional scheme- it is often the

unanticipated results which are really important, but prespecified
goals may make the evaluator inattentive to the unforeseen,
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Some fear that if we cleave to behaviorally stated objectives which must be

specified prior to designing an instructional program, we will overlook certain

outcomes of the program which wve not anticipated yet which ma y e extremely

important. They point out that cme of the relatively recent 'new curricula-

in the sciences have had the unanticipated effect of sharply reducing pupil

enrollments in those fields. In view of the possibility of such outcomes, both

unexpectedly good and bad, it is suggested that we really ought not spell out

objectives in advance, but should evaluate the adequacy of the instructional pro-

gram after it has been implemented.

Such reasoning, while compelling at first glance, weakens under closa

-utiny. In the first place, really dramatic unanticipated outcomes cannot

be overlooked by curriculum evaluators. They certainly should not be. We should

judge an instructional sequence not only by whether it attains its prespecified

objectivesi but also by any unforeseen consequences it produces. But what can

you tell the would-be c-rriculum evaluator regarding this, problem? 'Keep your

eyes open' doesn t seem to pack the desired punch. Yet, it about all you can

say. For if there 's reason to believe that a particular outcome may result

from an instructio__1 sequence, it should be built into the set of objectives

for the sequence."
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The remainder of this section contains numerous examples of objectives

of the type used in the initiation and implementation of the Duluth Individualized

Programs. Each objective is related to the Content_Guide of this volume. The

decimal refers you to the appropriate section on the Guide and the numeral after

the dash allows the teacher to number the individual Student _Learning _Guides

used on a daily basis in.the classroom for record-keeping purposes. Amplification

of this point is covered in the section on P aatical Aspects of Individualize

Instruction.
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OBJECTIVTS

1.21-001

Given ten mathematical sentences, the student is able to

list the negation and its corresponding truth value of

each sentence with 90% accuracy.

1.22-002

Given ten pairs of mathematical sentences, the student is

able to list the disjunction and its corresponding truth

value of each pair of sentences with 90% accuracy.

1.23-003

Given ten pairs of mathematical sentences, the student is

able to list the conjunction and its corresponding truth

value of each pair of sentences with 90% accuracy.

1.24-004

Given ten pairs of mathematical sentences, the student is

able to list the conditioral and its corresponding truth

value of each pair of sentences with 90% accuracy.

1.25-005

Given ten pairs of mathematical sentences, the student is

able to list the biconditional and its corresponding truth

value of each pair of sentences with 90% accuracy.

1.2-006

Given ten sets of two or MD e compound sentences, the

studant is able to list the truth value of each cet

with 90% accuracy.

50

iample Evaluation Items

- 001

Negate the following sentence and

list its truth value.

P:4 2 = 7 -11:4 2 # 7 true*

- 002

List the disjunction of these

sentences and state the associa ed

truth value.

5+3=10; 2x8=15

*5+3=10,12x645 false*

- 003

List the conjunction of these

sentences and state the associated

truth value.

'(4+5=9); 7+8=8+7

(14+54\7+8=8+7 e*

-004

List the conditioncl of these

sentences and state the associated

truth value.

2+3=6; 2+0=2

*2+3=6-42+0=2 true*

- 005

List the biconditional of these

sentences and state the associated

truth value.

2+3=5; 6+0=6

*2+3=5 <---*6+0=6 true *

- 006

Use truth tables to show the truth

value of the following compound

sentences.

12 + 3 = 5)4) x 7 = 56)

x 7 = 56Yv (2 + 3 = 5)

*(Yhis compound sentence can be shown

to be true whatever the truth of

the constituent simple sentences )
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.3-007

iven the sentence the square root of 2 is a rational

umber", the student is able to prove the truth value

f this sentence using a proof by contradiction.

. 1-008

iven ten English or mathematical equalities or

nequalities, the student is able to list the

quivalent mathematical or English sentence with 90%

ccuracy.

.21-009

iven ten pairs of disjoint sets, n(A) < 15, the student

s able to nane the set that is the union of each pair

ithin braces and list the number of each set with

3% accuracy.

. 23-010

!men five pairs of sets, n(A) < 6, the student is able

D list the cross-product set and the associated

altiplication sentence for each pair with 90% accuracy

.11-011

Lven a set whose members are thirty sets, n(A) <10,

le student is able to partition the set into subsets

aaed en the relation "is in one-to-one correspondence

Ith" with 100% accuracy.

- 007

Prcve the truth villue of the sentence:

2
r-= 2.

*Although too lengthy here, the prooj'of

falsity of this sentence depends on

the unique prime factorization theorem

- 008

List the equivalent English or math

sentence.

The product of the sum of eight and five

and the difference of ten and three is

ninety-one.

*69+5) x (10-3) = 13 x 7 . 91*

-009 Name the union and number of the sets.

(Janet, Sue, Billj = A

{Mary, Jim, Alanl B

*n(A). 3, n(B) = 3, n(AUB ) 6,

and (AUB) = ljanet, Sue, Bill, ary,

Jim, Al

- 010

List the cross-product and multiplicatida

sentence.

CIF, n =A

ti Li} 4
WE =feiloDIT AO

- (ft 0, NJ

-011

Partition this set in o subsets that

are equivalent.

, (46} , [633, (11,0} ft5},111,0,0,fe, 4, IP
T , , X , , ,?,fo, g, 0
The subsets are: `

(x}-f 1wi=t81
[Lei(' Pi



3.121-012

Given ten addition or subtraction sentences (sums< 10)

and two columns marked "addend" anci "sum", the studept

is able to list addends and sums in the appropriate

columns with 90% accuracy.

3.1211-013
Given ten non-empty sets, n(A) < 15, the student is able

partition each set into disjoint subsets of his choice,

aid list the number of each set with 90% accuracy.

3.1211-014

Given ten pairs of sets, n(AU13) <10, the student is able

to list the addition sentetce associated with the union

of each pair of sets with 90% accuracy. (An 13= )

3.1212-015

Given ten pairs of standard numerals that name whole

numbers less than 50, the student is able to list each

pair of numerals in reverse order, where possible compute

the sum and difference for esch pair, and make a

statement regarding the probable existence of a

commutative property for addition and for subtraction of

whole numbers.

3.1212-016

Given two pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than 100, the student is able to justify (Using the CPA &

OA) the addition algorithm for pair with 100% accuracy.

5 2

-012

Place each in the proper column.

7 - 4 . 3 Addend__ Sum

3 + 5 = 8 * 34 7

3,5 8*

-013

Partition this set into disjoint subsets

and list the number of each set.

DP= cr,i,

n(A)= 9, n(B) = n(C =4, n D =3*

-014

List the addition sentence.

A= p,O,T
Bfh, s,6,M}

+ 4 = 7*

-015

List each in reverse order, find the sun

and difference for each if possible, ani

tell whether you think there is a CPA

and a CPS for whole numbers.

48,34 *48+34=82; 34+48=82

34,48 48-34=14.; 34-48= ?(no whole

number here!)

think there is a CFA, but not a CFg*

-016

Use the APA and CPA to justify

23+45.68.

*23+45= (20+3) + (40+5

= 20+(5+40) + 5 APA

= 20+(40+3) + 5 CFA

(20+40) + (3+6) APA

. 60 + 8

=684

3.12122-017 -017
Given five sets of three numerals that name whole numbers' List 2 sentences showing the APA and Ca

the student is able to list 2 mathematical sentences for 68,29,34

each showing the CPA and APA of whole numbers with 100% accuracy. 429+34=34+29; (68+29)+34=68+(29+30



3.12122-018 ,

Civen ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than ten, the student is able to list a mathematical

sentence for each pair that shows the commutative prope_ty

Df addition with 100% accuracy.

3.12123-019

raven ten sets of three numerals that name whole numbers

Less than 10, the student is able to list a true math

sentence for each set showing the APA of whole numbers

with 90% accuracy.

3.12133-020

3iven a manual or electric calculator, the student is able

to check all arithmetical calculations for immediate

tnowledge of results with 100% accuracy.

3.1213-021

3iven ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than 10 thousand, the student is able to list the indicated

iifference of each pair using the short form with 90% accur

3.1213-022

:liven ten verbal problems involving the addition or

subtraction of whole numbers less than ten thousand, the

student is able to list an opev mathematical sentence

:onsistent with each problem and list the missing addend

)r sum with 90% accuracy.

3.1213-023

;liven ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

dhan ten thousand(money form), the student is able to list

the indicated sum or difference with 90% accuracy.

-018

List a sentence that shows the CPA.

3,6 4,1 8,3

*3+6=64-3 4+14+4 8+3=3+8*

-019

List a sentence showing the APA of

whole numbers.

3,4,2 2,1,7

"(3+4)+2=3*(4+2) (2+1)+7=2+(i+7)

-020

*(The day is not too far off when the

traditional work done on algorithms

will be done away with because of

the greater speed and accuracy one

can obtain on a calculator. This

will mean MOM time for significant

mathematics in the elementary school.)

- 021

List the difference.

9,056

cy. 4628
*4,428*

becaus 4,428+4,628=9,056.*

- 022

List an open sentence and find the

missing addend or sum.

Mrs. Brown had to visit 340 more

homes before her 1970 Census

visitation to 1,945 home would be

complete. How many homes had she

already visited?

* IL 340 = 1,945

A-Thad visited 1605 homes a

-023

List the sum or difference.

$38.65 $78.01

-24.79 +34.65

13.86 112.66
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3.1213-024

Given ten open addition or subtraction equalities or

inequalities with the set of whole numbers being the

replacement set, the student is able to list the solutio

set for each sentence with 90% accuracy.

3.12131-025

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one thousand, the student is able to list the

indicated sum or difference using the short form with

renaming and 90% accuracy.

3.12131-026

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one thousand, the student is able to list the sum

of each pair with renaming of ones as one ten and tens

as one hundred and 90% accuracy.

3.12131-027

Given ten verbal problems involving addition or subtracti

of whole numbers with renaming of ones, tens, and hundred

the student is able to list an open mathematical sentence

consistent with each problem and list the missing addend

or sum with 90% accuracy.

3.12131-028

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one million, the student is able to list the sum of

each pair using the short form with 100% accuracy.

3.12131-029

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one thousand, the student is able to list the sum

of each pair with renaming of ones as a ten and 90%

accuracy.

3.12131-030

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one thousand, the student is able to list the sum

of each pair with no renaming and 90% accuracy.

3.inn-031
Given ten verbal problems involving addition or subtracti

of whole numbers with renaming of ones ns a ten and ones

or one ten as ten ones, the student is able to list an

open math sentence consistent with each problem and list

the missing sum or addend with 90% accuracy.

-024

Nene the solution set using the set of

whole numbers as the replacemen set.

(2 x ) + 4_> 35.

* 16,173l831: 20,..

-025

List the sum or iifference.

245 + 369= 614*

932 - 419= 513*__

-026

List the sum.

445

+268

4713*

n List an open sentence and find the

, missing addend or sum.

Jimmy collected string until he had

two balls, one 3,468 ft. long and

the other 8,953 ft. long. How much

string did Jimmy have?

*3468+8963 =

Jimmy had 12,421 ft. of's_ring.

- 028

List the sum using the short form.

247,974 + 987,65401,235,628*

- 029

List the sum.

346+239 m *585*

-030

List the sum.

435 + 162 = *597*

-031

n List an open math sentence and find

the missing addend or sum.

Millionaire Morris had 35 horses to

give away and ended up with 17 left,

How many did he give away?

*35 - = 17; He gave 18.*



3.12131-032

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole lbe

less than one hundred, the student is able to list

the sum of each pair usIng the short form with

renaming of ones as a ten and ones with 100%

accuracy.

3.12131-033
Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole number

less than one hundred, the student is able to list

the sum of each pair using an expanded form and

renaming of ones as a ten and ones with 90% accu a

3.12131-034

Given ten verbal problems involving the addition

or subtraction of whole numbers, the student is

able to list an open mathematical sentence

consistent with each problem and list the missing

sum(less thaa 10) or addend with 90% accuracy.

3.12131-035

Given 20 open mathematical addition or subtraction

sentences, the student is able to list the missing

addend or sum (less than 20) with 90% accuracy.

3.12131-036
Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole number

less than ten, the student is able to list the

sum of each pair using the APA with 90% accuracy.

3.I2131-037
Given thirty pairs of numerals that name whole

numbers less than 10, the student is able to

list the associated suns or differences within

3 minutes and 90% accuracy.

3.12131-038
Given ten numerals that nane whole numbers less

than twenty, the student is able to list the sum

or difference of each number and 1 with 100%

accuracy.

3.12/3/-039
Given twenty numerals that name whole numbers less

than one hundred, the student is able to list the

sum or difference of eaoh number and 0 with 100%

arcuracv.
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-032

List the sum ;Asing the short Lo
g_ rm

28 + 35 *63*

-033

List the sum using an expanded form.

27m*20 + 7

36=*30_+ 6

Y. *50 + 13 = (50+10) +3 4= 63 *

-034

List an open sentence and find the missi

sum or addend.

Mother has 5 eggs. She needs 8 .ggs to make

a cake. How many more eggs does she need?

*5 + = Mother needs 3 more egg

-035

List the missing addend or sum

sentence true.

9 + 6 = *15*

-030

Use the APA to fInd the s-

numbers.

9 + 6 =

*9+6 = 9 + (1 + 5)

+ 1) + 6 ATA

= 10 + 6

m 15

*8* = 11

to make each

*10*-3 = 7

each pair of

-037

List the sums or differences.

3+2=*5* 6-3=*3 4+5m*9* 3+7=410*

-038

List the $

3+1m*4*

cifference.

19-1m *18* 2+1= *13*

-039

List the sum or dIfference.

23+0=423* 45-0=*45* 70+0m*70*
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3.12131-040
Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

less than one hundred, the student is able to list

the sum of each pair with no renaming using the APA

with 90% accuracy.

3.12131-041
Given ten pairs of multiples of ten less than 100,

the student is able to list the sum or difference

for each pair with 90% accuracy.

3.12131-042

Given ten verbal problems invoiving the addition or

subtraction of whole numbers, the student is able to

list an open mathematical sentence for each problem

consistent with the problem and list the missing

addend or sum(less than 100) with no renaming and

90% accuracy.

3.12132-043

Given ten sets of three or more numerals that name

whole numbers less than one hundred thousand,

the student is able to list the sum of each set wIth

902 accuracy.

3.12132-044
Given ten sets of numerals that name whole numbers,

the student is able to list the sum of each set with

90% accuracy.

3.12132-"'
Given t Ls of three numerals that name whole

numbers ..ess than ten, the student is able to list the

sum of each sail (less than 20) with 90% accuracy.

3.12132-046

Given ten sets of three numerals that name whole

numbers less than 10, the student is able to list

the sum (less than 10), of each set of numbers with

90% accuracy.

3.1221-047

Given ten open addition or subtraction sentences using

any base or numeration system, the student is able to

list the equivalent addition or subtaaction sentence

showing the inverse relationship between addition and

subtraction with 90% acnuracv.

-040

List the sum using the APA.

34 + 3 =

*34 = (30 4) IL 3

= 30 (4 3) AEA

= 30 # 7

= 37*

-041

List the sum or difference.

40-10. *30* 50+30=*80* 90-60.*30,*

-042

List an open sentence and find the missij

addend or sum,

President Nixon used 35 pens to sign a

bill into law. 14 of those pens were give

to his family. How many pens were left?

*35-14=_ Nixon had 21 pens left.*

-043

List the sum.

42,894 + 45,010 + 23,987 . *11.1 _891:*

-044

List the sum.

2,987,654

2,456

20

+ 621,697

*3,611,827

-045

List the sum.

5+6+4. *10_ 7+ 8*

-046

List the sum.

3+2+4. *9* 6+0= *9*

-047

List the equivalent addition or subtract*

sentence.

XIV + L - = xrv*



3.1221-048

Given ten addition or subtraction sentences (sums less

than ten), the student is able to list the equivalent

subtraction or addtion sentence with 90% accuracy.

3.1222-049

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

the student is able to list the indicated difference

of each pair with 907: accuracy.

3.12222-050

Given ten pairs of numerals that nane whole numbers les

than one thousand, the student is able to list the

indicated difference of each pair with no renaming

and 90% accuracy.

3.1221-051

Given ten partitioned setsv n(A)<10, the student is

able to list the subtraction sentence associated

with each partitioned set with 90% accuracy.

3.12222-052

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole nunbers

less than one hundred, the student is able to list the

difference using an expanded form and no renaming

of each with 90% ac uracy.

3.12223-053

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

less than one hundred, the student is able to list

the difference of each pair using an expanded form

and renaming of a ten as ten ones with 90% accuracy.

3.12223-054

Given ten pairs of numerals that nane whole numbers

less than one hundred, the student is able to list

the difference of each pair with renaming using the

short form and 100% accuracy.

3.12223-055

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

less than one thousand, the student ic able to list the

indicated difference of each pair with renaming of a

ten as ten ones and 90% accuracy.
fl

-048

List the equivalent addition ot

subtraction sentence.

3 4 = 7

-049

List the difference.

56,009 - 12,574= *43 435*

-050

List the difference.

956-734=A282*:

-051

List esubtraction sentence

for each partitioned set.

I, S 6

*7_ = 4*

-052

List the difference usIng an expanded

form.

86A= (80 + 8)

- 30= (30 + 4)

50 + 2 = 52 *

-053

List the difference using an expanded

form.

434= (40 + 3)= (30 + 13)

- 19A= (10 + 9)= + 8)

20 + 4 = 24*

-054

List the difference.

54 - 27 = *27*_

55

List the difference.

953-838= *115*
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, pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

thousand, the student is able to list the

difference of each pair using an expanded form

ing of 1 thousand as ten hundreds, 1 hundred as

and 1 ten as ten ones with 90% accuracy.

57

, pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

thousand, the student is able to list the

difference of each pair with renaming of 1

s 10 tens and 1 ten as 10 ones with 90% accuracy

8

arrays that picture the products of whole

ess than ten, the sftdent is able to list a

erue for each array with 90% accuracy.

9

pairs of numerals that name whole numbers with

less than 30 and factors less than 10, the

s able to list the inaicated quotient of each

onstructing and partitioning a set intoan each subset with 90% accuracy.

0
pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

the student is able to list the product of each

onstructing the appropriate number of equivalent

sets and counting with 90% accuracy.

1

e pairs of numerals that name whole numbers'

one hundred, the student is able to justify

plication algorithm to determine the product of

with 90% accuracy) using properties of multiplicat.

on of whole numbers.

-056

Li t the difference using an expandel

form.

6238(6000+200+30+8)45000+1100+120+19

-4359444000+300+50+9)44000+ 300+ 50+9

1000+ 800+ 70+9

"1 879*

- 057

List the difference.

432 - 378 *54*

-058

-059

List a multiplication sentence for

each array.

XXXXXX
XXXXXX
xxxxxx

=

List the quotient by constructing

and partitioning a set.

24+4
*XXXI
X_ X X X

XXXX
XXIX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXI

-060

List the product by constructing

equivalent sets.

3 x 5 =

*XXXXX
XXXXX 3 X 5 = 154

XXXXX
- 0 1

= 6*

Nammelmm

Justify the multiplication algorithm

using the appropriate properties.

34x22=

°n *34x22= 34x(20+2)
= 34x20 + 34:2 DMA
430+41x20 + (30+4) x 2

=30x20474x204.303:24-44p!4A



3./232-062

Given ten addition or multiplication

student is able to list the property

or addition of whole numbers suggeste

with 90% accuracy.

sentences, the

of multiplication

A by each sentence

3.12322-063

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than ten, the student is ab1,7', to list a multiplication

sentence for each pair showing the CPM of whole numbers

and prove the truth of each sentence by constructing

arrays and counting with 90% accuracy.

3.12323-064

Given ten pairs of numerals that name

pair consisting of a multiple of 100

less than 100 the student is able to

of each pair using the APM with 100%

whole numbers, each

and a whole number

list the product

accuracy.

3.12325-065

Given 20 numerals that name whole numbers, th a student is

able to list the product of each number and 1 with 100%

accuracy and write a general statement concerning the

product of any whole number and 1.

3.12326-066

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole number (axb==.

where 1000< a <10,000, and b<10), the student is able

to list the product of each using the distributive

property with 90% accuracy.

5 9

-062

List the property suggested by the

sentence.

34 + 56 = 56 + 34 *CPA*

23x(3 + 9) = 23x3 + 23 x 9*DPM4*

456 x 1 = 456 *Identity for mult.

-06

- 064

(2x3)x5= 2x(3x5) *APM

List a multiplication sentence

showing the CPM and prove the truth

of the sentence by constructing two

arrays and counting.

2,4

42x4=44

xxxx

xxxx

List the product using the

7 x 500 =

*7x500 = 7 x (5:600)

= (7x$) x ZOO APM

= 35 x ZOO = 3500*

- 065

List the product of each and write

a short sentence about the product of

any whole number and 1.

34x1..*34* 5678 x I =45678*

0 x l-7=77167_ 12 x 1 = *12*

The product of any whole number and

one seem to be the whole number.*

- 066

List the product using the DPMA.

5 x 6327=

*5x6327= 5x(6000+3001-20+7)

=5x6000+5x300+5x204-5x7 DRIA

=30,000+1500+!00#35

= 31,635 *



3.12326-067

Given ten pairs of numerals

(axb=_, where 100 < a <1000,

to list the product of each

property with 90% accuracy.

that name whole numbers

b <10), the student is able

using the distributive

3.12326-068

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

(axb=_, where 10< a <100, b < 10) , the student Is able to

list the product of each pair using the DPMA with 90%

accuracy.

3.12326-069

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than ten, the student is able to list a mathematical

sentence showing the distributive property of multiplioat

over addition and construct an array picturing the truth

of the sentence of eaea pair with 902 accuracy.

3.1233-070

Given.ten verbal 4rob1ems iavolving the multiplication

or division of whole number less than ten thousand, the

Student is able to list an open mathematical sentence

consistent with each problem and list the misiing factor

or product with 90% accuracy.

3.12331-071

riven ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one million, the student is able to list the product

of each pair with 9C% accuracy.

3.12331-072

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers with

each pair consisting of a number less,than 1000 and a

number less than 100, the student is able to.list the

product with 90% accuracy.

0

60

-067

List the product usiag the DPMA.

2 x 324=__

*2x324= 2x(300+20+4)

= 2x300+2x20+2x4 BPAA

=600+40+8

=648 *

-068

List the product using the DPMA

4 x 26=

*4 x 26= 4 x (20+6)

= 4 x 20 + 4 x 6 DPAA

= 80 + 24

=104*

-069

List a sentence show the DPMA and

construct an array showing the

n truth of the sentence.

3,5

*3xi'2+3)_3x2+3x3 DPAA

XXX
XX XXX
XX XXX

- 070

List an open sentence and find the

missing factor or product.

234 planes left for Alaska with

55 people aboard each plane. How

many people started the trip to

Alaska?

*234x55= 121870

12,870 people started the trip.*

- 071

List the product.

12,985x37,092= *4 739.610.

-072

List the product.

434 x 53=423OO2*



2-073

ten numerals that name whole numbers less than

adred, the student is able to list the product

h with 90% accuracy.

1-074

ten verbal problems involving the multiplication

ision of whole numbers less than ten, the studen

a to list an open mathematical sentence consiste

ach problem and list the missing factor or produ

)% accuracy.

1-075

30 pairs of numerals that name whole numbers les

) the student is able to list the indicated

: or quotient within 3 minutes and 95% accuracy.

+-076

:en pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

taeh pair consists of a multiple of 10 less than

idred and a number less than 100, the student is

) list the product of each pair with 90% accurae

i-077

:en pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

lach pair consists of a multiple of 10,1000or

Lnd a number less than ten, the student is able

: the product of each pair with 90% accuracy.

i-078

:en numerals that name whole numbers less than

Le student is able to list the product of each

and 10 or 100 within 2 minutes and 100% accurac

.079

en open multi?lication or division sentences

Lny base or numeration system, the student is

list the equivalent division or multiplication

e showing the inverse relationship between

ication and division with 90% accuracy.

080

en 'division sentences(products less than 40)-

dent is able to construct an array for each

the meaning of division with 90% accuracy.

61

-073

List the product.

85 x 32 = *2720*

-074

List an open sentence and find the

the missing product or factor.

Susie had 5 packages of gum. How many

sticks of gum did she have?

*5 x 5 = jSusiehad25stcka.
-075

List the products or quotients.

7x8=*56: 564-8=*7 ; 1x3=*8 49 + 7=

-076

List the product.

20 x

-077

400 x 8=*3200*

-078

List the product.

45 x 10=*450*-,. 29 x 100=___--

-079

-080

900*

List an equivalent multiplication or

division sentence.

23 x 36
*

five nine -----twelve

_ twelve + 23five 36nine

Construct an array showing the meaning

of: 15-: 5

Y_L
///

_IIL
///



3.12421-081

Given 25 open division sentences(fundamental facts, with

products less than 81), the student is able to list the

missing factor or product within 2 minui.es and 90%

accuracy.

3.12422-082

given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers where

!ach pair consists of a number less than 10,000 and a

known factor less than 10, the student is able to list

the indicated quotient(unknown factor) of each with

remainder and 90% accuracy.

3 12422-983

31ven ten pairs of numerals that name whole numberswhere

!ach pair consists of a number less than 100 and the

(nown factor less than 10, the student is able to list

the indicated quotient and remainder for each with 90%

accuracy.

3.12422-084

liven ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers where

!ach pair consists of a multiple of 10, 100, or 1000, and

the known factor less than 10, the student is able to

List the indicated quotient (no remainder) with 90%

accuracy.

3.12423-085

Aven ten pairs of numerals that name whole number the

atudent is able to list the indicated quotient and

:emainder using the estimated quotient technique based on

aowers of ten and multiples of those powers with 90%

accuracy.

1.12423-086

aven ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers

Itudent is able to list the indicated quotient and

lmainder with 90% accuracy.

69

the

- 081

List the mdssing factor or product.

246=44 ; 442+6=7; 12+43 =4

0 2

List the quotient and remainder.

42661:4 = *71Z r. 0 .

-083

List the quotient and remainder.

86;7=41 r.

- 084

List the quotient.

3500+7 = *500*

- 085

List the quotient and remainder.

947+12=

*13:12=12 60x12=720 6x12=72

10x12=120 70x12=840 7x12=84

100x12=1200 80x12=960 8x12=96

thus 10<q<100 thus 70<q<80 9x12=108

Based on this information, the quotient

is(70 + 8) with a remainder the

difference between (70+ 12 and 947, that

is 11.

- 086

List the quotient and remainder.

456,987,-123=4371 42



3.12423-087

Given ten open division sentences involving whole number

products 1eL3 than 99 and factors less than 20, the

student is able to, through successive subtractions,

list the unknown factor for each with 100% accuracy.

3.12424-088

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers where

each pair consists of the known factor a multiple of 10

less than 100 and a number less than 1000, the student is

able to list the quotient and remainder with 90% accuracy

3.1243-089

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than 1000, the student is able to list the indicated

quotient using the right distributive property of

division over addition with 90% accuracy.

3.1243-090

Given ten division sentences involving whole numbers

less than 10 as factors, the student is able to list a

mathematical sentence showing the right distributive

property of division over addition and construct an array

picturing the truth of the sentence for each with 90%

accuracy.

3.131-091

The student is able to list the numeral names of the

whole numbers, in order, 100 through 200 with 100% accu ac

3.131-092

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than 1000, the student is able to list the symbol((,=,))

that indicates the appropriate equality or inequality

comparison of each pair with 90% accuracy.

3.131-093

Given five pairs of sets, n(A)10, the student is able to

indicate an equivalence or non-equivalence comparison

(as many as fewer than, more than ) with 100% accuracy.

-087

List the unknown factor through

successive subtractions.

88411=_ *8_

488-N=77 44-11=33

77-11=66 33-11=22

66-11=55 22-11=11

55-11=44 11-11=0

-088

List the quotient and remainder.

534+70 = *7 r. 44

-089

-090

List the quotient u ing the RDPDA.

271+78 = *3 r.7

*(156 + 115) 1 e 78+ 1154.78

=(2 + 1) r.37

Show the DPDA and construct an array

for each.

45+9 = 5

4(2418) 27+9_ 4. i9)

. 3 2

IS ell IP. 4
mmlirmlir.i11.44411141441.416I

le 4

-091

List the numbers from 100 to 200.

. *100,101 102,10331043 105,106,,,

-092

Use <, =9> to compare.

364*075 968*= 967+1; 78911)234

-093

Wri e "as many as" "fewer than", or

"more than" in the blanks provided.

Set A has _LIAper than* Set B



3.131-094

Given ten sets, n(A) 5. 10, the student is able to order

the sets from fewest member to greatest number of members

with 100% accuracy.

3.131-095

The student is able to list the numeral names of whole

numbers in order zero through nine using acceptable form

with 100% accuracy.

3 131-096

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than ten, the student is able to list the aymbol(<,=,>)

that indicates the eppropriate equality or inequality

comparison of eadh pair with 90% accuracy.

3.131-097

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one hundred, the student is able to list the

symbol (<,=,>) that indicates the appropriate equality

or inequality comparison for each pair with 90% accuracy.

3.131-098

The student is able to list the numeralnames for the

whole numbers zero through one hundred in order with 100

accuracy.

3.131-099

Given ten set, n(A)10, and an ordinal(through ninth)

associated with each set, the student is able to circle

the member ef each set named by the given ordinal with

90% accuracy.

3.1411-100

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers less than 1000

the student is able to rename each number in 2xpanded fo

with 100% accuracy.

3.1411-101

Given ten numerals that name whole num.ers less than 100,

the stucient is able to renew each number in the tens

ones expanded form with 90% accuracy.

1 1

-094

Put the e sets in order from

fewest to greatest number of member

B= , 0, A, a, i5J

oz U3 ,y1

N(o.x,41,4),13,0,

*(order) C, A, B, D.

- 095

Write the numbers zero to nine.

*1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9*

- 096

Compare usi g

7 > 3; 2 <

-097

Compare using (<,=,).

54 > 12; 23_<_ 78; 25-12*!12+1.

-098

Write the numbers 0-100.

*0,1,2,3,4,5:6,7,...,56,5 , 58, 59,

60,...,97,98,99,100.

-099

Circle the

K , A, M

fourth

1),LP, X, 4',

eighth

-100

Wicated member.

E , 7

Tright to 1, 0

Rename in expanded form.

362

*362= 300 IL 60 2*

-101 Rename in the indicated form.

37= * 3 tens 7 ones

40= 4 tens 0 ones



3.1411-102

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers less than 100,

the student is able to rename each number in expanded

form with 90% accuracy.

3.1411-103

Given ten expanded or standard numerals that name whole

numbers less than one million, the student is able to

rename each number with the equivalent standard or

expanded name with 90% accuracy.

3.1411-104

Given ten standard numerals that name whole numbers less

than one million, the student is able to rename each

number as a sum of products (expanded notation) with 90%

accuracy.

3 1411-105

Given ten standard numerals that nane whole numbers, the

student is able to rename each number using the exponenti

form of powers of ten with 90% accuracy.

3.1412-106

Given ten sets, n(A)<10, and a list of three numeral names

for each, the student is able to circle the appropriate

numeral name fnr each set with 100% accuracy.

3.1412-107

Given ten sets, n(A)<10, the student is able to list

the numeral name associated with each set using

standard acceptable numeral formation with 100% accuracy.

3.1412-108

Given the word names for the whole numbers.less than 10,

the student is able to list the associated numeral name

for each with 100% accuracy.

3.1412-109

Given ten standard numerals that name whole numbers not

greater than one million, the student is able to list the

word name for each with 90% accuracy.

3.1412-110

Given ten word or numeral names for whole numbers, the

student is able to rename each number using the equivalen

numeral or word nave with 90% accuracy.

-102

Rename in expanded form.

14=n0 + 4

78=*70 + 8*

-10

Rename in standard or expanded fon

4000+800+60+7= *4867

364= 300+60+4

1,096= 1000+90+6*

-104

Rename in expanded notation.

83,196=8x10,000+3x1000+1x1004x10 !

-105

Renam in ex onential form.

357= 3x102+ &101+ 720 °

-06
Circle the co rect numeral.

4 7 9

-107

Write the numeral associated with

each set.

n 0 0,0,0,0,0 7

-108

Write the correct numeral nate.

five *6*

six *6*

three *34

-109

Write the word name for each.

43,612 *forty-three thousand,

six hundred twelve.*

-110

Rename in words or numerals.

Three hundred six *306*

8,957 eight thousand nine hundrE

fifty-seven

73



at name whole numbers less than 100,

D rename each number in expanded

standard numerals that name who

million, the student is able to

th the equivalent standard or

V, accuracy.

nerals that name whole numbers less

student is able to rename each

'ducts expanded notation with 90%

merals chat name whole numbers, the

lame each number using the exponent

with 90% accuracy.

10, and a list of three numeral name

is able to circle the appropriate

set with 100% accuracy.

LO, the student is able to lis

:iated with each set using

lmeral formation with 100% accuracy.

For the whole numbers4less than 10,

) list the associated numeral name

:uracy.

nerals that name whole numbers not

Lon, the student is able to list the

dh 90% accuracy.

!ral names for whole numbers, the

lame each number using the equivalent

vith 90% accuracy.

-102

Rename in expanded form.

14=*7,0 + 4

78=*70 + 8*

-103

Rename in standard or expanded form.

4000+800+60+72 *4867

364= 300+60+4

1,096= 1000+90+64

- 104

Rename in expanded notation.

83 9196=8x10,000+3x1000+1x100+9x10+6x1

- 105

Rename in exponem.lal form.

357= "3x102+ 5x102+ 7x100

-106

- 107

Write the numeral associated with

each set.

- 108

11 le,f370,070,0. 7

Write the correct numeral name.

five A5*

six 46*

three * *

Circle the correct numeral.

4 7 9 tU,X

-109

ite the word name for each.

43,612 * orty-three thousand,

x hundred twelve."

- 110

Rename in words or numerals.

Three hundred six 43064

8,957 eight thousand n ne hundred

fifty-seven

sli

0



3.1413-111

GIven ten nume als that name whole numbers less than one

thousand, the student is able to list the nearest multiple

of ten for each with 90% accuracy.

3.1413-112

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers less than one

hundred thousand, the s udent is able to list the nearest

multiple of 100 with 90 accuracy.

3.1413-113

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers, the student is

able to list the nearest indicated multiple of 10 100,1000,

10,000, or 100N00 with 90% accuracy.

3.1421-114

Given ten base-five numerals that name whole numbers, the

student is able to rename each number with the equivalent

base-ten numeral with 90% accuracy.

3.1421-115

The student is able to list, in order, the base-five

numerals for whole numbers through one hundred twenty-six

with 100% accuracy.

3.1422-116

Given ten pairs of base-five numerals that name whole numbe:

less than one hundred twenty-six, the student is able to

list the base-five sum for each with 90% accuracy.

3.1422-117

Given ten pairs of base-five numerals that name whole numbe

less than one hundred twenty-six, the student is able to

list the indicated base-five differenr:e with 90% accuracy.

3.1422-118

Given five pairs of base-five numerals that name whole

numbers less than twenty-seven, the student is able to list

the base-five product for each pair with 90% accuracy.

3.1431-119

Given ten Egyptian numerals or Hindu-Arabic numerals that

name whole numbers, the student is able to rename each

number with its equivalent Hindu-Arabic or Egyptian name

with 90% accuracy.

66

List the nearest multiple of ten.

674 *670*

-112

List the nearest multiple of 100.

5,667*5700* 54,890*54 900*

-113

-114

List the desired multiple indicad.

234,090*234000(multiple/1000)

78,9875000* (multiple/100)

3 *04' (multiple/10)

Rename in base-ten.

2041
five ten

-115

List base-five numerals to 126ten.

*0,14,3,4,10,11,12,13,14,

20,21322,23,24,.. 443,44,

1000,1001.

116

List the base-five sum.

24 + 234 .*31
five five five

- 117

118

List the base-five product.

12
five

x 34
five

=*1013

-119

List the base-five difference.

213 - 44 =*114
five five de

Rename in Hindu7Arabic or

Egyptian numeraie.

3,456,021

reee
nni



3.1432-120

Given ten base-ten or Roman numerals that name whole

numbers less than 200(, the student is able to rename

each number with its equivalent Roman or base-ten

numeral name with 90% accuracy.

3.22125421

Given ten numerals that name integers, the student is

able to list the additive inverse of each with 90%

accuracy.

3.2213-122

Given ten pairs of numerals that name integers, the

student is able to list the sum of each pair with

90% accuracy.

3.2223-123

Given ten pairs of numerals that name integers, the

student is able to list the indicated difference with

90% accuracy.

3.2233-124

Given ten pairs of numerals that name integers the

student is able to list the product of each pair with

90% accuracy.

3.2242-125

Given ten pairs of numerals that name integers, the

student is able to list the indicated quotient with

90% accuracy.

3.31-126

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to construct number

rays for each and associate each fraction with a

specific point on the ray with 90% accuracy,

3.31-127

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers between

zero and one, the student ls able to partition a set

or region to show the meaning of each fraction with

90% accuracy.

-120

F2name using base-ten or Roman

numerals.

MCMLXX *1970*

-121

Name the additive inverse of each.

+34*-34 , -100+700 -4*+4

-122

List the sum.

+345 + -675=-330*

-123

List the diffe=ence.

-1253 - :589m -664*

- 124

List the product.

-12x+36= -432*

-125

List the quotient.

+4644 47-54 *-86*

- 126

Associate each $ctLoAith a point

on the number ray.

2/3

- 127

Show the meaning of 3/4 by partit oning

a set.

# 010 0

f 0 0



3.3/-128

Given ten regions and a unit fraction for each, the

student is able to show the unit fractional part of

the region by drawing with 100% accuracy.

3.3212-129

Given ten open mathematical sentences involving the

addition and multiplication of rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to name the property

of addition or multiplication of rational numbers of

arithmetic suggested by each sentence with 100%

accuracyT

3 32122-130

Given ten open mathematical sentences involving the

addition of rational numbers, the student is able to

list the missing addend or sum using the CPA or APA

of rational numbers of arithmetic with 90% accuracy.

3.32122-131

Given ten pairs of fractions that name rational

numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to list

an addition sentence for each pair that shows the

CPA of rational nuubers of arithmetic and prove the

truth of each sentence by adding with 90% accuracy.

3.32123-132

Given ten sets of three fractions that name rational

numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to list an

addition sentence for each set that shows the APA of

rational numbers of arithmetic and prove the truth

of each sentence by adding with 90% accuracy.

3.32131-133

Given ten pairs of like fractions(a/n,b/n) that name

rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to

list the sun of each pair in simplest form with 90%

accuracy.

3.32132-134

Given ten pairs of unlike fractions(a/n,b/m) that name

rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to

list the sum of each pair in simplest form and mixed

form, if appropriate , with 90% accuracy.

- 128

Color 1/5 of this region.

- 129

Name the property suggested by each.

(1/2+3/4)+5/6= 1/2+(3/4+5/6)4M

1/1+2/2=2/2+1/1 *CPA

3/4x1/1=3/4 qddentity for Ait

1/2+0/1=1/2 *Identity for Add.

- 130

List the mIssing sum or addend.

1/2 +*a_:= 4 1/2

- 131

List a sentence showing the CPA and

prove each by adding, 2/70/6.

*2/7 + 5/6 = 5/6 + 2/7

2/7+5/6= 47/42

5/6+2/7= 47142

-132

List a sentence showing the APA and

prove each by adding, 1/2,1/3,1/4.

4a/2+1/34414 = 1/2W/34-1/4)

5/6 4- 1/4 = 13/12

1/2 + 7112= 13/12

- 1 3

List the sum in simplest form.

2/3, 1/3

*2/3+1/3 = 3/3 = 1/1

-134

List the sum.

4/5, 1/2

*4/5 + 1/2 = 10 4- 5/10 = 13/10

= 1 3/10*



3 32132-135

Given ten pairs of fractions that name rational numbers

of arithmetic, the student is able to list the sum of

each pair in simplest form with 90% accuracy.

3.32133-136

Given ten pairs of decimals that name rational numbers o

arithmetic(whose least place is hundredths) ,the student

is able to list the sum of each pair with 90% accuracy.

3.32233-137

Given ten pairs of decimals that name rational numbers o

arithmetic(whose least place is hundredths),the student

is able to list the indicated difference f r each pair
with 90% accuracy.

3.32133-138

Given ten pairs of decimals that name rational numbers o

arithmetic, the student is able to list the indicated

sum or difference of each pair w th 90% accuracy.

3 32133-139

Given ten verbal problems involving the addition or

subtraction of decimals whose least place is hundredths,

the student is able to list an open mathematical

sentence consistent with each problem, and list the

missing addend or sum of eadh with 90% accuracy.

3.32133-140

Given ten verbal problems involving the combination of

any two operations of addition, subtraction, multiplicat

or division of decimals that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to list an open math

sentence consistent with each problem and list the

missing addend, sum factor, or product with 90% accu a-

69

135

List the sum in simplest form.

23/35, 6/7

*23/35 4- 6/7 = 161/245 +210/245

= 371/245

= 1 126/245*

136

List the sum.

246.45

+9648.29

*9894.74*

- 137

List the difference.

768.04

-345.76

*422.28*

- 138

List the sum or difference.

1.9754 3.0961

+23.4567 -0.8765

*25.4321* *2.2196*

-139

List an open sentence and find the

missing addend or sum.

Mr. Smart had 34.23 square yards of

metal to make a rocket. He used

29.67 square yards in construction.

How many square yards remained?

* +29.67 = 34.23

MI. Smart had 4.56 square yards left

-140

List an open sentence and find the

n, missing sum, addend, factor, or

product.

The Chrysler Motor Co. had 5 cars

that weighed 5679.872 lbs.per car.

The Ford Mntor Co. had 12 cars that

weighed.14259.902 lbs. per car. These

cars were to be shipped to Germany.

The boat had space for 79000 lbs.

How many cars were able to be shippek.

*CMC weight=28399.360 FMC weight=

51118.824

Total=79518.184 thus 16 cars went.
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3.32134-141

Given ten pairs of mixed numerals that name rational

numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to list the

sum of each pair in mixed and simplest form with 90%

accuracy.

3.32231-142

Given ten pairs of like fractious (a/n,b/n) that name

rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to

list the indicated difference in simplest form with

90% accuracy.

3.32232-143

Given ten pairs of fractions that name rational

numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to list

the indicated difference in simplest form with 90%

accuracy.

3.32232-144

Given ten pairs of unlike fractions(a/n,b/m) that name

rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to'

list the indicated difference of eath pair in simplest

form with 90% accuracy.

3,3231-145

Given five pairs of fracticns that name rational

numbers of aldthmetic less than one, the student is

able to construct a rectangular region showing the

multiplication of the fractions and list the product

of each with 90% accu acy.

3.32326-146

Given ten fractions or mixed numerals that name

rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to

list the reciprocal (multiplicative inverse) of each

with 90% accuracy.

3.3233-147

Given ten verbal problems involving the multiplication

of rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able

to list an open mathematical sentence consistent with

each pi_blem, and list the unknown factor or product

with 90% accuracy.

-141

List the sum in simplest form.

45 3/4

_9 5/6

55 7/12*

-142

List the difference in simplest form.

3/4, 1/4

*3/4 - 1/4 = 2/4 = 11';

-143

List the difference in simplest fort

7/8, 1/3

*7/84/3 = 21/24-8/24=1 /24*

- 144

List the difference in simplest form.

3/5-1/2

3/5-1/2= 6/10-5/10=1/10*

145

Construct a region to p cture the

multiplication and list the product.

2/3 x 3/4= *1/2*

.146

List the recip coal of each.

5/6.111.; 3 /2,!L7___

- 147

List an open math sentence and find

the missing factor or product.

Mrs. Bloom wanted to split a piece

of cloth 5 3/8 ft. in length into

3 pieces. But before she would do

that she decided that she needed

twice as much cloth. How much cloth

did she need?

42 s 5 3/8 =

She needed 10 3/4 ft. ofma rial.



3.32331-148

Given ten pairs of fractions that name rational

numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to list the

product of each pair in simplest form with 90% accurac

3.32332-149

Given ten pairs of decimals that name regional

numbers of arithmetic(least place ten thousandths)

the student is able to list the product of each with

90% accuracy.

3.32333-150

Given ten pairs of mixed numerals that name rational

numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to list the

product of each pair in mixed and simplest forms

with 90% accuracy.

3.3243-151

Given ten pairs of fractions or mixed numerals that

name rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is

able to list the indicated quotient of each pair in

simplest form with 90% accuracy.

3032432-152

Given ten patrs of decimals whose least place is

thousandths that name rational numbers of arithmetic,

the student is able to list the indicated quotient

for each to the nearest indicated tenth, hundredth,

or thousandth with 90% accuracy.

3 331-153

Given five pairs of unit fractions, the student is

able to list the symbol (<92)) that indicates the

appropriate equality or inequality comparison for each

pair with 90% accuracy.

3.331-154

Given ten pairs of fractions that name rational numbe

of arithmetic between 0 and 1, the student is able to

list the symbol (<,=,>) that indicates the indicated

equality or inequality comp'rison of each pair with

90% accuracy.

3.3317155

Given ten sets of decimals that name rational numbers

of arithmetic, the student is able to list each set

in order from least to greatest with 90% accuracy.

7 9

71

-148

List the product in simplest form.

5/8, 7/11

O *5/8x7/11= 35/88*

- 149

List the produc .

4.291, 0.025

*4 2914 025=0.107305*

- 150

List the product.

3 1 2, 5 2/3

3 1/2x5 2/3 = 19 5/6*

- 151

List the quotient in simplest form.

5/8, 3/4

*5/843/4 = 5/6*

152

List the quotient to the nearest tenth.

52.176 ,3.4

*52.176+3.4 = 15,34

-153

List the appropriate symbol

1/5 < 1/4. 1/3_ > /5.

- 154

List the apprppriate symbol ((,=,>).

2/3 < 3/4; 1/24-1/4*= 3/4; 7 8 > 1/2.

- 155

List in order from least to greatest.

12.045, 11.987, 13.001, 12.145, 11.053

*11.050, 11 987, 12.045, 12.145, 13.001



3.33-156

Given ten sets of mixed numerals or fractions that

name rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is

able to arrange each set in order from least to

greatest with 90% accuracy.

3.33-157

Given ten pairs of decimals that name rational numbers

of arithmetic (least place is hundredths), the student

is able to list the symbol (<,=,>) to indicate the

appropriate equality or inequality comparison with

902 accuracy.

3 34-158

Given ten decimals that name rational numbers of

arithmetic (least place hundredths), the student is

able to rename each with the equivalent word name

and 90% accuracy.

3.34-159

Given ten decimals that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to list the word

name for each with 100% accuracy.

3.341-160

Given ten mixed numerals or fractions that name

rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is able to

rename each number using the equivalent fraction or

mixed form with 90% accuracy.

341-161

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to name the simplest

form of the number with 90% accuracy.

3.341-162

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to list the set of'

equivalent fractions for each number with 90% accuracy.

3.342-163

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of

arithmetic greater than one, the student is able to

rename each in mixed numeral form with 90% accuracy.

3.342-164

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to list an equality or

inequality sentence for each comparing each number with

the fraction 1/1 with 90% accuracy.

72

156

List in order from least to greatest.

3 1/4, 14/4, 25/8

*25/8, 3 1/4, 14/4*

- 157

List the symbo ,>) that is tequila

23 06 < 23.16; 0.98 > 0.97

- 158

Rename in word form.

156.09*one hundredfifty-ssx

and nine hundredths*

-158

Rename in word form.

4.06792

*four and six thousand seven hundied

ninety-two hundred thousandths.

-160

Rename in fraction or mixed form.

23 1/4= 93/4*

78/9= 8 2/3*

- 161

Rename in simplest form.

14/28 =*1/2*

-162

List the set of equivalent frac ions.

3/4

- 163

Rename in mixed form.

197/5 =*39 2/5*

- 164

List an equality or inequality seu e

comparing each fraction with 1/1.

11/12 23/22

11/1>11/12 /1<23/22



3 3427165 -165

Given ten decimals that name rational numbers(least Rename each as a mixed numeral.

place is hundredths), the student is able to rename 23.172

each as a mixed numeral with 90% accuracy. 23 172/1000

3.343-166 -166

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers the Rename in terminating non-

student is able to rename each in terminating, non- repeating form.

repeating decimal form with 90% accuracy. 1/8 m*0 125*

3.343-167 -167

Given ten terminating, non-repeating decimals that Rename in simplest fraction form.

name rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is 0.468

able to rename each decimal in simplest fraction form *167/250*

with 90% accuracy.

3.343-168 -168

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of Rename in decimal form.

arithmetic less than one (excluding the non-terminating 1/7

non-repeating form), the student is able to rename 0.242857

eath fraction in decimal form with 90% accuracy.

3.3451.169 -169

Given ten fractions or numerals in per cent form that Rename in equivalent fraction or

name rational numbers of arithmetic, the student is per cent form.

able to rename each number using the equivalent per 1/2 *50%* 68% *17/25*

cent or fraction form with 90% accuracy.

3.3452-170 -170

Given ten open mathematical sentences involving List the missing member.

proportion, the student is able to list the missing 50 -= (*2*)

member (Means or extremes) of the proportion with 90% IF '4

accuracy.

3.34537171 171

Given ten verbal problems involving per cent, the List an open math sentence and find the

student is able to list an open mathematical sentence missing member.

consistent with each problemibased on equivalent ratios John received a score of 24 right

and list the missing member with 90% accuracy. out of a total of 25 items on the

test. What was his per cent score?

x/100 = 24/25

*Therefore John's per cent was 96%

3.346-172 -172

Given ten decimals that name rational numbers of arith- Rename using an expanded form.'

metic, the student is able to rename each decimal using 23.709

an expanded form:with 90% accuracy'. *23.709=20+3+7/10+9/1000*



3.346-173

Given ten decimals that name rational numbers of

arithmetic(least place hundredths), the student is able

to rename each in expanded form with 90% accuracy.

3.4211-174

Given a finite system, Sn, where n<10, the student is

able to construct an addition table and a multiplication

for that system with 100% accuracy.

3.4212-175

Given a finite system, S , where n<10 and n is

prime, the student is abie to verify all cases of the

properties of addition in that system including closure,

commutative, associative, identity, and inverse properti
with 90% accuracy.

3.4222-176

Given a finite system, Sn, where n<10, and n is a prime

the student is able to verify all cases of the propertie

of multiplicetion in that system including closure,

commutative property, associative, identity, inverse, a

distributive properties with 90% accuracy.

3.431-177

Given ten numerals that name whale numbers, the student

is able to name the numbers that are divisible by 2, 3,

5, or 9 within 3 minutes and 90% accuracy.

74

-173

Rename in expanded form.

8.45

*8.45= 8+4/10+5/100*

-174

Construct an addition and

a multiplication table for finite

svstemIS
3

.

-17

0 1 2 xO
0

Verify all cases of the CP

Closure, identity, and inverse

properties of S3.

The verification of all of the cases

of these properties is too

lengthy to be printed here, but would

include all possible combinations of

each property based on the table in

-174. For example, the CPA would

require verification ofsentences

as 0+1=1+0;0+2=2+0;1+1=1+1;1+2=2+1,

and so on.

-176v

V2r1fy all cases of the CPM, APM

closure, identity, inverse, and

distributive properties of S3.

*Again, too lengthy, but try

it fbr yourself% The possibili,

in S3 are much more limited than

in other finite systems.

-177

Which numbers are divisible by 2 hy 3?

by 5? or by 9?

99864, 12402,4803 532,864,2100,

5285, FIO

*by 2-99864,12402,532,864,2100,8690

by 3-99864,12402,4803,864,2100 .

by 5,4100,5285,8690

by 9-864,12402, 99864
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4.1-178

The student is able to list the even numbers less than

10 and construct a set that shows that each is an even

number with 100% accuracy,

4.1-179

The student is able to list the odd numbers less than

ten with a set showing that each number is odd with 90%

accuracy.

4.1-180

Given ten pairs of standard numerals that name whole

numbers, the student, without adding or subtracting, is

able to state the evenness or oddness of the indicated

sum or difference of each pair with 100% accuracy in

one minute.

4,2-181

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers less than 81,

the student is able to list the set of factors of each

with 90% accuracy.

4.2-182

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers, the student

Ole to list the set of factors of each number with 90%

accuracy.

4.2-183

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers, the student is

able to underline those numerals that name prime numbers,

and list the set of factors of the composite numbers with
90% accuracy.

4.4-184

The student is able to list the multiples of 100 throu h

1000 w!th 100Z accuracy.

-178

List the even numbers to 10 and

draw a picture to show that each

is even.

*2,4,6,8,10

xx xx XXX XXXT XXXXX

(2) xx xxx xxxx xxxxx

(4) (6) (8) (10)

-179

List the odd numbers to 10 and

draw a picture to show that each

is odd.

* 1,3,517,9

x xx xxx XXXX XX=
X XX XXX XXXX

(1) (3) (5) (7) (9)

-180

List 0 for oddness or E for evenness

of the sum or difference.

356+341= ; 729-738=---

-181

List the set of factors of each.

56

2 4,7,8,14

-182

List the set of factors of each.

340

1, 2, 4 10,17,20,34,68,85,

170,34

-183

Underline the primes and list the

set of factors of the composites.

7 28

1,2,4,7,14

-184

List the multiples of 100 to 1000.

*100,200,300,400,500,600,700,800,

900,10004



4,4-185

The student is able to list the multiples of 10 through

one thousand with 100% accuracy.

4.4-186

The student is able to list the numeral7names for any

sequence of multiples of 5 with 100% accuracy. (at least

15 members in the sequence.)

4.4-197

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers less than 100,

the student is able to list the indicated set of multiples

of each with 90% accuracy.

4.5-188

Given ten fractions that name rational numbers of ari h-

metic less than 1, the student is able to list the

greatest common factor (GCF) of each numerator and

denominator and name the equivalent fraction in simplest

form with 90% accuracy.

4.5-189

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers less

than one hundred, the student is able to list the greatest

common factor of each pair with 90% accuracy.

4.5-190

Given ten pairs of numerals that nane whole numbers less

than 1000, the student is able to list the greatest common

factor of each pair with 90% accuracy.

4.6-191

Given ten pairs of fractions that name rational numbers of

arithmetic, the student is able to name the least common

denominator of each pair with 90% accuracy,

4.6-192

Given ten pairs of numerals that name whole numbers, the

student is able to list the least common multiple of each

with 90% accuracy.

F$4

-185

List the multiples of 10 to one

thousand.

*10320,30,40350,603 70,...,

560,570,580,590,600,m,

9803 990,1000*

-186

List any 15 member sequence of

multiples of 5,

*138,140,14531503 155,160,165,170,

175,180,1853 190,195,200,2053*

- 187

List the set of multiples of:21

less than 500,

01,42,63,84,105 126 147,...

420, 441, 462,4

- 188

List the GCF for each numerator

and denominator and rename each

fraction in simplest form.

12/18 15/65

*CCP of 12&18 is C. *GCF of 15&65

12/18=2/3* is 5.

15/65=3/13*

- 189

List the GCF for each pair.

14,42

GC? 14*

- 190

List the CCF of each.

132, 456

*XI' is 12*

191

List the LCD of each.

6/7, 3/4

*LCD is 28*

- 192

List the LCM of each.

25,36

*NM is 900*



4.7-193

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers less than 1000,

the student is able to list the prime factorization of each

with 90% accuracy.

4.94-194

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers, the student is

able to list the square of each with 90% accuracy.

4.95-195

Giver iten factorial numerals that name whole numbers, the

student is able to rename each in standard numeral form

with 90% accuracy.

5.11-196

Given the words "point, ray, angle, and segment", the

student is able to construct and name two pictures of each

word with 100% accuracy.

5.11-197

Given a set of ten labelled pictures of geometric figures

(point, segment, ray, line, and angle), the student is able

to partition the set into subsets based on the relation

"is the same type of geometric figure as" and name each

subset by the word name associated with those figures with

90% accuracy.

5.11-198

The student is able to make a drawing that utilizes a

minimum of two segments, two lines, two rays, and two

angles.

5.11-199

The student is able to make a drawing that utilizes picture

of circles, squares, rectangles quadrilaterals, trapezoids
and polygons.

5.11811-200

Given a set of 15 geometric figures, the student is able o

place an X on all simple closed curves ukth 100% accuracy.

77

- 193

List the prime factorizatlon.

568

2x2x2x71*

- 194

List the square of each.

24, 5,122

*24
2
= 576; 5

2
=25; 122 = 14884*

-195

Rename in standard form.

8! = 8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1= 40320*

-196

Draw two pictures of an angle

and name them.

E /

L-197 EFG
.MM

Group those figures that are

the same type of geometric fiaures

together to form Gets.

.e

-198

Draw a picture that uses two seg-

ments, two lines, two rays and

two angles.

(We'll leave this to the studen

creative abilities.)

- 199

Draw a picture that uses circles,

squares, rectangles, quadrilatera

trapezoids, and polygons.

(Again, the student has wide

latitude in what he draws)

-200

Place an X on all simple closed

curv s.e_



that name whole numbers less than 1000,

e to list the prime factorization of each

that name whole numbers, the student is

quare of each with 90% accuracy.

1 numerals that name whole numbers, the

rename each in standard numeral form

77

- 193

List the prime factorizat n.

568

42x2x2x71*

-194

List the square of each.

24 5 122

*24 = 576;
2
-45; 122_2-= 14884*

- 195

Rename in standard form.

8. = 8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1= 40320*

-196

)int, ray, angle, and segment", the Draw two pictures of an angle

construct and name two pictures of each and name them.

iracy. E /

labelled pictures oL geometric figures

ry, line, and angle), the student is able

tt into subsets based on the relation

)f geometric figure as" and name each

name associated with thos,: figures with

. to make a drawing that utilizes a

lents, two lines, two rays, and two

, to make a drawing that utilizes picture

rectangles, quadrilaterals, trapezoids,

eometric figures, the student is able to

i le closed curves lath 100% accuracy.

- 197 F
LEFG LXYZ

Group those figures that are

the same type of geometric figures

together to form sets.

.KC

- 199

Draw a picture that uses two seg-

ments, two lines, two rays, and

two angles.

(We'll leave this to the student's

creative abilities.)

Draw a pitture thnt maps cirelos,

squares; rectangles, quadrilateral;

trapezoids, and polygons.

Again, the student has wide

latitude in what he draws)

- 200

Place an X on all simple closed

curve Ot
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5.1181-201

Given ten simple closed curves, the student is able

to construct a region congruent to the Interior of

each curve with 90% accuracy. (tracing)

5111811-202

The student is able to draw pictu es of ten curves

and identify which are simple closed curves and wh ch

are not with 100% accuracy.

5.1182-203

Given a set of 15 geometric figures, the student is

able to identify each figure by placing the letter

C(circle), ltriangle), R(rectangle), orS(square)

in the interior of each figure with 100% accuracy.

5.11822-204

Given twelve quadrilaterals, the student is able to

name each as a trapezoid, parallelogram, rectangle,

or square (as many as apply) with 90% accuracy.

5.115-205

Given ten angles the student is able to nane each

as a right, obtuse, or acute angle with 100% accuracy

5.116-206

Given a picture of ten lines, some intersecting and

some parallel, the student is able to name the pairs

of parallel lines with 90% accuracy.

5.1/0h-207

Given a compass and the measlres of the radii of five

circles, the student is able to construct five

circles based on the given measures with 90% a- uracy

0 1

201

Construct a figure congruent to e

simple closed curve.

- 202

-203

Draw ten curves and identify which are

simille closed curves.4A.
Place C,T,R or S in the interior of

each figure for a circle, triangle,

ec angle, or square.

-20

ame each as a trapezoid, parallelogram,

rectangle, r square(as many as apply).

- 205

Name each as

- 206

- 207

ght, obtuse or acute,

Name the parallel

Construct a dr e with radius of lcm.



5.221-208

Given a compass and straightedge, the student is able to

construct five concentric circles and list the measure

of the radius and diameter of each circle with 90% accurac

5.1102-209

Given a segment, an angle, a triangle, a rectangle, and a

compass, the student will construct a geometric figure

congruent to each with 100% accuracy.

5.1102-210

Given a unit segment and ten other segments, the student

is able to list the measure of each segment based on the

unit se ent to the nearest 1/2 unit with 90% accuracy.

5,1102-211

Given two segments and a point associated with each not

on the segment, the student is able to construct a

perpendicular from the associated point to the given

segment with 100% accuracy.

5.1102-212

Given five segments, a compass, and a straightedge, the

student is able to construct the perpendicular bisector

of each with 100% accuracy.

-208

Construct five concentric circles

and list the measure of the radiu

aad'diameter of each.

radii- 3rim

8mm,

1cm
1.3cm,

-209 21 cm.

Construct a figuee cc

the given triangle.

- 210

List the measu e of each se

based on the unit segment.

unit

The segment Is 3 units 1

- 211

Construct a perpendi lar to the

given segment from th point.

- 212

Construct the pe pendicular bine!
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s and straightedge, the stu ent is able to

Poncentric circles and list the measure

and diameter of each circle with 90% accurac

an angle, a triangle, a rectangle, and a

:udent will construct a geometric figure

ich with 100% accuracy.

gment and ten other segments, the student

: the measure of each segment based on the

) the nearest h unit with 90% accuracy.

!nts and a point associated with each not

the student is able to construct a

'rom the associated point to the given

10% accuracy.

ents, a compass, and a straightedge, the

, to construct the perpendicular bisector

10% accuracy.

-208

Construct five concentric circles

and list the measure of the radius

andidiameter of each.

radi 3nmnt.

firm,

1 cm.

- 209 2.1 cmv

Construct a figuge con

the giT triangle.

- 210

List the measure of each segment

based on the unit segment.

(unit)

- 211

Construct a perpendi lar to the

Iven segment from th point.

The segment is 3 units lorg

- 212

Construct the pe-pendicular bisector



5.1102-213

Given five angles, a compass, and a straightedge, the

student is able to construct angles congruent to the'

given angles, and the angle bisectors of each with

902 accuracy.

-213

Construct a congruent angle and

bisector.

5.1102-214 -214

Given two triangles, a compass, and a straightedge, the Construct a congruent trian le and

student is able to construct triangles congruent to the bisect the angles.

given triangles and bisect each angle of every triangle

with 902 accuracy.

5.212-215

Given five ordered pairs of integers associated with

points on the Cartesian coordinate system, the student

is able to list three ordered pairs for each given

point that are symmetric to the given point about the

X-axis, Y-axis, and Origin with 90% accuracy.

5.213-216

Given five pairs of similar triangles with whole numbe

measures of four sides of each pair,,THE Student is

able to list the whole number-measures of the other

two sides of each pair with 90% accuracy.

5.215-217

Given five right triangles with whole number measures

of two sides of each, the student is able to list the

measures of the third side of each triangle using the

Pythagorean relation with 80% accuracy.

5.2237218

Given five circles with iden ified cen ers, the student

is able to list the measure of the diameter and

circumference of each circle and state the relation-

ship that exists between the diameta and circumference

of these circles with 90% accura

-215

List the ordered pairs that a e

spestric to the given point about

the X-axis, Y-axis and Or

(+3,-5)

*X-axis (1-3,45)

Y-axis (-3,-5)

Orsgin (-3,+5)

-216

List the measures of the two sides

whose measure is unknown.

x:2

= 3

-217

Li._ the measure of the third side.

-218

2
+ 4 y

2

Y 5

List the measure of the diameter an

circumference of the given circle.

Do you see any relationship between

the measure of the D and C? C)=1.2

1)
C: 3.



80

- 213

s, a compass, and a straightedge, the Construct a con ruent angle and

to construct angles congruent to the' bisector.

id the angle bisectors of each with

Jes, a compass, and a straightedge, the

to construct triangles congruent to the

and bisect each angle of every triangle

ll pairs of integers associated with

atesian coordinate system, the student

three ordered pairs for each given

ymmetric to the given point about the

and Origin with 90% accuracy.

of similar triangles with whole numbe

sides of each pair,.THE Student is

whole numbermasures of the other

th pair with 90% accuracy.

riangles with whole number measures

each, the student is able to list the

third side of each triangle using the

ition with 80% accuracy.

. es with identified centers, the student

the measure of the diameter and

! each circle and state the relation-

; between the dianitEr and circumference

; with 90% accura C)

- 214

Construct a congruent triangle and

bisect the angles.

- 215

List the ordered pairs that a e

splistric to the given point about

the X-axis, Y-axis, and Ori n.

(+3,-5)

*X-axis (#3,4.5)

r-cais (-3,-5)

Origin (-3,-0

- 216

List the mtasures of the two sides

whose measure is unknown.

01
x:2

Y:3

217

List the measure of the third side.

5

List the measure of the diameter and

circumference of the given circle.

Do you see any relationship between

the measure of the D and C? D:1.2erm

C: 3.8cmg



5.224-219

Given five parallelograms, the student is able to

list the measure of the area of each with 90%

accuracy.

5.225-220

Given five models of rectangular prisms, the student

is able to list the measure of the volume of each

with 80% accuracy.

5.42-221

Given a $1.00 bill, a quarter, a dime, or a nickel,

the student is able to make any change, just as a

coin changing machine, requested of a fellow student

with 100% accuracy.

5.43-222

Given pictures of ten clock faces indicating time

on the hour, half hour, or quarter hour, the student

is able to list the time on each clock with 90%

accuracy.

5.44=223
Given a Fahrenheit thermometer and ten containers

with liquids of varying temperature, the student is

able to list the temperature of each liquid to the

nearest degree with 90% accuracy.

5.45-224
Given ten pairs of measures consisting of the sum

of related metric or British units, the student is

able to list the indicated sum, difference, product,

or quotient with 902 accuracy.

5.45-225
Given twenty pairs of measures such that each pair

consists of weight measures(British or metric), the

student is able to list the sum of each pair with

renaming and 90% accuracy.

81

-219

List the measure of the area of this

parallelogram.

- 220

List the measure of the volume of

this prism.

a 2 sq. cm.

- 221

Please give me change for this quer er

so that I will have 2 nickels.

voi. 24cu.units

-222

What tIme is t?

- 223

Using your thermometer, what is the

temperature of container A?

- 224

L st the indicated sum, or difference.

/ dm. 5cm. 2yds. 2ft. 4 in.

.1.8 dm. 9cm. lft. 9 in.

*lm.6 din. 4cm. 2 ydS.Oft. 7 in.

- 225

List the sum of each pair.

12 lbs. 14 oz. 25 lbs. 7 oz.

*The sum is 381b . 5 oz.



5,46-226

Given a scale and ten objects of varying weights, the

student is able to list the measure of the weight of

each object to the nearest ounce with 90% accuracy.

5.46-227

Given containers that measure I cup, 1 pint, 1 quart

and 1 gallon, the student is able to demonstrate the

numerical relationships that exist among these measures

with 100% accuracy.

5.214-228

Given a map and a simple scale, the student is able to

list the actual distance between ten different pairs

of locations within 5 miles and 90% accuracy.

5.22-229

Given ten open mathematical sentences involving the

comparison of related metric or British units of

measure, the student is able to list the missing member

of each sentence with 90% accuracy.

5.221-230

Given ten segments, the student is able to construct

a congruent segment of each and list the measure of

each to the nearest 1/8 in. or 2/5 cm. with 90% accurac

5.221-231

Given an inch and centimeter ruler, the student is able

to construct ten segments to the nearest specified 1/4"

or ;5 cm. with 90% accuracy.

5.221-232

Given a yardstick, the student is able to measure the

length and width of his instructiona area in yards, fee

and inches and note the relationship that exists among

yards, feet, and inches with 90% accuracy.

5.221-233

Given an inch and centimeter ruler, and ten segments of

varying lengths, the student is able to list the measur

of each segment tb the nearest inch or centimeter with

90% accuracy.

- 226

(The student will weigh various obji

using a laboratory spring scale.)

- 227

Demonstrate the numerical relation-

ship that exists between the cup

and the quart.

- 228

How far is it to Baxter from Ohme?

Ohme.

Scale: 1/2 les.

- 229

List the missing member to make each

sentence true.

12 lbs. = *192 oz.

-230

Construct a congruent segment and

list the measure of the given

segment.

A

- 231

-232

_2

Construct a segment 2 3/4" lang.

Measure your instructional area-

length and widths in yards, feet

and inches.What is the relationship

among yards, feet, and inches?

List the measure of this segment to

the nearest centimeter.

6 cn



and ten objects of varying weights, the

le to list the measure of the weight of

o the nearest ounce with 90% accuracy.

ers that measure I cup, 1 pint, 1 quart,

the student is able to demonstrate the

ationships that exist among these measures
uracy.

rld a simple scale, the student is able to

al distance between ten different pair

within 5 miles nd 90% accuracy.

mathematical sentences InvolvIng the

related metric or British units of

itudent is able to list the missing member

lce with 90% accuracy.

lents, the student is able to construct

!gment of each and list the measure of

!arest 1/8 in. or 2/5 cm. with 90% accu a

and centimeter ruler, the student is able

:en segments to the nearest specified 1/4"

902 accuracy.

Ick, the student is able to

th of his instructions area

note the relationship that

nd inches with 90% accuracy.

measure the

in yards, fee

exists among

and centimeter ruler, and ten segments of

s, the student is able to list the measur

t tb the nearest inch or centimeter with

o3

8 2

-226

(The student will weigh various object

using a laboratory spring scale.)

-227

Demonstrate the numerical relation-

ship that exists between the cup

and the quart.

-228

How far Is It to Baxter from Ohme?

Scale: 1 2" = 50 miles.

-229

List the missing member to make each

sentence true.

-230

1

12 lbs. = *192 oz.

Construct a congruent segment and

list the measure of the given

segment.

A

m(AB )*54 Stia.

Construct a segment 2 3/4" long.

-232

Measure your instructional area-

length and width= in yards, feet,

and iuches.What is the relationship

among yards, feet, and inches?

-233

List the measure of this segmen

the nearest centimeter.

6cm



5.221-234

Given a unit of linear measure and ten objects of

varying lengths, the student is able to list th

measure of the length of each object to the nearest

unit with 90% accuracy.

5.222-235

The student is able to show, without a protractor, the

sum of the measures of the angles of a given triangle.

5.222-236

Given ten angles and a protractor, the student

to list the measure of each angle to the neares

with 90% accuracy.

able

degr

5.222- 37

Given a unit angle whorie measure is unknown and ten

other angles, the student is able to construct a

protractor based on the given unit angle, and list the

measure of the ten angles using the constructed

protractor with 90% accuracy.

5.223-238

Given ten polygons with the measures of the sides

indicated, the student is able to list the measure

of the perimeter of each with 90% accuracy.

5.223-239

Given ten squares, triangles, or rectangles, the studen

is able to list the measure of the perimeter of each

using a ruler and with 90% accuracy.

5.224-240

Given five triangles, the student is able to list the

measures of the area of each with 90% accuracy.

rk

-234

What is the measure of this

the nearest of our unit of r

3

(unit) C===
(objec

-235

What is the sum of the meast

tviangle?

-236

List the measure of the

the nearest ½ degree.

-237

What is the measue of the F

in terns of the unit angle?

(Unit angle)

-238

What is the per teter of thi

-239 1

What a the measure of the

this recrangle -using a cm.

-240

What is the me

this triangle?

5 cm .

the ;



linear measure and ten objects of

the student is able to list the

length of each object to the nearest

ccuracy.

able to show, wi hout a protractor, the

ares of the angles of a given triangle.

s and a protractor, the student is able

mire of each angle to thp nearest 1/2 deg

cy.

gle whose measure is unknown aad ten

le student is able to construct a

i on the given unit angle, and list the

ten angles using the constructed

90% accuracy.

,ns with the measures of the sides

student is able to list the measure

r of each with 90% accuracy.

riangles, or rectangles, the studen

the measure of the perimeter of each

id with 90% accuracy.

Ales, the student is able to list the

area of each with 90% accuracy.

- 234

What is the

the nearest

3

unit)

-235

What is the

triangle?

-236

- 237

What is the measure of the given angle

in terms of the unit angle?

measure of this object to

of our unit of measure?

C=1===i=3
(object)

sum of the measures of this

List the measure of the angle to

the nearest h degree.

31 0

(Unit angle)

What is the perime er of this pentagod

2

- 239 1

What s the measure of the perimeter of

this rec angle using a cm. ruler?

5 cm.

- 240

What is the measure of the area of

this triangle?

1 rse, cm.



5.224-241

Giver ten pairs of related measure (feet/inches, etc.

that represent the lengths and widths of rectangles,

the student is able to list the measure of the area of

the associated rectangular region for each with 90%

accuracy.

5.224-242

Given ten rectangular regions with the measures of

the sides indicated, the student is able to list the

measure of the area of each region with 90% accuracy.

5.225-243

Given five rectangular prisms and an inch or centimete

ruler, the student is able to list the measure of the

volume of each prism to the nearest cubic inch or

cubic centimeter with 90% accuracy.

5.225-244

Given a eubic-inch container and five three-dimensional

objects, the student is able to list the measure of

the volume of each figure to the nearest 1/2 cubic-inch

with 100% accuracy.

5.226-245

Given ten segments, the student is able to list the mea

sure of each to the nearest 1/2 inch, to the nearest

1/4 inch, to the nearest 1/8 inch, and make a

statement regarding possible error in measurement

with 90% accuracy.

5.227-246

Given ten measures in inches, feet, or yards, the

student is able to list the indicated equivalent

measure in ,ards, feet or inches with 901 accuracy.

241

List the measure of the area of each

rectangle whose dimensions are:

1&112L_ILLISILArSA__
5ft.61n. 39in. 42574 sq.in.4

- 242

List thg measure of each rectangle.

9 8"

-24

List the measure of the given prism

in cubic centimeters.

-244

(Thip one must be done with physical

obj'ects

-245

What is the measure of this seg ment

to the nearest 1/8,1/4, and 1/2 inches?

What about possible error in

measurement?

2 518 2 4 2 1/1"
-246

What number makes this open sentence

a true statement?

34 inches = ft.10 in.



6./2-247

Given a Cartesian coordinate system, and a set of 10

ordered pairs of integers, the student is able to

associate each ordered pair with a point on the

coordleate system with 90% accuracy.

6.13-248
Given a finite lattice (-8<x <+8 ) and (-8< y < +8)

and two sets of points identified by mathematical

inequalities, the student is able to graph the

intersection of the given sets with 100% accuracy.

6.22-249

Given a set of unorganized data, the student is able

to organize the data, construct an appropriate graph

of the data, and write five multiple-choice test

questions that require interpretation of the data

with 100% accuracy.

251
Dan

Sue

MMMMMMMMMM

vylf%1

MMMMM

vvvvvvvvvvvv
Meat

Vege ables
Food Consumption .0

6.221250
(1 lb. per symbol)

-

Given a set of unorganized data, the student is able to

graph the data, after organizing it, using a bar graph

with 90% accuracy.

6.221-251

Given a set of unorganizid data, the student is able to

construct a pictograph that represents the data.

85

-247

"x

aph the ordered nalr -4,

III IUIIUIII
II 1111116 0 MI

IMO 111111111.iumimmilenin _11111 1111111

um
-. I,

NI
!II% 1.;

Crh the

-A
I

interee

: i
ion of

A

(y<-2)A

(Note the correct response at

247)

-249

Organize the data and use a ci

bar, or pictograph to represer

data. Construct five multiplE

questions about the data.

Mary's scoreson 20 spelling te

98,99,95,93,96,90,82,75,88,89.

76,98,90,76,87,98,76,72,

* 99 -

98 - 3

97- 0

_

CO 2 a

250

(Similar to the objective abo%

here we are concerned only wi

graphs.

251

Construct a pictograph to rept

data.

During lest week, Dan ate 10 1

meat, 4 lbs. of vegetables, Su

lbs. of meet, and 12 lbs. of v
(see lefthand column)



Z47

a Cartesian coordinate system, and a set of 10

!1:1 pairs of integers, the student is able to

Late each ordered pair with a poiut on the

[nate system with 90% accuracy.

!48

a finite lattice -8 < x <-1-8 and (-8< y< +8 ),

ro sets of points identified by mathematical

dales, the student is able to graph the

Nection of the given sets with 100% accuracy.

A9

a set of unorganized data, the student is able

;anize the data, construct an appropriate graph

I data, and write five multiple-choice test

ons that require interpretation of the data

00% accuracy.

e

250

MMMMMMMMMM

VarVil

MMMMM

11 V II V V/ V II VII V

Meat

Food Consumption rgeGbi es

(1. lb, per symbol)

a set of unorganized data, the student is able to

the data, after organizing it, using a bar graph

0% accuracy.

251

a set of unerganizid data, the student is able to

u t a pictograph that represents the data.

85

-247

Graph the ordered ai

-24

BUIRRII
m

Inn 0 in
sommosommommom
EMOMMMIMMOMM
OEM MOM, MO

;,

IV
I

aph the nteraection of (x >1-5)0And

y<-2A

(Note the correct response above in

247)

-249

Organize the data and use a ciIcle,

bar, or pictograph to represent the

data. Construct five multiple-choice

questions about the data.

Mary's scoreson 20 spelling tests are:

98,99,95,93,96,90,82,75 88,89,90,93

76 98,90,76,87,98,76,72,

* 99 - 1 (Useaharcjr

98 - 3

97= 0

off fl2

4

=,

rcore

0 100

(Similar to the obiective above except

here we are concerned only with bar

graphs.)

-251

Construct a pictograph to represent the

data.

During last week, Dan ate 10 lbs. of

meat, 4 lbs. of vegetables, Sue ate 5

lbs. of meet, and 12 lbs. of vegetables
(see 10Hhand column)



6.23-252

Given an unorganized set of data the student is able

to organize the data and list the mean, median, and

mode with 100% accuracy.

6.23/-253

Given ten sets of numerals that name whole numbers

less than 30, the student is able to list the mean

(no remainders in division) of each set with 90%

accuracy.

7.2-254

Given two regular tetrahedra of different colors and

on eish of whose faces is a different symbol, the stud

is able to list the sample space for rolling the

tetrahedra, list the probability associated with each

member of the sample space, and predict the occurence

of each member of the sample space in 100 tosses of

the tetrahedra after which he completes the experiment

to match his predictions with a single experiment.

86

-252

List the mean, media; and mode for

this set of data.

1,1,3,3,7,7,7,5,5,9,9,9,9

*Mode - 9, Median- 7, Mean 5 8*

-253

List the mean.

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

*Mean-4*

-254

The sample space for rolling two

nt tetrahedra would be-

(1,A), (1,8),(1,C),(2,14),...,(3,B

The probability associated with

each member of the sample space-

*1/9

In 100 tosses of the tetrahedra

1 would expect each member of the

sample space to occur-

*about 11,

(the student would then complete

the experiment noting that the

theoretical probability and

experimental results are often

different.)



ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS CONTENT GUIDE

This Guide represents an attempt to outline the content of elementary

school mathematics that would provide the neces.ary range for a program of

individualized mathemati_cs in _ruction consi tent with the philosophy mf the

Rationale For Individualized Instruction. Naturally, all el-mentary students

will not and should not be expected to master concepts and content associated

with each portion of this Guide. As a corallary to that statement it should

be recognized that for certain students this Guide may not be completely

adequate.

All too often content outlines consist of words that fail to communicate to

the reader. To help alleviate this problem and to tie the content portion of

the Guide to materials that might be found in the elementary classroom, mathe-

matical explanatiens and sample problems are listed.

You Will note that the decimal system of subdivisin has been used in the

deVelopment of this, Guide. lt is a convenient System which allows the author

to relate a number of items in this volume. The reader will do himself a favor

if he adopts this outline system for..his.own personal use.

7
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References used in the development of ths volume include:

MSG' Elementary School Mathemattcs all volumes K-6; Nichols Eugene-

Elventary Mathematics: Patterns and Structure, all volumes K-8 Pennsylvania

Department of Public Instruction, Emmanuel Berger, Research Associate

Primes: Mathematics Conteni, Authority List K-6, (abridged), Koch, Dale,

Content Outline for Mathematics3 Chester Park Individualized Proje t; and

Ohmerl Merlin, Elementary Contempo_ary Mathe atics; Waltham, :lassachusetts

Blaisdell Publishing Co.- 1964.



ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS CONTENT GUIDE

Content

1. Logical Reasoning

101 Simple Sentences and their truth values

(Open equalities and inequalities-math or Eng.)

1 2 Compound Sentences and their truth values

1021 Negation

1.22 Disjunction

1.23 Conjunction

1024 Conditional

1025 Biconditional

1.3 Inference schemes

2. Sets (set is undefined)

2.1 Concepts

2.11 Subset

2.12 Equal setq

2.13 Equivalent sets

2014 Finite se s

id 0

* * *

Mathe t cal Fxplant ion

1.1 Symbolized as plc',

1.21 Sytnbolized-p
(read "not- p")

1-22 Symbolized p v q

(read p or q )

1.23 Symbolized p A q

(read p and q")

1.24 Symbolized p--? q

(read "if p, t hart q

1.25 Symbolized p4INNfro

(read "P if and on ly if

* * *

q")

2.11 Ac 00(x A

2.12 A=B-46(A=B A B =A)

2.13 *A zB471i'each element of

A corresponds to one element

of Bt and each element of B

correspondt exactly to one

element of A.

2.14 Any set A is finite if

and only if it isinot

infinite

OW of

*f "is a m m be

" is equivalen to"

1.21

1.22

1.23

1.24

1.25



itent

asoning

1 Sentences and their truth values 1.1 Ssmbolized as p,q,r, 9tCc 1.1 p: 2 + 3 5 (false)
equalities and inequalities-math or Eng)

J
q: 3 x 0 = 0 (true)

nd Sentences and their truth values

egation

ELDENTARY MATHEKATICS CONTENT GUIDE

-the tics). 1anat1on Sample_ Problem

tsjunction

onjunction

onditional

iconditional

nee sehennes

***

'is undefined)

ts

ubset

qual sets

q#ivalent sets

inite sets

1.21 Symbolizedp
(read "not-p")

1.22 Symbolized p v qi

(read p or q")

1,23 Symbolized p A s

(read p and q")

1 24 SyMbolized

(read " if
q

thek q

1.25 Symbolized plietft,q

(read "p if and on 4, if

2.11 B 4a(x e A -->x B)

2.12 A=B-410=B A B =A)
5A

1.21

1.22

p: 2 + 3 A 5

p is true.

p: 2 + 3 A 5

q: 3 x 0 . 0

p v q is true.

1,23 p: 2 + 3 A 5

q: 3 x 0 = 0

p A q is false.

1.24 p: 2 + 3 5

q: 3 x 0 . 0

1.25

is true,

A 5

p ,,q

p: 2 + 3

q: 3 x 0 = 0

p 4134. q is false.
**# *** ***

2.11 1,21 is su Dset of 13,2,11

2.12 = boa

2.13 =Bui-r-each element of 2.13

A corresponds to one element

of B, and each element of B

corresponds exactly to one

element of A,

2.14 Any set A is finite if 214
and only if it is,not

infinite.

C is a subset of"

a member of"

Imln-ol = lz,x,c1

is fin te

is Nuivalent to"

"15 in one-to.one correspondence with' I 04



2.15 Infinite Sets

2.16 Universal seis

2.17 Empty set

2.18 Disjoint sets

2.2 Set Operations

2.21 Union

2.22 Intersection

2q23 Cartesian product (cross-product)

2.24 Complementation

2.3 Properties of Operations on Sets
2 31 Union

2.311 Closure

9 0

2.15 Any set A is infinite

there is a non-empty proper

subset of A which is

equivalent to A.

2.16 The set U of all element

under discussion.

I

2.17 Symbolized or

2.18 All B =

2.21 A UB -AVx

2.22 Afl B = 1 uctAAx

2.23 A X B = atb):at AA
lot 21

2 x:xt U Ax B1

2.311 VA,B A U B is a

unique set.

2.15A.10,1,2,3 4,

Once Ei=

2.16 U =
I

2.17 A =

and x

0

IC = 2,4,6,E

D = 1,3,51r/

C fl D = 0; 1

,3,5

-2

2.18

A =

2.21 A = 11

A U B

2.22 A = (1i2

A fl B

2.23 E = ic,dielf

E X G = 1(c,1)

(d,2

(f11)5

2.24 U is the set

1

B = 0, +1,

B = .0. 3

2 311 A = 0,1 2

A U B = 10

* U symbolizes union to distinguish

the use of U as the syMbol for 4

1.00



finite

iversal sets

pty set

s oint sets

rations

ion

tersection

rtesian product (cross-product)

9 0

2.15 Any set A is infinite 2.15A0,1, .1 is infinite,
there is a non-empty proper

subset of A which is
since 1 305.1, AzB, A BCA

equivalent to A.

2.16 The set U of all element 2.16 U =

under discussion.

2.17 %rmbolized 0 or 2.17 A = lx: x is a hunan being

and x is 20 ft. tall I

A =

2.1 AfiB = 2.18

C = 2,4,618 SOO

10-1,2 3

1,

D = 1,3,5,7,...

c n D = 0; the sets are

disjoint

2.21 A UB = lx:xt AVxt 3 * 2.21 A = 1,2,3 B = 012,4

A LT B = 100112,3141

2.22 All B = xoctAAx B1 2.22 A = 11,2,31 B =10,2,41

A n B =

2.23 A X B A:at A

121

bt B1 2.23 E = lc,dielfl G = 112

rnplementation J2,2L xixtUAxiB

ies of Operations on Sets

ion

311 Closure 2 311 V AlB A U B is a

unique set.

I

E X G = (c,1), (c,2). (c111),

(d,2), (ell), (e,2)01

(f,1) (f,2)

2,24 U is the set of integers;

8 = 1 0, +1, +2. +3, .

2 311 A = 10,1,21 B = zlx

A V B = 10,1 2,z I which

itsel s a set.

* U symbolizes union to distinguish

the use of U as the symbol for

Universal set.



2.312 Commutative

2 313 Associative

2.314 Identity

2.315 Complement

2.316 Idempotent

2 2 Intersection
2.321 Closure

2.322 Commutative

2.323 Associative

91

2.312 V A.B (A I= B U A ) 2.312 A

AUB=1

2,31
B U A = 1q5 c

VA,BIC A U U C = 13 (U e se
AU BU 1 C = T1

(A U B C

A U(B U C ) ,

314 usin
A U =

.315 U =the s
A = the s
X = the s
AUA=U

16 A = the s
A a A = A

21 V A.B(A O B) is a unique 21 A = the s
set. B = the s

A 0 B =

2 314 V A (A U 0 = A

2 315 V A (A U

16 U A =

22 AI (A B = BOA)

VA,B,C [(AO B)11 C =
All(13fiC)

2.324 Identity 24 U)= A

2325 Complemen .325 A(All 7)= 0

* V symbolizes the phrase

"for all" or "for every"

whic
22 A = [X

B =

A 0 B = {q,
B n A = kg,

2 23 -(Use set
C =161

(AOB)fi C
Ail(BnC)=

4 U= the se-
A= the se!
ADD= A

25 A= the Sei
A= the sei

All A =

08



tative

Dciative

Itity

ament

Totent

.on

ure

utative

ociative

ltity

,lement

91

2.312 (A U 2.312 A =1Q,A to), B cti3O

A U B = IQ, A co al

BU A =10, 0, Q,A,cod
2 VA,B,C (A U B) U 13 A and 3 of2.312

C = nA U (B if C)

2,314 V (A U 0 = A)

2.315 V (A U = U)

.3 6 V A (A A = A)

U B C

A (A) 4) 0 11)

A of 2.312,

A U(B V C)

314 using

AU0= A
315 U = the set of whole numbers

A = the set of even numbers

A = the set of odd numbers

AUA= U
16 A = the set of whole numbers

AUA= A

321 V B (A B) is a unique k.321 A = the set of odd numbers
set. B = the set of even numbers

An B = 0

which itself is a set.V
.322 A,B(tin = 22 A = . 41 9 1-1

B = T 10

A 11 3 = {11/ 11}

B n A =
.323 VAIBIC (A B)nc = 2. 23 -(Use sets A and B of 2 322

All(BOC) C 461

C = 0

Aii(BfiC)= 0

4 U= the set of whole numbers

A= the set of multiples of 3

AllU=A
25 A= the set of oda humbert

A= the set of even numbers

All A =

.324 VA(AOU)= A

325 VA(An 71) rz 0

* V symbolizes the phrase

"for all" or "for every'
iO3



2.326 Idempotent

2.33 Combined Operations

2.331 Intersection over Union

2.332 Union over Intersection

2.4 Equivalence relations

2.41 Definition on any set S

2042 Properties of equivalence

relations

2.421 Reflexive

2.422 Symmetric

2.423 ye

9 2

2,326 VA (AnA)= A

2.331 VA,B,CdA II u

(ADB) u A DC)

2 V32 A C IA

A U B) u

2.326 A = the set of wh:

An A = A

= 2.331 A =

B =
,c =

A II U

(AD B)

2.421 V
S S a R a

2.422

2.423
VS(a,b9c, t SA a R b

Ab R a R

(a,b Sna R
b R a)

multiples of :

prime numbers

even numbers :

C) = the set

are 3 a]

(Afic) = the

elements ;

2.332 Using the sets givi

we have:

A E (Bac) = the

are 2,316,90

(A 2 B) a (A 2 C

elemehts are 2

2,41 Many relations coulc

a given set S; howei

would not all be eqi

2.421 relations. Conside]

"is of the same colc

If we have a set of

would a single rod i

same color as itsel:

2.422 If a rod is the same

second rod, would tl

be the same color a!

2.423 If a rod a is the ss

rod 15 ang rod 12 is

as rod 2, would rod

color as rod c? (I I

"is the same color as'

equivalence relation,
".

Is the father of"?



mpotent

Operations

ersection over Union

on over Intersection

lations

n on any set $

s of equivalence

1 xive

metric

nsitive

9 2

2,326 VA (A niti)= A 2.326 A = the set of whole numbers

AnA, A

2.331 VA,B,CjAii(B U - 2.331 A = -7 multiples of 3 less than 10
(lAB) u Anor B = prime numbers less than 10

'C = even numbers less than 10

All(B U C ) = the set whose elements

are 3 and 6

(dB) LT (Alio = the set whose

elements are 3 and 6

332 VA B,C IA U (B A C ) 2.332 Using the sets given in 2.331,

(A P B ) 0 ( roi we have:

A U (BOO = the set whose element
are 2,3,6,9.

(A U B) ft (A p = the set whose

elemeEts are 2,3,6,9
2.41 Many relations could be defined on

a given set SI however, these

would not all be equivalence

2.421 a E S -4*-a R ) 2.421 relations. Consider the relation

"is of the same color as".

If we have a set of Cuisenaire rodsl

would a single rod be the bre the

same color as itself? (yes)

2.422 (alb( SAa R b 2.422 If a rod is the same color as a

*Lb b R a) second rod, would the second rod

be the same color as the first?yes

2.423 4a,b,c E Sna R b 2.423 if a rod a is the same color as a

AbR c a R rod b, and rod b is the same color

as rod c, would rod a be the same

color as rod c? (1 hope soe)

"is the same color as" is an

equivalence relation. What about

is the father of ?



30 Number Systems

301 Nhole Nmber System
3011 Definition of a Whole Number

3.12 Operations

30121 Addition a binary operation

3.1211 Definition

301212 Properties

3.12121 Closur

3012122 Commutative

3.12123 Associative

3012124 Identity
301213 Computation and Word

Problems

3012131 Two Addends
- Basic facts

- Numbers greater

than 9 without

renaming

- Numbers greater

than 9 with

renaming

9 3

3011 Let S be the set of all

sets. Let the relation R on

be " is in 1-to-1 corresponde

with." R is an equivalence

relation on S. thus partition

S into mutually disjoint

subsets. Any one of these sub

is defined to be a whole num

3.1211V a,b W (a 4- b)=

n(A U B), where n(A)

n(B)=b, and A 11B =

3.12121Yalb dr,W ( + t W

3012122 + b =b +

3.12123 Va.b,c W (a +

+ c = a + (b + c)

3 12124 Va W + = a

3 12131

3.11 One of

would

Ce the nu

the we

ng This E

pictur

ets

3.1211 A =

B =

3 + 2 5
A rl B =

. 12121 (9 + 8

. 12122 (14 +

.12123 (7 + 4

11

3.12124 9 0

3.12131

3 + 9

132 +

2436 +



per System

lition of a Whole Number

ttions

L Addition, a binary operation

3.1211 Definition

3.1212 Properties

3'12121 Closure

3.12122 Commutative

3.12123 Associative

3.12124 Identity
3.1213 Computation and Word

Problems

3.12131 Two Addends

- Basic fact

- Numbers greater

than 9 without

renaming

- Numbers greater

than 9 with

renaming

3.11 Let S be the set of all

sets, Let the relation R on

be " is in 1-to-1 correspond

with." R is an equivalence

relation on St thus partition

S into mutually disjoint

subsets. Any one of these sub

is defined to be a whole num

3.1211VatbE W + b)=

n(A U B), where n(A)=a,

n(B)=b, and A n B

3.12121 alb CW (a + b) E W

3.12122 Vatb EWa b =b +a
3.12123Va,b,c W (a + b)

+ c = a + (b + c)

3,12124 Va W (a + 0)= a

3.12131

3.11 One of the disjoint subsets

would be associated with

ce the numeral name " 3 ". or

the word name "three".

ng This subset might be

pictured as follows:

ets

3,1211 A =

B =

.(e

00

3 + 2 = 5 = n(A U B) where

n(A)

n(B) =2

.12121

.12122
012123

AllB=

(9 -I- 8)f 14

(14 29) = (29 14)

(7 4) 2 = 7 (4 + 2)

11 2 = 7 + 6

13 = 13

3.12124 9 + 0 =

3.12131

3 .+ =12

132 + 225 = 357

2436 + 875 = 3311



3.12132 Three or more addends

-Basic facts without

renaming

-Basic facts with

renaming

-Numbers greater than

9 without renaming

-Numbers greater than

9 with renaming

3.12133 Machine Calculation

3,122 Subtractton, a binary operation

3.1221 Definition

3-1222 Computation and Word Problems

3012221 Basic facts

3012222 Numbers greater than

9 without renaming

3.12223 Numbers greater than

9 with renaming

3.12224 Machine Calculation

30123 Multiplication9 a binary operation

3,1231 Definition

3.1232 Properties

3.12321 Closure

3.12322 Commutative

3012323 Associative

113

9 4

.12132

*w
301221 va,beW (b - a

n(B\ A) where ii(A).

n(B) = b, and A=B0

3 .1 132

3.1231 Vatb W ab =n(AxB

(An alternate definitio

which consists of the

number of the union of

a sets with b in each set

is not included here,

though quite appropriate,

V
3012321va.btW (ab) EW
3012322 -a b tW (ab)=(ba)

3.12323 Va,b,c e w (ab)o=

a(bc)

1 a:a (BA a?A

11 32 25

234 4 469 +

.1221 B =

A =

{r

(co N

b - a r n(B\ A)

3.12221 7 . 2 = 5

3.12222 29 - 12 =

3,12223 312 - 156 =

.1231 A =

B .

A x B = I ,

((NI),

n(A x B) = 6
Therefore, 3 x 2 =

.12321

.12322

.12323

(9 X 7) E
( 4 x 3) :

(3 x 4) x

12 x 5 :

60 = e



3.12132 Three or more addends

-Basic facts without

renaming

-Basic facts with

renaming

-Numbers greater than

9 without renaming

-Numbers greater than

9 with renaming

3.12133 Machine Calculation

,txaction, a binery operation

.221 Definition

.222 Computation and Word Problems

3.12221 Basic facts

3.12222 Numbers greater than

9 without renaming

3.12223 Numbers peater than

9 with renaming

3.12224 Machine Calculation

tiplication, a binary operation

.231 Definition

.232 Properties

3.12321 Closure

3,12322 Commutative

3.12323 Associative

113

94

.12132

*w
301221 va,bt W (b - a

n(B\ A) where ii(A)

n(B) = b, and A=B.

3.1231 ValbEW gob =n kxB

(An alternate definitio

which consists of the

number of the union of

a_ sets with b in each s

is not included here,

though quite appropriate.

_ V _ _

3.12321va,bf W (ab) CPI

3.12322 a bfW (ab)=(ba

3.12-323 Va,b,cW- (ab)c=

a(b )

BA C4AJ

3.12132

3 4- 4 2 = 9

4 7 8 5 24

11 32 25 = 68

234 469 7921 0 8624

.1221 B =

A r.

fir, X,

fj"}
n(B\ A) = 2

3.12221 7 - 2 = 5

3.12222 29 - 12 = 17

3.12223 312 - 156 = 156

.1231

IA x B = ( 0 (wdr
(4)01 ), CIIcr

n(A x B) = 6

Therefore, 3 x 2 = 6

.12321
3.12322

3.12323

(9 x 7) W
( 4 x 3) = (

(3 x 4) x 5 = 3 x 4 x
12 x 5 = 3 x 20

60 = 60

4

n(B

n(A)=2

n(A)=

n(B)=2

(V)
(cPtal



3.12324 Zero property
3.12325 Identity

3012326 Distributive

301233 Computation and Word Problems
3.12331 Two factors

-Basic facts
-Numbers greater than
10 without renaming
-Numbers greater than
10 with renaming

3.12332 Three or more factors
without renaming

3012333 Three or more factors
with renaming

3.12334 Multiples of ten as a
factor

3.12335 Powers of ten as a
factor

3.12336 Machine calculation
3,124 Division, a binary operation

3.1241 Definition

301242 Computation and Word Problems

3.12421 Basic facts
3.12422 Known factor (divisor)

less than 10
3.12423 Known factor greater

than 10
3.12424 Known factor a multiple

of 10
3012425 Known factor a power

of 10
3.12426 Machine calculation

3.1243 Right distributive property

WI A

95

3.12324VatW a x = 0

3.12325 Ilja tW a x 1 = a
3.12326 va,b,c tW a b + c

ab + ac

3.12

3.1;
3.1;

3.1;

3.r;

3.1;

3012

3.12

3.1241 Va,b,ctW a'713 = cApp. .12

cb = a

3.1242 The Division algorithm
for whole numbers is defined:
ta00,40 f We b < a,

3 q00,ri0 e ? a =

and 0 < r < b. **

+ r

3.1243 va,b,c+OEvu(a+b)÷c

÷c) (b c)

3symbol
phrase

; symbol
phrase

represents the
"there exists"
represents the
"such that".

3.12

3.12

3412

3.12

3.12

3 12

and



3012324 Zero property

3012325 Identity

3012326 LIstributive

3 Computation and Wbrd Problems

3012331 Two factors

-Basic facts

-Numbers greater than

10 without renaming

-Timbers greater than

with renaming

3012332 Three or more factors

without renaming

3.12333 Three or more factors

with renaming

3.12334 Mdltiples of ten as a

factor

3.12335 Powers of ten as a

factor

3012336 Machine calculation

Lon, a binary operation

L Definition

.7. Computation and Word Problems

3.12421 Basic facts

3012422 Known factor divisor

less than 10

3.12423 KnOwn factor greater

than 10

3012424 Known factor a multiple

of 10

3012425 Known factor a power

of 10

3.12426 Machine calculation

. Right distributive property

9 5

3 12324.1a W a x 0 = 0
3.12325.va(14 ax 1 =a
3.12326 va,b,c (W a(b +

ab + ac

2331

3.1241 Va,b,c(W aH:7b = C4HP

cb = a

3.1242 The Division algorithm

for whole numbers is defined:

V40,40 ( 149 b < a,

3 400.0 fW;s =

and 0 < < b.

3.1243 Va,b ,+onv(al-b
(ac)t(b÷c)

** 3 symbol represents the

phrase "there exists"

symbol represents the

phrase "such that".

3012324 9 x 0 = 0
3.12325 321 x 1 = 321

3.12326 3 x (4 4. 10 ) =

(3 x 4) .1- (3 x 10)

3012)31

3 12332

3.12333

3012334

3012335

01241

3012421

3.12422

3.12423)

3.12424

3.12425

3.1243

and

1 0

4 x 8 = 32

12 x 24 = 188

25 x 36 = 900

2 x 4 x 9 = 72

12 x 26 x 128 =

39936

20 x 56 = 1120

1000 x 69 = 69000

x 4 =

21 7 = 3

429+6 = 71 r 3

231 .15 = 15 r. 6

1392+30 = 46 r. 12

85901-100 = 85 r.90

(28-1-7)4-7=(287) 1-

(744)



3.13 Order relation "is less

30131 Definition

3.132 Properties

301321 Transitivity

3.1322 Trichotomy

an"

3014 Numeration Systems

30141 Base-ten numeration (Hindu-Arabic)

301411 Expanded Notation

301412 Reading and writing name

for whole numbers

301413 Rounding and Estimation

301414 aponential no ation

301415 Scientific notation

3.142 Non-decimal place-value systems

3.1421 Bases 2,5,C,12, and 20

3 1422 Operations

30143 Historical systems of notation

301431 Egyptian

501432 Roman

301433 Babylonian

301434 Mayan

96

30131 Va lb E Te a < b da-0. 30131

3 A,B n(A) = a and n(B)=b

and AEB0

3.1321 Valb,c a < b

(b < c) (a < c

3,1322 Vatic( W one and only

one of the following is

true: a < b; a = b;

b < ao

0132

3.132

onE

4 <

BaE

4 4

3014]

3.141

thr

3.14)

mul

30141

3.141

30142

30142

(2 , 45) 3.143

3.143
3.143
3 .143



relation "is less than"

Definition

Properties

3.1321 Transitivity

3.1322 Trichotomy

tion Systems

Base-ten numeration (Hindu-Arabic)

3.1411 EXpanded Notation

301412 Reading and writing names

for whole numbers

3.1413 Rounding and Estimation

301414 Exponential notation

3.1415 Scientific notation

ion-decimal place-value systems

3.1421 Bases 2,5,8,12, and 20

301422 Operations

iistorical systems of notation

3.1431 Egyptian

3.1432 Roman

3.1433 Babylonian

301434 Mayan

117

9 6

3.131
VatbfW a < b

3A,B n(A) = a and n(B)=b

and AE Bo

3.1321 Va,b,c W (a < b ) A

(b < c) (a < o).

3.1322 Va,bfW one and on1y

one of the following is

true: a < b; a = b

b < a.

(20 345

1 1 A = n(A) = 2

B = n(B) = 3

Since A9, 2

301321 (3 < 4)A(4 < 7 )p (

3.1322 4,5( Id; one and only

one of the following is true:

4 < 51 4 = 5; 5 < 4.

Based on the definition of "<"

4 < 5 is true.

3.1)411 354= 300 50 4

3.1412 The word name for 354 is

three hundred fifty-four,

3.1413 Round 56 to the nearest

multiple of 10- (60)

" " 100- (100)

3.1414 12z0 02

3.1415 1253 1.253 x 103

3.1421 15ten= 10
--five

3.1422 15
-eight 2Etwelve

28twenty

.1431 ( 999nni011111

. 1432 MCMLXX (19m)

.1433 %poi y I I (123)

3.1434
(143)Off



3.2 Integral Number System

3.21 Definition of an integer

3,22 Operations

3.221 Addition, a binary operatton

3.2211 Definition

3.2212 Properties

3.22121 Closure

3.22122 Commutative

3.22123 Associat

3.22124 Identity

3.22125 Inverse

3.2213 Computation and Word Problems

3.222 Subtraction, a binary operatIon

3.2221 Definition

119

97

3021Let S b3 the set of all

ordered pairs of whole nulr.)ers.

Let the relation R or S be:

(a,b) R (c,d) 4.* a + d = b +

R is an equivalence relation ci

S that partitions S into

mutually exclusive subsets,

one of these subsets is define

to be an integer,

3.2211 V avb I where m,nolp

and (mon) represents 4 and

(opp ) represents t, a + b

11 C)

=

(m. 0 P) = ) (n +P

3.22121 Vali° EI (a + E I

3.22122 ValbEI (a + b) =

(b + a)

3.22123 V apb,c f I (a b) + c

= a + ( b + c)

3.2212411a f I (a +'0) = a

3.22125 va f I 3kf I; a + k =

3.2221 Using the ordered pa

approach, Va,bfI a -b =

(mln) (otp) =

As the inverse of addition,

Valb,c EI - b = c <-->

c + b = a

.21 One

migh

,and

(..

.2211 Co

3 and

represe

represe

(6,2) =

The ord

represe

Thus, -

3.22121

3.22122

3.22123

+ 4 +

3.22124

3022125

3.2213 Hi.

$300 at

3.22z 1-

[

5 be.



,rstem

r an in eger

mo a binary operation

Definition

PropertieP

3.22121 Cloa

3.22122 Commutative

3.22123 Associative

3.22124 Identity

3.22125 Inverse

Computation and Word Problems

:tion, a binary operation

Definition

119

9 7

3 21Let S be the set of all

ordered pairs of whole numbers.

Let the relation R on S be:

(a,b) R (cfd) 4* a + d = b +

R is an equivalence relation o

S that partitions S into

mutually exclusive subsets.

one of these subsets is define

to be an integer.

3.2211 V aob t I where ,n,o,p
and (mon) represents a and

(oop) represents to a + b =

(mon )Ø(o,p) = km+o (n +p

3.22121 V alb E I (a + b) E I

3.22122 Vatb t I (a + b ) =
(b + a)

3.22123 V agb,c t I (a + b) + c
= a + ( b + c)

3.22124 !a E I (a +'0) = a
3.22125 va 3kt + k =

3.2221 Using the ordered pair

approach, %lath EI a b =

(m,n) (00) = l(m+p),(ni-0)1
As the inverse of addition,

Valboc tI a - b = c <-->

c + b = a

.21 One of these subsets

might be the integer -2

and look like the following

(.. (5,7). (618), (7,9)1
8 0), (9,11),

.2211 Consider the sum of

-3 and +4. Let (2,5)

represent -3, and let (6,2)
+4. Men (2 5) G

(6,2) = (2+6),(5+2) = (8,7)

The order pair (8,7)

represents the intege +10

Thus, -3 + +4 = +1.

3.22121 -5,-7 t I.
(-5 + -7) E I.

3.22122 (-9 + +3) = (+

3,22123 (+4 + -2) + -1 =

+ 4 + (-2 + -1)

3.22124 (-7 + 0) = -7

3.22125 -7 + +7 = 0

3.2213 Mr. I is overdrawn
$300 at the bank. He deposi

$400. What is his balance?

n

-9)

.2221 3 - +2 = (548)e
(8+6) = (9,14) m

-5; Thus, -3 - +2=

-5 because -5 + +2 = -3.



3,2222 Properties-Closure

3.2223 Computation and Word Problems

.223 MUltiplicationl a binary operation

3,2231 Definition

3.2232 Properties

3.22321 Closure

3.22322 Commutative

3622323 Associative

3.22324 Identity

3.22325 Distributive

302233 Computation and Word Problems

30224 Division, a binary operation

3.2241 Definition

3,2242 Computation and Word Problems

3,23 Order relation "is less than"

30231 Definition

3.232 Properties

302321 Transitivity

302322 Trichotomy

9 8

3.2222 Va,b t

3.2223

3.2231 I ab = ,n)(0
= I( o np mp + no)

3.22321 Va,bI (ab) t

3.22322 wallot ab) = (ba)

3022323 va,b1c eI (ab )c m a bc

3.22324 If_a I (a x 1) = a

3022325 Valbot I a(b + c

ab + ac

3.2241 Valb,c = c

cxb=a
3.2242

3.231 Vagb (eb
la+k= b

3.2321 Va,b,c tI (a<b)A(b<c)

(a<c)
3.2322a,bI one and only on

of the following:

a<b; a=b;

302222 -4,.

3.2223 -25

3.2231 -4

represent .

+3. Then .

1(2 x 4

= (14,26:

3,22321
mc

3.22322

3.22323

3.22324 ._

3,22325

302233 Use

property ti

for multip:

3,2241 -10
.5 :

3 .2242 Comi

I 3.231 +2 -

+2 -

3,2321 (

e 3,2322 For

-100<,



,2222 Properties-Closure

.2223 Computation and Word Problems

iltiplication, a binary operation

,2231 Definition

,2232 Properties

22321 Closure

3.22322 Commutative

3.22323 Associative

3.22324 Identity

3.22325 Distributive

.2233 Computation and Word Problems

Lvision, a binary operation

.2241 Definition

.2242 Computation and Word Problems

?lation "is less than"

einition

:'operties

.2321 Transitivity

.2322 Trichotomy

98

3.2222 Va,btI a-b)

3.2223

3.2231 V 9,b I ab (1110)(1)0
= (mo + np znp + no)

3.22321 Va,b (ab) I

3.22322 !alb e I (ab) = (

3.22323 Woo I (ab )e be

3.22324 aI (a x 1
3.22325 Va,b,c I a(b + c

ab + ac

= a

3.2241 Va,b,c ab = c
cxb= a

3.2242

3.231 Va,b fI (a<b

3a+k= b

342321 Va,b,c t I (a<b )A(c)

(a<c)

3 2322 valb I one and only one

of the following:

a<b; a=b; b<a

3.2222 -4 6 t

( - -6) eI

3.2223 -257 - +3,457 = t714

3,2231 -4 x +3. .Let (2,6)

represent -4 and (4,1) represent

Then -4 x +3 = (2,6) x (4,1

1(2 x 4 + 6 x 1),(2 x 1 + 6x4.

= (14426) = -12.

3.22321

3.22322

3.22323

3,22324

3022325

- 91+5 t
-9 x +5 E

.:11xx--316! (:76 x 11

+1 x (-1 x )

-56 x 1 = -56

.1(+23 4- -11) =

-1 x +23)+(4 x 41)
3.2233 Use the distributive

property to justify the algorith

for multiplication of integers.

3.2241 -10i7+2 = -5 because

-5 x +2 = 40

3.2242 Compute: 4,602+9

3,231 +2 < +10 because

+2 + +8 = +100

3.2321 (-6<-2)A(-2<0)-). (-6<01

3.2322 For integers -100 and +5,

-10045 is true.



Rational Number System (an order field)

.31 Definition of a rational number

3.32 Operations

3021 Addition, a binary opcstion

3.3211 Definition

3.3212 Properties

3 32121 Closur

3.32122 Commutative

3,32123 Associative

3.32124 Identity

3.32125 Inverse

3.3213 Computation and Word Problems

3.32131 Equal denominators

3032132 Unequal denominators

3.32133 Decimal notation

3.32134 Mixed notation

-2 Subtraction, a binary operation

3.3221 Definitioli

3,3222 Properties-Closure

99

3.31 Let S be the set of all

ordered pairs of integers. Let

the relation R on S be:

(a,b) R (cod) 4 . ad =bc. R is

an equivalence relation on S

that partitions S into mutuall

disjoint subsets. Any one of

these gubsets is defined to be

a rational number.

3.3211Va/b,c/d (Ra a/b c d=
(ad + bc)/bd

3032121 /b1c/d(Na(a/b + old)

3.321331/a/b,c/d fRa

a/b + c/d) = (c/d + a/

3,32123 v a /b, c/d, e/f ERa

(a/b + c/d) + e/f = a/b + (c/d

+ elf)

3.3212410a/b(Ra alb + 0/1 =

a/b

321251la/b 3e/f eRa

)a/b + eff = 0/1

Va/b,c/d,e/f Ra i/b c/d =

e/f 400 e/f + c/d t a/b

3.322211a/hi c/d( Ra
(a/b c/d) Ra

3.31 One oi

might be the

1/2 and lool-

'Of (-31

(+1,

3.3211 2/3 -

32121 2

of

.32133 4/!

3.32123 (8/

8/S

3.32124 111

3 32125

3,32131 1/L

3.32132 1/2

3.32133 14
3.32134 4 1

3.3221 3/8

because 1/L

3.3222 8/9,

(8/9



an order field)

rational number

a binary operation

inition

Iwties
2121 Closure

2122 Commutative

2123 Associative

12124 Identity

2125 Inverse

Tutation and Word Problems

2131 Equal denominators

12132 UnNua_ denominators

2133 Decimal notation

2134 Mixed notation

In, a binary operation

lnition

Terties-Closure

3.31 Let S be the set of all

ordered pairs of integers. Let

the relation R on S be:

(a,b) R (c1d) ad =bc. R is

an equivalence relation on S

that partitions S into mutuall

disjoint subsets° Any one of

these subsets is defined to be

a rational number.

3.3211V /b,c/d ( Ra a/b + d=

(ad + bc)/bd

3032121 /b,c/d ( a/b + cld

ERa

3.3213311 a/b c/d ( Ra

(a/b + cid) = (c/d + a/

3,32123 Va/b,c/dte/f (Ra

(a/b + c/d) + e/f = a/b + (c/d

+ e/f)

303212411a/b ( Ra alb + 0/1 =

a/b

3.32125 Va/b ERA 3 e/f ( Ra

) a/b + e/f = 0/1

a/b, /d e/f (Ra /b - o/d =

e eff + cld = a/b

3 3222 Ita/b, c/dc Ra

(a/b c/d) ERa

3.31 One of these subsets

might be the rational number

1/2 and look like the following:

I eel

(-31'6), 21-4), (-1 2)
J

(+1,+2), +21+4),

.3211 2/3 + 3/4 = 2x4 + 3 x

3 x 4

ELti =17/12
12

.32121 2/3 + 3/4 is a member

of the set of rationals

32133 4/5 + 1/2 = 1/2 + 4/5

.32123 (8/9 + 3/5) + 2/3

8/9 + (3/5 + 2/3)

.32124 11/12 + 0/1 = 11/12

32125 4/5 + 4.-4/5= 0/1

3.32131

3.32132

3.32133

3.32134

1/4 5/4 r 6/4

1/2 .1. 2/3 = 7/6

1609 4. 3089,r 4.98

4 + 19 f'rx. 23 3/4

3.3221 3/8 1/8 = 1/4

because 1/4 + 1/8 = 3/8

.3222 8/9, 7/8 ella

(8/9 - 7/8) Ra



33223 Computation and Word Problems

3.32231 Equal denominators

3.32232 Unequal denominators

3.32233 Decimal notation

3,32234 Mixed notation

Multiplication, aobinary operation

3.3231 Definition

3.3232 Properties

3.12321 Closure

3432

3.32322 CommutatIve

3.32323 Associa ive

3.32324 DistrIbutIve

3.32325 Identity

3.32326 Inverse

Computation-and Word Problems

3.32331 Fraction notation

3.32332 Dectvil notation

3.32333 Mixed notation

3 324 Division, a binary operation

3,3241 Definition

3. 242 Properties-Closure

100

231 a/b,c/d ( Ra b x

c/d = ac/bd

.32321 a /b, c/d Ra

(a/b x c/d)( Ra

32322 Va/b, c/d Ra

(a/b x c/d) = (c/d x a/b

32323 va/b, c/d, e/f Ra

(a/b x c/d) x e/f

a/b x (cld x ern
.32324vafb, c/d, e/f ( Ra

/b x(c/d + e/f) = (a/b x c/d

x e/f)

32325 clip (Ra x 1/1 =

alb

.32326 V a/40/1 (lia, 3 e/fERa

alb x c/d = 1/1

3241

a/b d =

3242 a/b,

(a/b

c/000 f ERa
e/f 4_Ho' elf x

= a/b

c/d00(Ra

÷c/d)(Ra

2231 A cup is fill.

3/4 mark. I remove

How much liquid rel

3.32232 The differenc.

2/5 cups and 4/9 c-

3.32233 11.6 - 5,7 =

3,32234 5 3 =

3.3231 5/8 x 6/7 =

3.323211/2,3/4(Ra
(1/2 x 3/4)(1

3.32322 (2/3 x 4/5) =

3.32323 (5/6 /8) x '

5/6 x (7/8 x

3.32324 1/2 x (5/6 +'

1/2 x 5/6 + 1/:

3.32325 5/6 x 1/1 =

3.32326 4/7 x -7/6 :

332331 Compute: 3/I

3.32332 Computes 3,12

132333 John has 31

s much money as Mary_

$1.75. How much mone2

.3241 4/5+2/3 = 12

12/10 x

3242 5/6,7:-

(5/6+



ion and Word Problems

. Equal denominators

Uneq_ 1 denominators

Decimal notation

,Mixed notation

a.binary operation

ion

les

Closure

Commutative

Associatire

ive

Identity

Inverse

tion-and Word Problems

Fraction notation

Decimal notation

Mixed notation

nary operation

ion

ies-Closure

100

231Va/b,c/d ( Ra a b x

d = ac/bd

2321 Va/b, c/d ( Ra

(a/b x c/d)f Ra

,32322 Va/b, c/d ( Ra

(a/b x c/d) = (c/d x a/b

.32323 va/b, c/d, e/f f Ra

(a/b x c/d) x e/f =

a/b x (c/d x e/f)

32324Va/b, old, e/f ( Ra

/b x(o/d e/f) = (a/b x d

(a/b x e/f)

32325 Vat}, a/b x 1/1

a/b

323261/440/1 CR* 3 e/ffRa

a/b x o/d = 1/1

3241 b, c/d f f Ra
a/b c d = elf xc d

= a/b

3242 /b, c/4-0fRa

(a/b +c/d) C Ra

3.32231 A cup is filled to the

3/4 mark, I remove 1/4 liquid.

How much liquid remains?

3.32232 The difference between

2/5 cups and 4/9 cups is

3.32233 11,6 - 507 =

3.32234 5 1 - 3 f = 7f--

3.3231 5/8 6/7 = 30/56

3.323211/2,3/4(Ra

(1/2 x 3/4)f

3.32322 (2/3 x 4/5) = (4/5 x 2/3)

3.52323 (5/6 x7/8) x 9/10 =

5/6 x (7/8 x 9/10)

3.32324 1/2 x (5/6 1- 7/8) =

1/2 x 5/6 1/2 x 7/8

3-32325 5/6 x 1/1 = 5/6

3.32326 .6/7 x -7/6 = 1/1

3.32331 Compute: 3/4 x 2/6 =

3.32332 Compute: 3.14 x 8.132 =

32333 John has 3f times

s much money as Mary. Mary has

$1.75, How much money has John?

3241 4 5+2 3 = 12/10 because

12/10 x 2/3 = 4/5

3242 5/6,7/8 eila

(5/6+7/8) Ra



.3243 Computation and Word Problems

3.32431 Fraction notation

3032432 Decimal notation

3.32433 Mixed notation

Order relation "is less than"

30331 Definition

34332 Properties

303321 Transitivity

3322 Tricho omy

303Li NUMeratiOn(names of rattonal nmber0

3.341 Equivalent fraction notation

3.342 Equivalent mixed notation

3.343 Equivalent fraction notation with

terminating decimals

3.344 Equivalent fraction notation with

repeating decimals

30345 Equivalent per cent notation

3 3451 Definition of per cent

3,3452 Ratio and proportion

3,3453 Computations related to

percent, ratio, and proport on

3.346 Expanded no tat ion

3.4 Finite Number Syteins

3 41 Definition of a finite syste mad me whe e

an integer

27

101

I a/ d (Ra a/b <

400 3e/f(Re)a/b e/f =

.3321 alb, q/d, e/f (Eta

a/b < c/dAc/d < e/f

a/b < elf

.33221fa/b, cld Oa one and

nly one of the following is

rue: a/b < c/d; a/b = c/d;

c/d < a/b

3451 per cent means per

hundred

is 3.41 Let S be the setof

integers._Let the relation

on S be:Ilatba a==b (mod

in
R is an

equivalence relation on $

that partitions S into

mutually disjoint subsets0

Depending on it your equivalence

classet are the "numbers" of your

3.32431 C

32432 C

2433 C

331 I/

1/2 +

3321

+1 4

.3322

41 1

42 3 2

343 1/;

44 4/'

3451 1/1

3452 x

3453 Mf

of 55%
right c

many ii

.41 For C

equivaler

0 271 171

The subsE

by 0
7

vol.

=



tation and Word Problems

31 Fraction notation

32 Decimal notation

33 Mixed notation

less than"

Ltivity

ytomy

rattonal numbers)

Naction notation

oced notation

'action notation with

lecimals

'action notation with

iimals

r Cent notation

.tion of per cent

and proportion

ations related to

it, ratio, and proportion

io tat

dte syste- mod m, where m is

an intege

101

1 V a /b, d Ra a/b < c d

3e/fERa )a/b + e/f = c/d

.3321va/b, c/d, e/f ERa

a/b < c/d Ac/d < elf

a/b < e/f

3322 Va/b, c/d Ra one and

nly one of the following is

a/b < c/d; a/b = c/d;

c/d < a/b

3451 per cent means per

hundred

3.41 Let S be the set of

integers-. Let the relation R

on S aS=b (mod m)

m l(a-b) R is an'

equivalence relation on S

that partitions S into

mutually disjoint subsets.

Depending on ià, your equivalence

3.32431 Compute: 3/4+1/3 = 9/4

032432 Coxpute: 24.67+2.12=

-.32433 Compute: 4-22 =

30331 1/2 < 3/4 because

1/2 + 1/4 = 3/4

3.3321 -2/4 < +1/4 and

+1/4 < +1 2-7) -2/4 < 1/2

322 1/2, 4/5 fRa;

1/2 < 4/5 is true0

.341 1/2=2/4=3/6=4/8=0..

.342 3f = 7/2

343 1/8 = 0.125

344 4/7 = 0.371428

3451 1/4 would mean 25%

3452 x:3:: 10:6

x = 5

3453 Mike received a score

of 55% getting 40 answers

right on a math test. How

many items were on the test?

.41 For example, in mod 7, your

equivalence classes would be

0-_ 2 3- 4_, 5 6-7. r
17.

.
. 7. 7. 7

The subset of integers representec

by 01 would be: ...,-141-710,

+7 +14,

mlnecese f I



3.42 Operations

3.421 Additi n a binary operation

3.4211 Definition

3.4212 Properties

3.42121 Closure

3.42122 Commutative

3.42123 Associative

3.42124 Identity

3.42125 Inverse

3.422 Multiplication, a binary operation

3.4221 Definition

3-4222 Properties

3 42221 Clos-__-e

3.42222 Associative

3042223-Identity

3(.42224 Commutative

3.42225 Di tributive

3,4J Applications

30431 Divisibility Tests

3.432 Addition checks, i.e. casting out nines

I ..

102

.4211 yam, bm C Im

a ,m = a + b)m

3.42121 v am brit I
(aTheb

3.42in ni

va -b (I (a Gb ) =
M

3.42123 v b a
(am bni)

a (bm@ cm)

3 42124 v
m
(I a

m
0

3042125 Va. 3 (I
M m

) ara c

3.4221 v- _I am m:

ac

(a

(I
m

3.42222 vam, bm, cm(Im

(amobm)eam = am (bme a

3.42223 vameIm am lin = am

3042224va b I
(ame b = m (brmio

3.42225 v a
m

b
m

c
m m

amo (bm ® cm) = (amo bm
e (amo am)

.4211 L

3,42123

3.42122

3.4212::

3.4212L

3.4212f

= 3 4221

3.42221

3042222

3.42223

3.42224

3042225

(2604

3.431 D

3.432 5
1



binary operation
ition

rties
al Closure

22 Commutative

_3 Associative

24 Identity

2.5 Inverse

)14 a binary operation

Ltion

:ties
Closure

Associative

!3 Identity

Coniautative

).5 Distributive

Tests
:kst Lel casting out nines

Lntine equations

29

102

.4211 yam bm
a bm a + b)

3.42121 a rip

(aTh bri
3.42172

v a b (I
m' m rn

3.42123 va
(am C) b )

b
m m

rn

F304211 4

(bra 0

3 4,2124 varn(Im am

3.42125 Va. tI 3 c_ a
m

a + Cm

3 .4221 v marl aril

ac

3,42221 bm(Im (a

( I
-m

3142222 vam, bm, cm(Im

(amobm)ecm = am (brae Cm

3,42223 varaci_.
m

a
m

el
m

=a
3042224 va , b I

(ame bmI = b 0 a,
ra

-m

3.42225 Va. b c
m, m

Rule (bm )c a ebm
Cm)

42121 46C) _6 (16

3.42122 (10046)724 =

(724 0 1004)

3.42123(47 3,) e_
4 (6) (37'e 5 )

3.42124

3.42125

3 4221 270 4
7

3.42222 (2,037)04 =

(2 0 (3
7 7 7

3.42223 48 a

3 642224 (35 0 45) (4

3.42225 26 (46 (J 56)

(2
6

0 4
6

G(2 05
6

)

3,431 DOE's 9 1603?
3Q432 547 89 930 r.

1566. Check by casting

out nines.

3.433 Solve: 7x 16y 40



4. Number Theory

4.1 Odds and Evens

402 Factors and primes

4.3 Composite numbers

4.4 Multiples

4.5 Greatest Common Facto (GCF)

4.6 Least common multiple (LCM)

4.7 Prime factorization

Relative primes

4.9 Number patterns

4,91 Arithmetic progressions

103

4.1 Def. The integer b divide

the integera(bI a) 44.4 3 an

integer k_ a = bk.

An even integer, therefore,

ny integer, dl such that

2Id0 An odd integer is any

integer that is npt even.

4.2 An integer b is a facto

of integer a bla

vP (I+ p is prime p 1

and the only positive facto_

of p are 1 and p.

0311c(I, c is a composite

umber '1(H C 1 and (_; is no

rime.

.4vatba a is a multiple of

4H0 b is a factor of a.

4.1 0 =

E =

9

000

4.2 The facto

1,2,3,4,6

7 is a pr

its only

5 The greatest numberAhat

s a member of the set of

common factors of the

positive integers a and b

is the GCF.

6 The positive integer c

the LCM of positive integers

a and b .c is a multiple

of a c is a multiple of

bdi c os the least multiple.
If a is any composite,

then a may be written as a

produa of primes.

.8 The positive integers a

and b are relatively prime

the GCF of a and b is 10

.91 An arithmetic pogressio

a succession of numbers in

ich there is a common

ifference between each member

and its su cessor.

n

12 is

4 The set o

0,3,6,9,

5 The GCF

6 The La 0.

7 The prime

12 = 2 :

4.8 3 and 5

because

is 1.

.91 11315.7

arithme-



103

14.1 Def. The integer 12 divicie

the integer(b1a) 3 an
integer k)a = bk.

An even Integer, therefore,

ay integer, .41, such that

21d0 An odd integer is any

inte(;er that is nal even.

4.2 An integer b is a factor 4.2

of integer 1.<4;b1a.
Vp ti+ p is prime 4°> p 1

and the only positive factor

of p are 1 and p.

Plea, 2 is a composite

umber c 1 and c is no

rime.

04/a,b(I a is a multiple of 4

4H0b b is a factor of 10

.5 The greatest numberAhat

is a member of the set of

common factors of the

positive integers a and b

s the GCF.

6 The positive integew is

e LCM of positive integers

a and b q is a multipici

of
)

c is a multiple e
c is the least multiple.

77 If a is any composite,

then a may be written as a

produa of primes.

.8 The positive integers

and hare relatively prime

the GCF of 1 and b is 1.

.91 An arithmetic progressio

a succession of numbers in

ich there is a common

ifference between each member

and its successor.

nn
1 04

05

The factors of 24 are:

1,2,304,6,8,12,24 .

7 is a prime number because

its only factors are 1 and 7.

12 is a composite number.

The set of multiples of 3 are:

013,619,12,15,18,21,...

The GCF of 12 and 8 Ia 4.

6 The LCM of 12 d 8 is 24.

The prime factoriation of 12:

12 = 2 x 2 x 3

4.8 3 and 5 are relatively prime

because the GCF of 3 and 5

is 1.

091 1,3i5107,9,11,400 is an

arithmetic progression



4.92 Geometric progressions

4.93 Triangular numbers

4.94 Square numbers

4.95 Factorial numbers

4096 Fibonacci numbers

ieome

5.1 Non-metric

5.11 Development of geometric concepts

5.111 point and betweenness

5.112 Line

50113 Segment

5.114 Ray

5.115 Angle

5 116 Rela ed lines: intersecting,

skew, parallel, etc.

50117 Regions: interior, exterior

104

4.92 A geometric progression

is a succession of numbers

in which there is a common

ratio between each member

and its successor.

4.95 linfi+

n-2) x
4 96 F1142

= n x ( 1

x 1.

n 1 4- Fn,

5 111 undefined

5.112 undefined

4 92 1,2,4,8,

is a gec

1.493

5.113 The set of points

consisting_of two end points
arvd all points between,
5.114ConSider.a line. Select

ny point on that lineo A ray

ould consist of that point

nd all points in only one

direction.

5.115 Two rays that have

common endpoints and that ar

not equal.

117 A Ample closed curve

partitions the plane into

3 sets: 1)the curve itself,

2)the interior of the Curve,

and 3)the exterior of the curve.

(

.. ))6 I

.94 4

(

.. , 9

..

095 71 = 7 x

96 1 192131,

is t

50111 Often p

to locate a s

50112 A

written

50113 Using t"

we write

5.114 Using tl

we write

However A 0

5.115
X

Z

we write, 4
5 116

To unidenti:

5.117

Point B is cc

interior, wh!

exterior.



'c progressions

Lar numbers

lumbers

Li numbers

2i numbers

)nt of geometric concepts

.nt and behmeenness

Le

rent

ated lines: intersecting,

w, parallel, etc0

ions: interior, exterior

104

4.92 A geometric progression

is a succession of numbers

in which there is a common

ratio between each member

and its successor.

4.95 ne n = n x (n-i) x

(n-2) x 002 X 10
4.96 F114.2 Fnc. Fn, n> 1

5.111 undefined

9.112 undefined

5.113 The set of points

consisting of two end points
and all points between-.
5.114ConsIdera line. Select

ny point on that line. A ray

ould consist of that point

find all points in only one

direction.

5.115 Two rays that have

common endpoints and that ar

not equal.

0117 A simple closed curve

partitions the plane into

3 sets: 1)the curve'itself,

2)the interior of the curve.

and 3)the exterior of the curve.

4.92 1,2,4.8,16,32,64,12

is a geometric progression.

.94

3(0

4

(

22

)

0

(

9

0 I) 10( 0.0.2 )OW
$ 0 0

... 16 202)
2202

222 2222
0222/

00

022

.95 71 = 7x x5x4x3x x1

. 96 1 112,3,518,13.21.34.55....

is the set of Fibonacci

numbers

50111 Often pictured with a 1.1

to locate a specific place.

5.112 A

written

50113 Using the figure of 5.112,

we write a
5.114 Using the figure of 5.112,

we write .4 -4
BA or AB.

However, a AB

5.115

To unidentified parallel lines

5.117

Point B Is contaIned in the

interior, while A is in the

exterior.



5.118 Planes and two-dimensional figures

501181 Curves

5011811 Simple, closed (open

5011812 Convex, concave

501182 Polygons

5.11821 Triangles(Equilate

Isosceles, Scalene

5.1182' Quadrilaterals

5011823 Other pollgons

105

5.11811 A closed curve that 15 11811

does not intersect itself at

any point is a simple, close

curve.

5.11812 A convex, closed

curve is a curve that, when

selecting any two points in

the interior of the curve,

contains all possible segmen

within the interior.

11821 The union of three

rays such that any two rays

have a common end-point.

11822 A closed union of

four segments.

.11823 (such as pentagons,

hexagons, heptagons, octagon

nonagons, etc.)

.1183 The sat of points a

specified distance from a

given point

50119 Space and thre

501191 Pyramid

5.1192 Prism

5.1193 Cylinde_

501194 Cane

5.1195 Sphere

501196 Archimedian P

5,110 Constructions

.501101 One-dimensional

501102 Two-dimensional

501103 Three-dimensionsl

5 1102 e.g. Bise

given segment.

the

5011812

501196 Such as the ta

the octahedron- etc.

54101 If you can col

this ono, you'll mak.

501103 Construct an i.



les and two-dimensional figures

L81 Curves

5011811 Simple, closed open

5.11812 Convex, concave

32 Polygons

5.11821 Triangles(igunateral,
lsosceles, Scalene)

5.11822 Quadrilaterals

5011823 Other po gons

roles

d thre

a Pyramid

e Prism

13 Cylinder

14 cnne

5 Sphere

ATchimedian Po a

;ructions

11 One-dimensional

2 Two-dimensional

13 Three-dimensional

13

5.1191

105

5011811 A closed curl& that

does not intersect itself at

any point is a simple, closed

curve.

5.11812 A convexl closed

curve is a curve that, when

selecting any two points in

!the interior of the curve,

contains all possible segmen

within the interior.

5.11811

5011812

11821 The union of three I5U82i
rays such that any two rays

have a common end-point.

11822 A closed union of 11822

four segments.

.11823 (such as pentagons, 11823

hexagons, heptagons, octagon

nonagons, etc.)

.1183 The set of points a 1183

specified distance from a

given point.

01193

5.1102 e.g. Bisect the

given segment.

501192

5.1194

5.1196 Such as the tetrahedron,

the octahedron, etc.

5.1101 If you can come up with

this one, you'll make a bundle.

501103 Construct an icosahedron,



,2 Metric

5.21 Comparing size, shape, and distance

5.211 Congruency

4.212

5,213 Similarit, including

and ratio in a right

5.214 Scale Drawing

imilarity

iangle)

106

50211Two geometric figures

are'congruent 'E70. one figure

can be superimposed on the

other so that they coincide

exactly.

5.212 The correspondence, in

size, form, and arraDgement,

ofteometric figures on

opposite sides of a plane,

line, or point.

5.213 Two figures are similar

they have the same shape;

that is, their corresponding

parts are proportional and

their corresponding angles

equal.

5.215 Pythagorean relation 5.215

5.22 Measurement (metric or British)

5.221 Segments to nearest unit

5 222 Angles to nearest part of degree

5223 Perimeter and circumference

2
C

2

5.223 The perimeter of any

geometric figure is the

maasure of the distance

-round the figure.

5.211

Which figures ar

5.214 The actual c

cup to saucer is

Scal 1/5" = 10

5.221 m(AB

5.222 ii

A

5.223 The, perimete

circle to the nea



shape, and distance

r (including similarity

in a right triangle)

ring

106

90211Two geometric figures 5.211

are.congruent 4(.0. one figure

can be superimposed on the

other so that they coincide Which

exact

5.212 The correspondence, in j5212

size, form, and arrangement,

of geometric figures on

opposite sides of a plane,

line, or point.

<H>

5.213 Two figures are similar 5.213

they have the same shape;

that is, their corresponding

parts are proportional and

their corresponding angles

equal.
Which fig es are similar?

es are congruent?

'ean relation 15.215

tiric or British)

tp nearest unit

nearest part of degree

and circumference 5.223 The perimeter of any

geometric figure is the

measure of the distance

around the figure.

5.214 The actual distance f 0

EaE to saucer is rdles.

Scale: 1/5" = 10 miles.

5.221 m(AB em.(nearest cm.)

A

5.222 m(I-ABC) = 4

5.223 The perimeter of the

circle to the nearest inch is
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5 24 Area of plane figures

50225 Volume of Solids

5.226 Approximate nature of meas

(greatest possible error

5.227 Equivalent nieasuves

Operations with Geometric figures

5.31 Union

502 Intersection

5.4 Measurement of nongeometric quantities

5041 Historical units of measure

5.42 Money

5.43 Time

107

5,224 Many formulas are

available herelsuch as)the

area of a square is equal to

the square of the measure of

one of its sides.

5,225 Here toojmany formulas

are available sucb as the

familiaryolume of a sphere

as

HoweVer, children should be

discouraged from simple

imemcrization of these formula

emen4 5,226 The accuracy of a

measure is designated by the

number of significant digits

of the measure. The number o

significant digits is the

number of digits which

specify the number of units

in the measurement,

5.44 Temperature:Fahrenheit and centigrade

I, 9

5031 (usual definition applie

to geometric figures)

5.32 usual definition but

applied to geometric figure-

5,44 F 9/5 C 32

5.224 The ar

the nearest

5.225 What i

given cylind

226 Comput

approximate

3,62. Compu

approximate

8072. (Sum=

5.227 3 yd!

5631 A ABC 1.1

5.32 LABCfl

5041 span-

5.42 $4,58 i

5,43 What ti

clock?

t.1

44 What te

Centigrade



ea of plane figures

aume of Solids

Troximate nature of me

;reatest possible error

guivalent meaSures

ih Geometric figures

ion

7 non-geometric quantities

ii units of measure

meaahrenheit and centigrade

10 1

5.224 Many formulas are

available hermuch as)the

area of a square is equal to

the square of the measure of

o e of its sides.

5.224 The a

the nearest 2

of the

sq. in.

square to

5.225 Here toojmany formulas 5.225 Nhat is the vol e of the

re available such as the

famiiiar3volume of a sphere

ae -ffr
3 .

Howeter, children should be

discouraged from simple

morization of these formula

n 5,226 The accuracy of a

aeasure is designated by the

number of significant digits

of the measure, The number o

significant digits is the

number of digits whi n

specify the number of units

in the measurement.

5,31 (usual definition applie

to geometric figures)

5.32 (usual defin tion bu

applied to geometric figure

5 44 F = 9/5 C 32

given cylinder in cm. ?

.226 Compute the sum of the

approximate numbers 52.709 and

3.620 Compute the product of the

approximate numbers 11.03 and

8,72. (Silm=55.33 product=96.2)

5,227 3 yds. 9 ft

lLABC

5 2

5,41 span, digit; etc.

5.42 $4.58 in nickels and pennies

5,43 What time is it ither

clock?

10:26

844 What temperat the

Centigrade thermometer report?

110



5 45 Denominate numbors

5.46 Weighty volume, and quantity measures

5,5 Topology (popularly, rubbersheet geometry)
Organizing end Reporting Data

6.1 Graphs

6.11 Equalities and inequalities on

number line

6.12 Ordered pairs on the cordtnate plane

6.13 Solution se s of equal ties and

inequalities on the coordinate plane

6.2 Statistics

6 21 Frequency tables and charts

6.22 Graphs (bar, line, circle, dot plc e)

6.221 Construction

1 1

108

5.45 The mea are of a quantity 5045 3 yds.

named as a anm of two or inorq 7 yds.

numerals in different bases.
5.46 pints,

peck, etc.

6.11
1 11 11

-9 -6
Graph 3x <

6.12

Graph: (-3

6.13 Using

of 6,12, gr;

for (XW):

6.21 Constru.

for this set

(Scores

on the MNA)

19,18, 2122

27,26,25,24,:

6.221 Constr

for the foll

1950- 1:

1955-

1960- 4

1965- 2

Students at

High School

42



lumbers

mie, and quantity measures

y, rubbersheet geometry)
;Ing Data

Lnd inequalities on

's on the coordina plane

;s of equalities and

on the coordinate plane

Mes and charts

,
line, circle, dot, pictur

motion

1

108

545 The measure of a quantity 5.45 3 yds. 2 ft, 11In

named as a sum of two or mor 2_22j§,_1_fI4 9 ip,_

numerals in different bases,

5.46 pints, quarts, pounds

peck, etc.

6011

-9 -6 -3 0 1r2 t4 T6 .1-6 :AO

Graph: 3x < 7 on the number Iine

6.12

-1111111 1111111011111.

12111111111
UR_ 141111111

11111111
1111111 miii

Graph: -3,2) , (0,4)

6 13 Using the coordinate axis

f 6.12, graph the solution

for f(x,y ): 2x 3y > 10

6.21 Construct a frequency table

for this set of =organized data

(Scores by female college students

on the MNA)

4,14,2513,7116,28,17,13,1412,314,

19,18, 21,22,16,15,17,16,19,18

27,26,25,24,23,1948,17,16,51413

6.221 Construct a picture graph

for the following data:

1950- 12 boys, 15 gills

1955- 16 boys, 19 girls

1960- 21 boys, 17 girls

1965- 25 boys, 21 girls

Students attending Lincoln Jr,

High School, Mrs. Tops class.

142



6.222 Interpretation

623 Measures of central tendency

6.231 Mean

6.232 Mode

6.233 Median

6.24 Measures of Var

70 Probability

7.1 Chance Events

702 Key concepts

7.21 Experiments

7022 Sample Space

109

6.231 7-- Il
0

6.232 The mode is the most

frequently mewing score

in a set of se res.

6.233 11--1:f
Mdn.= i A- 2 4 i-17-

6.24 Measures -uchwas the

standard deviation, vrianc

tnd interquartile range are

examples of measures of

variability,

n i

71 1 An experiment is an

operation or procedure for

discovering something

unknown, for example the

tossing of a coin 50 times

to see how many heads come u

7.22 The set of all possibie

outco es of an experiment is

the s mple space.

6.222 On the

How much mo

recreation

earns $9100

How a typi.

the_money.__

6.231 Calcul.

scores f

6.232 Calcul

scores f

6.233 Calcul

scores f

6.24 Calculai

deviati

6 21

7.1 What a

will ra

7,21 Toss a

record th

7 -22 The. sa

a die is

S



on

al tendency

Variability

109

X
6 2 1 7

n

6.232 The mode is the most

frequently oceuring score

in a set of se res.

(u

6.233
Mdn.= i+ ---1-

6624 Measures chwas the

standard deviation, variance,

and interquartile range are

examples of neasures of

variability.

S
2= x2--

2

fl-

.=
7421 An experiment i 1s an

operation or procedure for

discovering someth

unknown, for example the

tossing of a coin 50 times

to see how many heads come

7.22 The set of all possible

outcomes of an experiment is

the sample space.

1 A 4

6.222 On the circle graph below

How much money is spent on

recreation by a family that

earns $9,000 per year?

How a typical family spends

the. mone it earns( in %

6.231 Calculate the mean 0-the

scores from 6.21

6 232 Calculate the mode of the

scores from 6,21

6.233 Calculate the median of the

scores from 6.21

6.24 Calculate the standard

deviation for the scores of

6.21

7,1 Nhat are the chances that it

will rain today?

7.21 Toss a die 50 times and

record the results of each toss.,

7 22 The sample space for to sing

a die is

1

S
n



703 Tho probability of an outcome as a

number between C and 1

7.4 Addition and multIplicatIon in

probability

At this point it would be appropriate to ex

that could be used to corrdate mathematics

question as to whether but whenandwhatl
the least of which is this author's ignoren

March, 1970 issue of Phi Delta KaRan, that

necessary than further development of conten

Read Postman and Weingartner's book TlIftim

inquiry approach as a real alternative to th

your while.

Until more work has been done in this area,

curriculum committees to develop the inquiry

if educators do not do it, it may be done fo

-4.

145

110

7 3 By deffnition, P(E0 = 1

here 4bis an event certain t

appen, P(E) = 0, where

En is an eVent that cannot

occur.

7.4 if two or more events ar

independent, the probability

that they will all occur is

the product of their

separate probabilities, The

probability that any one of

a number of mutually exclusi

events will occur is equal

to the sum of the probabilit

of the separate events°

Thus, P A B) = P(A)xP(B)

and

P(BV C ) P(B) P(C)

d this Guide to include a

th the other subject matter

However, this will not be do

of the other disciplines, S

otal integration of the disci

and pedagogy for any single

as a Subversive Activity by D
_ _

disciplines approach, Youll

°invert students will need to

approach to a totally integra

them.

= = =4- 4.-

7,3 What is

tossing a

toss of a

7.4 What is-

tossing a

a two fol]

that giNaz

What isI

you will

e a (4,6) o

two dic

tiplici y of

iscipline50

e for severa

fice it to

lines is nea

ubject matte

lacorte Pres

find the re

depend on lo

ed approach

I



of an outcome as

) and 10

Ltiplica ion in

would be appropriate to ext

ad to correlate mathematics

hether but when and whatl
is this authorts ignoranc

D of Phi Delta Egan, that

arther development of conten

Weingartnerts book ItlftIng

as a real alternative to th

las been done in this area,

btees to develop the inquiry

lot do it, it may be done fo

=Arr =

11 0

703 By definition, P(E 1

here Ebis an event certain t

Appel), P(En) = 0, where

En is an event that cannot

occur.

7.4 If two or more events ar

independent, the probability

that they will all occur is

the product of their

separate probabilities. The

probability that any one of

a number of mutually exclusi

events will occur is equal

to the sum of the probabilit

of the separate events.

Thus, P`A A D = P(A)xP(B)

and

P BV C P(B) + P(C)

nd this Guide to Include a

th the other subject matter

However, this will not be do

of the other disciplines0

otal integration of the disci

and pedagogy for any single

as a Subversive Activity by D

disciplines approach. Youll

I!

owever, students will need to

approach to a totally Integra

them.

7 3 What is the probability of

tossing a 1 ( ) on the first

toss of a die Ans4/6

7.4 What is the probability of

tossing a die and getting

a two followed by a second toss

that gives you a six?

What is the probability that

you will get either a (2,3) or

e a (4,6) on a single toss of

two dice?

es

tiplicity of content items

isciplines. There is little

e for several reasons, not

fice it to say, as did the

lines is nearer and more

bject matter discipline.

lacorte Press for use of the

find the reading well worth

depend on local teacheri and

ed approach to learning Or,



SOME PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Now that curriculum and theoreti al matters have been examined for the

individualization of mathe atics instruction, it becomes important to diocuss

implementation of individualized programs o_ instruction. It is only as teachers

can tackle the problems of executing a program of individualized instruction

that they can succeed in this monumental task. Much has been written elsewhere

about such matters as team teaching departmentalized approaches, etc. However-

we will deal with items which can be used in an individualized program regard-

less of combinations of teachers, students, and administrators. Of concern

here are the following: Student Learning Guides, Student-Learning-Guide Coding

Procedure, Student-Learning -Guide Achievement Record, Student-Learning-Guide

Record Form, Student Daily/Weekly Planning Schedule, and that perennial problem-

maker, Evaluation of Pupil Progress and Reporting to Parents. Other ma -ters which

CoUld be diSOUSsed here are.best left to the individual teachers or teams.

The guides and forms that are presented are sugges,ive, a-d as individual teachers

or districts-prefer modifications for their unique set of circumstances, these

modifications-sheuld be Made.

lii



STUDENT LEARNING GUIDE ( )

The Student Learning Guide is a modification of Esbensen's Contract. It

consists of the SLG code, the purpose of the objective, the behavioral object-

ive, a sample evaluation consistent with the objective and the available

learning activities to help the student achieve the objective. Eaben-en's

contract form was modified because of experience this writer has had with

students in using contracts. No attention was given to the Content Classifi-

catioa and the Taxonomy Category elements of the contract by students. These

two elements have been incorporated into the code for the SLG thus retaining

their function for the teacher or curriculum co mittee.

Each SLG requires an evaluation to determine whether the stud lt has

achieved the desired behavior. The evaluation must be consistent with the SLG

Desired Behavior. In many ways, the SLG Desired Behavior and the Evaluation for

the SLG can be thought of as equivalentdifferent forms of the same thing.

(Figure 1-and Figure. 2 are offered as examples of an SLG and Evaluation form.)

112
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4.2-2181

C-2

Student.

Due date

Why? (Pt;r21.)

To develop skill in generating the set of factors of a number in preparation

for finding the greatest cOmmon factor of two numbers.

What (Desired Behavior)

Given ten numerals that name whole numbers not greater than 81, the

student is able to list the set of factors of each number with 90% accuracy.

(Sample Evaluation)

List the set of factors of each number.

1 54 2. 72

How? Learning 1-!ctivities)

A.

3 12

Mathematics for the,Elementary_School

Elementary School Mathematics Book

Elementary School Mathematics
Elementar Mathematics-Conce

Book pp. 2-73.

E. C clo-teacher M-79, M-79a, M-80, M-80a.

F. Drilltapes, Enrichment Topics, Reel 1.
G. Filmstrip 40034, "Factors, and Primes"
H. Small-group, teacher-led.

---1 Small-group student-led.

:Book-51 pp.

pp. 170-173

Book 6, pp. 88-91.

Properties and Operations,

(F ure 1. iSampje Student Lea nn uide)

149



4 2-21 1

0-2

114

Evaluation

L st the set of factors of each number.

1. 48

2. 24

81

12

36

54

7. 72

16

9. 42

10, 68



STUDENT LEARNING GUIDE ACHIEVE ENT RECORD

The SLG Achievement Record was devised to supply the teacher with two

types of information: which students are on the same SLG. and on what day is

each SLG due? The for- also provides a record of each student's achievement

in a given area.

Because the teacher can readily observe the number of students on a

given SLG, he may more easily schedule small group presentations. A quick

check on the due dates w ll also reveal which students have SLG's due. He

may thereby assiSt students having difficulties completing specific objectives.

Even though the goal of individualized instruction is complete self-direction

by the student of his own learning, realistically one must admit that

different students achieve this goal at different ti es and to different degrees.

Thereforei the teacher mist offer guidance to those who need direction until

the self directed student emerges.

Figure. 3. is an. example .of an Achieve ent Record. The names are fictitious

to protect the innocent. Space limitations prevent the completenesS of the

..Recerd-for ...the entire set of students involved. Naturally, in elassroom use,

the SLG .number- due .dates, and number of student names would each be 'adjusted
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to fit the unique circumstances of the particular teacher or team of

teachers.

Though the student has a number of objectives (SLG' ) to complete for a

given period of time, he generally works on one SLG at a time. Thus, in using

the Achievement Record, the ,eacher simply draws a diagonal fo: the appropriate

SLG number and record the SLG number under the agreed to due date. On

successful completion of the SLG1 the teacher completes the other diagonal of

the rectangle and places a (+) next to the objective number under the due date,

For quick observation, the teacher might also pencil in the rectangular region

associated with a completed SLG number. It will also be noted that the students

have been partitioned into groups of four students each- .ain for quick re-

ference.. Experiencehas shown that unless the students are thus divided, teachers'

eye8 begin to play tricks on them as they record information.

Short of computer help', which often turns out to be more work for the

teacher- this reCord formhas Proven to be most helpful. A single record sheet

for eadh student requires much extra effort .to achieve 'groupings of students and

,to determine .when individual students have. specified SLG'S due. The purpose of

this form, then, is obvious: to. make 4formation availab.le to the teacher as
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ly and as conveniently as possible so that she may spend her ti e helping

ftts rather than keeping records.



SLG ACHIEVEMENT REORD-MATH (2000)

ude-t Name Due Date

/". YoungblociAl.E.- 9+. 2

(Ft ure 3 - A Sample SLG Achevementlecord)

11 _WO



SLG ACHIEVEMENT RECORD MATH (2 00)

Jett, G

Johnson,

Ra sdaler R.

Rickles, D.

- A Sample SLG Achievement Record)



STUDENT LEARNING GUIDE CODING PROCEDURE

Seven areas are traditionally defined for curricular development in the

elementary school. In addition, an eighth area, Personal/Social Development,

should be added to include much needed individual development in the Affective

Domain. If one considers the area of the Humanities to be separate there would

be nine. However, the Humanities program more logically is aentified as an

element of unity among the other eight areas. To view it as a separate subject

is to further fragment instruction, which is not, by definition, the purpose

of the Humanities.

The eight subject areas are2

1. Language Arts: La-serie 1000
2. Mathematics: Ma-series 2000-
3.. Science: Sc-series 3000
4. Art: Ar-series 4000
5. Mus4: Mu-series 5000
6. Sodial Studies: So-series 6000
7. ..physical Education: PE-series 7000
8 Personal/Social

.DevelopMent2 .PS-series 8000

.The series number that appearmitheach. curriculum area simply jdcateil for

bookkeeping .purposei, the numbers available within the'subject matter area for

S4G1dentificatien. lor example, Social. Studies may use the series of numbers
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that fall between 6000 and 7000k This provides the range of numbers

needed to designa e the many SW's one would provide for any progiam of individual-

ized in=truction. This range was chosen because a "multiple of 10" series would

provide 10 objectives for a given area a multiple of 100" series would

provide 100 objectives, t-hereas the "multiple of 1000" series we are using pro-

vides 1000 objectives in any given area. From experience with individualized

instruction it can be shown that while one will have more than 100 objectives

in a given subject area, it is doubtful that one will have more than 1000. In

fact,1000 objectives will probably cover the range of objectives for a given

area for the entire elementary gra es.

The coding procedure for each SLG would follow this format:

SuOTE-area/content outline/series obj

Taxmni-:

In our example, the Ma (subject area) is self-explanatory.

-The:3.1412 ti.es theWhat? 1Desired Behavior) of the SLG to the Math matics

Content Guide a por ion:of which appears below.

Example

er Ma3.1412-2076

C-5

344 Numeration.Systems:

3.141 iaSeteh 'numeration.

3.1411_tipanded NOtatioh

andyriting names for nutbers
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3.1413 Rounding nutbers and Estimation

3.1414 Exponential Notation

3 1415 Scientific Notation

The outlining procedure suggested for the outline of content Is the decimal

system of subdivision. It provides the needed flexibility for outline format

that cannot be achieved with the alternating letter and numeral format. Also,

in terms of the coding proce.ture, the main subdivisions of this outline (3.)

are associated with each subheading (3.1412), thus making communication more

simple. This for at should most easily lend itself to computerization.

After the dash in the first line of the code comes the Numeral Designation

for the SLG within the given subject matter area. No two SLG's throughout the

antire curriculum will have the same series number, thereby avoiding possible

2ommunioations mix-ups.

Finally, listings a e needed of the Taxonomy Domain and the Category for each

3LG In our example, we note the objective to be in the Cognitive Domain, the 5th

:ategory--Synthesis. The domain3 and their categories are listed here for

reference purposes.

1. Bloom's Taxonomy - Cogni ive Domain

1.1 Knowledge

1 2 Comprehension

1.3 Application

158
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1.4 Analysis

1.5 Synthesis

1.6 Evaluation

Popham's Taxonomy - Cognitive Domain

2.1 Lowest

2 2 Higher than the lowest

Esbensen's Taxonomy - Cogn tive Domain
3.1 Knowledge

3.2 Comprehension

3 3 Application

3.4 Invention

Krathwohl's Taxonomy - Affective Domain

4 1 Receiving (Attending)

4.2 Responding

4.3 Valuing

4.4 Organization

4 5 Characterization by a Value or Value Com 1 x

Simpson's Taxonomy - Psycho otor Domain

5.1 Perception

5.2 Set

5.3 Guided Response

5.4 Mechanism

5 5 Complex Overt Response

Many educators feel Bloom's Taxonomy to be unduly complicated making the

assignment of a given objective to the appropriate category within the taxonomy

more difficult than it needs to be. At the other end of the taxonomy scale we

have Popham's Taxonomy, consisting of only two categories. This Taxonomy
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classification scheme is too simple, not taking into account the fact that a

binary classification can hardly do justice to the vast r&nge of educational

objectives with which students need to become involved in the course of their

educational experiences in the schools. A iddle-of-the-road° scheme that

might suit a classroom teacher's use is.Esbensen's Taxonomy. Consis ing of

four categories it makes the job of classifying cognitive objectives a bit

simpler than Bloom's, but nctso simple as to make the use of a taxonomy seem

unimportant.

The affective domain represents a domain that traditionally has been left

to chance--much talk but little action. It should be noted that work is beginning

on many fronts in this domain but the teacher should not hold his breath wait-

ing for the results.

The coding Of objectives, SLG's iS imPortant because it is only be develop-

ing a coclinç -theme:that one can serious1y undertake the-som times vest= tas_ of

recoming uul proctres§ in an individualized Pro. of instrudtion..

tic codin7- procedure also allows-teachers a. Way of keeping track and finding

.objectives..that-have been..developed.

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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STUDENT DAILY WEEKLY PLANNING SCHEDULE

The student unde- teacher guidance, should plan his ail, eekly schedule.

In reality, Ile student will probably end up planning only a portion of the wee4

at the beginning of the week, followed by daily updatings and modifications.

He records the work which he will be doing, depending en small group and other

sessions scheduled for the day. By planning his own schedule the student becom

more aware of the importance of utilizing his _ime efficiently. His own res-

ppnsibility for completion of his work is thereby increased. Although initialll

some students need much teacher help, they must be weaned te assume mere and

mire ef--therespensibility themselves.

'learning hew te plan".

The teaCher should net demand close adherence te the schedule once completE

Ratherflexibility.'in planning 'should be thegoal. Ferexample, a student

:may schedule a _science .experimentonly te find the equipment unavailable. Re-

solution of the iituation is made mith the selectien of an alternative activity

-in-science or in another' area.

Figure 4: is an..example Of one._child.'s schedule. The specificobjective ths

thesOderit is working _on does pot need te be listed. The subject area sheuld

Part of "learning hew to learn" is
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STUDENT DAILY WEEKLY PLANNING SCHEDULE

under teacher guidance should plan his Daily/Weekly schedule.

lident will probably end up planning only a portion of the week

the week, followed by daily updatings and modifications.

'k which he will be doing, depending on small group and other

[ for the day. By planning his own schedule the student becomes

importance of utilizing his time 'efficiently. His own res-

opletion of his work is thereby increased. Although initially

[ much teacher help, they must be weaned to assume more and

tsibility themselves. Part of "learning how to learnh is

dan".

hould not demand close adherence to the schedule once completed.
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ence experiment only to find the equipment unavailable. Re-

tuation is made with the selection of an alternative ac.ivity

nother area.
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STUDENT DAILY/WEEKLY PLANNING SCHEDULE

Monday (4/6)
Homeroom &

Planning

Tuesday (4/7) Wednesday 4/8) Thursday (4 9
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STUDENT DAILY/WEE-LY PLANNING SCHEDULE

6) Tuesda (4/7) Wednesday (4/8) Thursday (4/8)_ .Fri_day±1/10)_

Homeroom & Homeroom & HomerOoM &

Planning Planning Planning Assembly

A. A. A se bly
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P. E. E. P. E

Music

P. E.
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Math Math (Test) a h Math Project

Sci. Math S. Math Project

Sci. Art S. S.

ctl
Small Group
Dyscussion S. S

usic

How we

eat othe

peop4

SI S.

Project Art

Ou tat e

Speaker

on

Race



STUDENT SLG RECORD FORM

The Student SLG Record Form consists of a li ting of objectives or SLG's

in each area of the curriculum for the indiv_dual student. This listing is made

after appropriate diagnostic procedures have been completed. It is completed

by student and teacher is concert. The list is made for an appropriate length

_f time, probably the traditional marking period, although there is nothing

sacred about this time period. (note the discussion considering Pupil Evaluation

and Reportin- to Parents.) One will note that spaces have been provided to

allow student choice of objectives (SLG's) or for needed addition of objectives

by student and teacher during the period. This, then, is not an inflexible

record form but rather suggestive in its intent. It gives both teacher and

student some tentative goals for which to aim during the period. This matter

of setting goalt iS one .of the weaknesses of most individualized instructional

programs.

The student has a record 'for all of hit work for the period and can note

his progress toward the goal of completion of this work determined by both

himself and lit teadher. This listingJi-minimal,.hOwever and is not meant to
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astablish a final listing of work for the entire evaluation period. It is felt

that student and teacher should decide on minimums to be completed for the

period, but once these SLG's have been completed, additional goals for the

period should be set by the student.

Since a student generally works on one SLG per a ea at a time, this record

will be his constant guide. He lists due dates, determined by himself and the

teacher, directly beneath the appropriate SLG number and marks out those objectives

that have been completed. This record of one page includes every subject area

and is more than just a guide to the student. Along with copies of the SLG's

he is currently working on, this record form becomes a guide to parents as to

their own sons or daughter progress during the period.

.Obviously, the SLG numerals will be different from subject area to subject

area for different students, since students vary in their achievement and since

't is impossible to equate two objectives in two different areas. Even though

each subject area has a multiPle of 1000" series associated with it, three-digit

numerals are printed on this form. .The printing of the fourth dIgit, 2 in the

case of mathematics, would be a waste of paper and space, providing no useful

information-when printed over And over-again.

4 'IA*
101
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Figure 5 consists of the record of one student for one mark ng period.

The PS series is established through a diagnostic procedure, as would the other

areas. However, further STA's for this particular student will not be necessary

unless sone particular problem arises during the marking period.



La-1000 series
007 008 009

085 089

013 019
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STUDENT SLG RECORD FORM

054 055 056 057 076

Name

Comp.

077

Da e

078 079

Ma-2000 i-eries

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 150 155 160 161 162

000 series

234 235 236 240 300 301 3 2 303 341
m.OL.O.or

Ar-4000 series
189 190 191 201 231,

r.mmooric

Mu-5000 se ies
222 223 224 225 226 227 228 241 243 249 250 261 278

So4000 series
467 468 469 470 472 472 489 491 00 543 544 545

PE-7000 ser es

456

PS-8000 .serie

011. 031' .037 041

080

.Figura 5 Samp e Record Form



FACILITIES FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Innovative programs of individualized instruction call for facilities that

differ markedly from the traditional school design of equal-sized boxes called

"classrooms" Though the traditional design may be administratively convenient,

it is doubtful whether this 'design promotes individual student learning. In

the construction of new bu].dincTs for individualized programs the key word has

been that of "flexibility" In fact, one of the significant nigh school

innovations has been the "flexible modular schedule". Flexibility, however, is

a highly abstract concept. For educators to tackle the design of an appropriate

facility for their innovative programs, this term must be broken down. ARchitect

William Caudill has abandoned flexibility for more specific terms:

1. Expandible space. - al/owing for ordered growth

2. Convertible-space - adapting to program .changes

3 VerSatile space - serVing many functions

4. Malleable space - changing .space at once and at will

With building coSts soaring eVer higher. it is not always feasible nor

desirable for a scheol district to build new facilities for its innovative pro-

grams. It islhowever important to consider that -the learning environment be

arranged so that learning is facilitated, not retarded. This author has seen

131
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school buildings that could not possibly facilitate a traditional program, let

alone an innovative one. One must be careful not to place an innovative pro-

gram in a building that puts an undo burden on student learning.

How then should the learn ng environment- new or old, be arranged for

maximum earning? Provision must be made for elements of the following in any

individualized program:

1. Independent study - individual student investigation in a
setting where distractions are kept at a minimum. In the majority

of cases this should be the instructional materials center.

Dialogue - one student meeting formally or informally, with
one or more teachers in .. a semi-private environment.

Small-group discussion - a group of less than 10 students work-
ing with (tutorial) or without nteraction) a teacher.

Large group presentation - groUps of 15 or more students meeting
with one-way Communication emanating from the teacher.
(This method should be used sparingly.)

When discussing individualized instruction with teachers one question

that invariably comes. up -iS: How do 1 arrange my own classroom to provide for

individualized instruction? The answer to this question cam be visualized best

by utilizing two illustrations: one a classroom converted into a room for

indiVidUalized instruction in the primary grades (Drawing A)1 and the other an
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open design for intermediate grades (Dra ing B ) Both drawings are ori-inals

of the industrial Design_r, R. Edwin Wilgus.



DRAM A- C !WRIER CLASSROOM FOR MITI UALIZED INSTRU I N

.174



DRAWING A CONVERTED CLASSROOM FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

174
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The de ailed nature of these drawings answers many of the questions about

the arrangement of a classroom for individualized instruction. However, certa n

elements which are essential to the learning environment for individualized

instruction should be noted. As one considers both primary and intermediate

grades, these elements are more similar than different.

The primary classroom provides traditional staffing and student patterns:

1 teacher for 30 students. Its area of about 900 sq. ft. has been converted

from a traditional classroom into a modern, open classroom suitable for the

application of contemporary learning theory in early childhood education. The

intermediate classroom was designed soecifically for a differentiated staff

working with 100 to 120 students in an open environment of about 4000 sq. ft.

(excluding the outdoor patio areas). The essential features common to both

learning facilities are:

Teacher/team planning areas,
Audio-visual equipment and materials for student use,
Extensive storage soace in the form of movable and permanent

cabinets and shelving,
Almost exclusive use of tables and chairs, except for the individual

study desk,
Display areas for student use,
Both individual, small group, and large group areas,
A specific area for the dramatic and creative activities o_ students,
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Acoustical ceilings and carpeted floors except for art and project
areas.

The primary classroom space is generally carivErtibie versatile, and

malleable. This offers the teacher many options in the arrangement of the

open classroom area. When such a classroom is set up, two major questions need

to be considered:

1. What traffic patterns will develop as a result of material
and furniture placement?

Will these traffic patterns assist student learning or will
they result in wasted time and disruption?

Obviously, if all materials for reading, math, art, and music are in one corner

of the room, difficulties will arise since =tudents will cluster in that area.

This in turn causes behavior p oblems ==d noise levels to rise. Thus, a teacher

must place materials and arrange areas so as to facilitate free movement and

limit "congregating".

2. Therefore, are the materials that I expect students to get for
themselves readily accessible? In an individualized classroom a
teacher has enough to do without filling student requests for
such things as manilla paper or water-colors. A little forethought
here will be -a great time saver in this regard.

These two questions regarding materials, furniture, and their arrangement,

apply even moreso to the intermediate area of Drawing B. Though the number
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of staff members and the amount of space are greater, so 1 the number of

students in the area. In the intermediate design, specific areas have been

noted for student work and materials placement. Beginning at the very top

of Drawing B and proceeding clockwise we have:

1. Auditorium - capable of being divided into 3 separate sound-
proof areas for the creative and dramatic arts including music.
Note the unique A-V facilities used here and throughout the
classroom.

2. usic area - with two acoustically treated practice rooms and
special audio carrels.

Art area - non-carpeted with sinks, tables, special drawlng tables
and chairs, and nearby "mud room".

4. Humanities area - seminar area for discussion purposes.

5. Social Studies area - special projects and preparation rooms.

6. Science area - with special tables,, study areas and
demonstration center. Note the animal room and special projects
area.

Mathematics area - note the provision for manipulative devices
anTcalculators.

Language Arts - includi_g special audio carrels.

Materials Center - central storage for print and non-print
materials. Note the recessed group area and the current events
lounge with .television. On either end of the center is to be found
the four teacher team planning areas.
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10. Ratios - used as expandible space for student need in any area.

One of the main reasons for the identification of specific subject

matter areas is the unique requirements that several areas place on equipment,

furniture, and facilities. Science and music are prime examples. However-

except for these cases, all of the other spaces are defined as expandible, con-

vertible, versatile, and malleable. Teachers in individualized programs have

found that space can be used in many varied and unforeseen ways.

Teachers need to develop an awareness of how facilities may add immeasurably

to the success of student learning. Teachers should also remember that changes

can be made in furniture and materials arrangements as the year progresses if

the existing patterns do not seem to function well. Students enjoy change.

It gives a new perspective to what appeared a closed situation.

References:

3ross, Ronald, and Murphy, Judity, Educational Change and A.chitectural Consequences.
gew York: Educational Facilities Laboratories, 1968.
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EVALUATION OF PUPIL PROGRESS

One of the persistent problems in education is the evaluation of individual

student progress in the program of instruction. Hundreds of ccmmittees composed

of hundreds of teachers have written thousands of pages about methods of

reporting procedures to be used in delineating to parents the improvement or

lack of improvement of students. Teachers spend literally hundreds of hours

each year in parent-teacher conferences attempti g to convey to oftentimes

overwrought parents the weaknesses and successes of pupils. Though much time

and effort is expended, we still hear from parents that "these teachers never

say anything," and from teachers the familiar "Glad those conferences are over

or "I never really know what to say to some parents. My comments get to be

repetitious one conference to the next." What makes communication to parents

such a difficult problem? Is it because we lack a philosophical base? Is it

because parents want those Al B, C- Of F grades and cannot understand anything

else? Or is it a matter of 'general indifference on the part of both parties?

Do programs of individualized instruction help resolve these communication

problems or-do they tend to intensify the difficulty?

140
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In attempting to offer a solution to this problem of pupil progress, one

must begin with a sound rationale 'of individualized instruction and then make

a consistent effort to establish evaluative procedures. To be in accord with

our previously stated -rationale, one would come to see that the individual

student's evaluation of his own progress is vital. In a program that focuses

on the learner and the concept of uniqueness of perception, the most important

evaluation is precisely the one that the student would make of himself and his

progress. Testing procedures, as are known today, would represent isolated

bits of information that the student might or might not use toward the eventual

successful completion of certain goals. What about the first and second grade

students who have not developed the necessary skills prerequisite to good

decision-making? This would not mean that a teacher or parent would abandon

a young elementary child who lacks confidence, an understanding of individual

responSibility, or the ability to make the necessary judgments about his °Tel

progress. This self-evaluation program would require more initial guidance on

the part of the teacher and parent, but in a different direction than is the

case in public education today. Evaluation and testing would be a means of

guidance to the child as immediate feedback for future decisions, not an opportuni

0
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for teacher and parent alike to psychologically molest and demean the child.

The concept of failure would not exist as part of evaluation. The natural

outgrowth of this sort of evaluation procedure would be that the parent and

teacher would become, in a sense, unnecessary. Students involved in such a

program would, by the teenage years, be able to make responsible choices based

on whatever information was made available to them by their immediate environ-

ment. The real difficulty in our present educational program is that we expect

students to make responsible choices--ones with which we agree-but ones that

have never been encouraged within students because the development of the

skills that are prerequisite to such responsible decision-making has been neg-

lected.

With the concept of student self-evaluation at the heart of pupil pro-

gress in an individualized program, how might a school district or system imple-

ment such an evaluation scheme? What would such a program look like? To

answer these questions we must walk a diversionary path momentarily in considera-

tion of what might appear unrelated. However, as specifics are discussed the

relationship should become clear. In most individualized programs the teachers

and administrators- are faced with the question: "What happens if a child does
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not finish 6th grade work before he goes to junior high school?" In substance

at least, the answer invariably boils down to: "Tie don't know what sixth grade

work is and furthermore we take a student as far as he can go while we have

him. Then it's up to the next teacher." Indeed, this is about all that can

be said in such a situation. In the self-contained classroom, content might

have been "covered", but what exactiv was learned? Nobody knows of what an

elementary education consists though many people including textbook authors

claim to know. By the same token, what does the high school diploma mean?

Does it mean that all who receive it have some minimum competencies? Basically,

the high school diploma consists of a group of approved courses whose titles,

along with appropriate letter grades, appear on a transcript. It certain y

tells no one of the particular competencies that students possess when they

obtain that "little piece of paper". And, of course, this point could be

extended to that most magnif cent of all "pieces of paper", the doctorate degree.

This situation could be resolved through the use of the inimum goals"

concept. The establishment of "minimum" standards for elementary, junior, and

senior high school would make some sense out of this chaotic situation. In

elementary school, minimal standards, in terms of behavioral expectations, might
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include aspects of the following areas of educational objectives:

1. Personal and Social Competencies
2. Rational Approaches to the Development of Moral Valuative and Ethical

Principles
3. Development of Aesthetic and Creative Competencies
4. Academic Competencies
5. Vocational Competencies

For our purposes, it matters not who or what establishes these minimums, although

in reality this obviously would not be the case. The point is that these

minimums would be established to give us goals for each appropriate level of

schooling. slementary school reading, writing, and arithmetic, along with

personal and social competencies would constitute the thrust of this minimal

set of objectives. It is important at this juncture to note that the word

"minimum" here used is defined to mean exactly the least amount possible or

allowable." If it meant anything else, the student would never get to anything

but minimums in his fon!al education, as perhaps is now the case.

In addition to minimum standards for all students in elementary school,

the curriculum for each student would include areas of individual inter st,

special abilities, or needs. This portion of a student's school experiences

might appropriately be called the complement". Mathematically, if we consider

io:t3
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the universe of all objectives that a student is involved with in elementary

school, where a subset of that universe consists of the minimum goals for all

students, then the "complement of the minimum goals consists of all remaining

objectives such that the intersection of the minimum goals and the complement

goals is the empty set. It is also quite easy to see that the universe of

goals discussed here is an infinite set, as it must be. The complement would

consist of all experiences or learning activities beyond the minimums. There

would be no concern for overlap from student to student in the obje tives to

be realized by any given student. If there were overlap, or an intersection,

it would be the result of an expressed desire on the part of the student not

on the part of the teacher or parent. The Venn d agram of Figure 1 pictures

the relationship ou minimum goals and complement goals.

Ti-ure 1 - A Venn Diagram showing a possible interseCtion of student educational
objectives for three students in elmentary school, The shaded

portion represents common minimum learnings for all.
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Vith the consideration of the totality of a student school experiences,

both minimum and complement, how does one evaluate and report these findings

meaningfully to parents and administi-tors? Student self-evaluation would be

a vital first step in the process. A self-evaluation would consist of state-

ments- verbal or written, about successes and problems encountered during a

given period of study. The student would discuss help he received, help he

would have likeato have received, and what changes need to be made for the next

period in order that he may progress in an environment of friendly assistance

and eager anticipation, Included in this self-evaluation would be reference

to help that parents, teachers, and fellow students might give. Naturally,

the self-evaluation must not, under any ci cumstInces, be used in a punitive

manner, but in such a way that the student will come to understand himself more

fully and come to realize his relation to other peoplc in the school and community

in which he lives.

A second step in the evaluation of minimum goals for each student would

consist of a visual report including specific objectives completed to date. If
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we consider the five areas for educational objectives, the ta k of reporting

minimums would consist of two measures: 1) a cumulative graph showing pro-

gress toward ultimate completion of the minimum goals, and 2) a statement of

completed objectives to date. The graph, an example of which appears in Figure

2, would be a bar graph constructed so as to provide the area under each bar

proportional to the number of objectives in the set of minimums for that area.

P/s

Areas AC

of Educational ACC
Objectives MVE

VC

Graph of Minimum Ex ectations

Figure 2 Mary Jones graph of accomplishment of minimums for
two years of elementary school.

This minimum report of objectives completed is cumulative and can be used for the

entire period of ti e required to achieve the criteri.:n. Both student and

parent can easily see how the student is progressing toward the minimum goals.

This consideration of minimum goals is only part of the story, however. Both

minimums and complements would receive simultaneous attention by the student

during any given period. It certainly would be undesirable to have a student

work only on minimums until completion of that phase was 'chieved.
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Since the minimum would be established and probably change little in

the course of a child's elementary experiences the CRAM model of achievement

monitoring to let the student know how he is progressing toward mastery of the

minimum goals appears very desirable.

'TRAM, Comprehen-sve Random Achievement Monitoring, s very simp e

model based on two ssmple ideas: 1) continuous random sa pling, and 2) continuous

feedback in terms of final performance criteria. One of the difficulties in

any program of individualized instruction is that of testing and keeping records

for every objective completed. Instead of testing every objective, students

would be tested at random intervals on the goals established as minimums This

way the student would know the objectives he has successfully completed, and

which objectives are yet "out there' to be mastered. The CRAM model may need

some slight modification for the pemary child, but the 'basic concept would

still apply. Since the student would obtain this information of progress at

a somewhat regular span of times this information would also be available to

parents and administrators for appropriate assistance at any given point in time.

The use of parent-teacher conferences would, in part, center on specific

objectives completed and means for further progress toward minimum standards

9
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during the next period of student growth. Since the parents would have at their

disposal a set of the minimum objectives, they should be able to be of greater

assistance to their children than is possible under the tradi6ional arrangements.

In our program of minimum competencies in elementary school, the emphasis

would be on the assistance of the individual student with a continuous flow of

data regarding his progress. In turn, the student would be guided to make

some responsible choices regarding how he might complete those minimum goals.

At all times in reporting pupil progress, the student would be asked for his

own personal evaluation, written or verbal, for both teachers and parents

so that they m_ght adjust their behavior and assistance to coincide with the

needs of the student not vice-versa. Again, it must be emphasized that the

self-evaluations of the student must not be used to chastise, but to aid and

assist.

Having stated the society's minimal demands on the student, the exciting

portion of the curriculum, the complement, !:emains for the student to explore,

inquire about, and discover the world about him. This complement, which in

most cases would constitute the majority of a student curricular experiences

in elementary school, becomes the private domain of the student according to
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his interests, abilities 'and felt needs. At the elementary level, parents will

initially shouider a portion of those choices, with the aid of ,he teacher,

until the student expresses the desire and ability to make the decisions for

himself. For those who know pre-school children, however, it is obvious that

they do make their own decisions at a very early age. The major funiltion of

the parents and teachers would become that of arranging the environment in

school and at home so that a child has many good alternatives from which to

choose. Educators and parents have generally done a very poor job arranging

an exciting and stimulating environment for children. Much work needs to be

done in this area.

An important consideration now becomes the selection of behavioral goals

by the student for any selected period of time with respect to the minimum

and complement goals. Based on the CRAM feedback of minimums, and other input

of parents and teachers including diagnostic testing, the student establishes

a goal of numerous specific objectives to be completed over the selected period

of time. The student selects his objectives in all the areas of study as a

goal to be reached by a certain date. Once that decision is made, it becomes

imperative that teachers and parents establish the necessary contingencies to

ensure the attainment of the goal.

191
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In evaluation of both minimum and complement goals for a given period of

time the student evaluates himself and h s progress. The teacher portion of

this evaluation would consist of a statement of completed objectives along with

Efficiene Ouotient that may be set for each subject area separately or for

the entire set of objectives for the period of time. The parent-student-teacher

conference portion of the evaluation would consist of a discussion of the

objectives completed, variations between expected objectives to be completed

and the actual number mastered and the necessary input by all for the establish-

ment of goals for the next period of study. This conference would be used

for the sole purpose of giving information to the three parties involved to

allow for positive pupil growth. The emphasis would be on reinforcement of

achievement and self-concept, rather than misbehavior, fear- and failure.

What would the teacher portion of the written evauation look like: First,

an appropriate definition of the Efficiency Quotient (EC)) must be given. The

EQ is defined as the quotient of the number of objectives completed (observed)

to the number of objectk s chosen (exPec'ced) multiplied by 100. Given this

definition, we consider an imaginary John Smith, a nine year old who, with the

aid-of parents and teachers, set the following goals for a five week period of

study:
2
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22titELLE91 Noof Objectives

Language ARts 8

Mathematics 10
Social Studies 6
Science 11
Physical Education 3

Art 4

Music 9

Personal/So ial 4

Figure 3 - Number of objectives for John Smith for Oct. 1 -
Dec. 5, (The specific objectives would be delineated
on the Student SLG Record Form.)

Some of the ojectives that John has chosen fit into minimum requirements; others

are complementary. At the end of the five week period, mastery of chosen object-

ives follows the pattern in Figure 4.

Sp4ject Akea Expected Observed EQ

Language Arts 8 8 100
Mathematics 10 9 90
Social Studies 6 7 117
Science 11 13 118
Physical Education 3 3 100
Art 4 4 100
Music 9 7 78
Personal/Social 4 4 100

Overall EQ = 100

Fi ure. 4 - Report tom for a period of five weeks for
John Smith concerning mastery of chosen objectives.

4 nesiat)
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As can be observed in Figure 4, John's overall efficiency quotient is 100

yet individual component parts of that quotient are greater or less than 100.

What are the reasons for John's failure to achieve his goal in a certain areal

and yet "over-achieve" in other areas? Ce tainly, John could shed some light

on this In a parent-student-teacher conference. Hopefully/ parent and teacher

could also share in the analysis of this situation. Whatever the reasons, we

are considering specific information from three sources concerning some very

specific goals-that teacher, student and parent knew about and helped to

establish. This is a far cry from the statement that one hears in many

individualized programs that the parent does not know what is going on any

more since everyone is working on different things at different times.

Utilizing this approach to reporting and evaluation, we start off the

year with a parent-student-teacher conference to establish initial parameters

in a friendly, cordial axiospherer rather than the usual "wait for six weeks

until trouble is a-brevAng" to call in parents to obtain valuable information

they have regarding their own child. In this program students would attend

elementary schoolibr a miniMum.of six years; but they might need more time,

based on the premi-e that the learner will succeed in learning a given t .sk to

'4
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the extent that he spends the amount of time he needs to learn the task.

These statements are general and might be excepted for any particular student.

Nothing has been said about the use of standardized achievement tests

and their use in a program of individualized instruction. Little more need be

stated now. Most standardized achievement tests fulfill the need for people

to partition their fellows into neat compartments that allow any member of that

partition to say: "I m better than you are. Look how much brighter I am than

you." If achievement tests can help to improve the quality of the instructional

progra- for the individual child in the form of diagnostic procedures, then

they may serve a useful function. Other- ise,...

Thus, an effective program of evaluation for students in an individualized

program demands student self-evaluation of his own work. Emphasis is placed

on the student-teacher-parent interaction conferences that provide input to

the child for the decisions that he must make regarding his school goals. The

unique perceptions & each child force on parent and teacher a constant aware-

neww of their roles from an assistance and information point of view. Use of

positive reinforcement techniques, rather than aversive stimulation, allow

ztudents to explore their environment in an adaptive, rather than maladaptive,
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fashion. The end result, of course, is that a -tudent develop a concept

of self that permits him to function happily in whatever situation he should

find himself.

References;

DeLay, D. H., and Nyberg D., "If Your School Stin4, CRAM It, Phi

Delta Kappan, 51 (Februa:- 1970) 310-312.



COMMERCIAL MATHEMATICS MATERIALS FOR INDIVIDUALIZED U1STRUCTION

This bibliogra hy of materials presented here will be a tremendous aid

to the classroom teacher since many. many catalogs of publishers never find their

way into :eacher's hands for use. The listing of materials in this bibliography

was made selectively, not necessarily implying however, the author's complete

familiarity with every item in the list. Most materials of quality appropriate

for an individualized program found their way into this bibliography. Text

materials are not -included for obvious reasons: not the least of which is the

_

fact that textbooks in mathematic§ at the elementary level have long outlived

their usefulness. Likewise, individualized materials such as the IPI materia s

or the CSMP/CEMPEL materials are not included because these materials are not

yet ready for general distribution to classroom teachers in the elementary

schools of this land.

The bibliography has been divided into nine categories: programmed print

materials, manipulative devices* print materials, filmstrips, games, multi-media

kits, transparencies, audio recordings, and calculators. Several resources for

*A more complete bibliography of manipulative devices for general mathematics
classes in elementary school is available as follows:

Davidson, Patricia S., "An annotated bibliography of suggested manipulative
devices," The Arithmet c Teacher, (October,- 1968) , pp. 509-524.
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the teacher have been included as they relate to _ specific material and

its use with elementary students.

A list of rublishers with addresses is given at the end of the bibliography.
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PROGRAmMED PRINT MATERIALS

item No. Description
Publishe 's

Code
Priri=nit

3-3350

3-3840

3-3842

50255

Computational Skills Development Kit

Algebra Skills At

Teacher's Handbook for Algebra Skills Kit"'

Mathematics Learning Center (with

17.(SRA)

17.(SRA)

17(SRA)

4.(EBEC)

$ 68.50

69.95

0.50

398.50
Bookcases) Programmed books in every
conceivable topic in mathematics 206

books with teacher guides.
TEMAC
50266 Whole Numbers and Numerals, Text and EBEC) 8 50

Supplement
TEEAC
50262 Teacher's Manual (Whole Numbers and 4 E EC) 1.25

Numerals)
TEMAC
50234 Arithemetic of Whole -7u-be s, Text

and Suoplement
4.(EBEC) 8.50

TEMAC
50236 Teacher's Manual (Ari hmetic of Whole 4.(EBEC) 0.75

Numbers)
TEMAC
59201 Preparing for Algebra 4.(EBEC) ' 2.75

TEMAC
50298 Modern Algebra, A First Course 4.(EBEC) 12.00

Exploring Sets, Geometry, and Numeration
Program A 7.(HEW) 1.50

Program B 7.(HEW) -1.50

Program C 7.(HEW) 1.50

199
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Individualized Mathematics Drill and
Practice Kits

77031 Kit AA 10.(LWS) 48.00

77041 Kit BB 10.(LWS) 48.00

77051 Kit CC 10.(Lwr) 48.00

77061 Kit DD 10.(ImS) 48.00

Individual Mathematics Program
(copyright by Australian Council for
Educational Research, 1969.)

Set Bl and Set B2 (published together) 15. RL 60.00

Set Cl and C2 (published together) 15.(RL) 40.00

Set C3 15.(RL) 40.00

Lessons for Self-Instruction in Basic Skills
(LSI)

Junior Assortment (44 books, 240
student sheets, l manual, 4
locator pads) 2.(CTB) 69 00

Advanced Assortment (44 books,
240 student record sheets, I man-
ual, 4 locator pad3)._ 2.(CTB) 69.00

Contemporary Mathematics (35 books,
96 student record shee s, and 1
manual) 2.(CT ) 56.00

C-Math
403106 Cyclo-teacher Learning Aid

80 Math study wheels 6.(FEP) 14.55

MANIPULATIVE DEVICES

M109 Lake and Island Board (linar measure- 11. MMD) 9.00

ment, area, and volume)

200
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M116 Primary Shapes (set of squares, rectangles, 11.(MMD) 10.00

& triangles with 24 graded work cards for
use with numbers, measurement, fractions,
area and perimeter)

M138 Tangram Puzzles (each tangram packed with 11.(MMD) 7.00

its own work card in a poly bag.
Includes 2-piece and 3-piece squares
square and 4-triangles, sauare and 8
pieces, hexagon and 10 triangles, and
the Chihese trangram puzzle.)

r 160 Madison Project - Independent Exploration 11.(M1D) 16.25'set

Material Contents of kits include:
Geoboard and workoards, Tower puzzle
and workcards, Centimeter blocks and
workcards, Discs and workcards, Weight,
springs, and workcards, Peg game and
workcards.

CX-3E CuisenaixlaClasaroom Kit 3.(CCA) 59.50

Includes 24 student sets of rods with
72 rods in 10 colors and sizes, Using
the Cuisenaire Rods (a Photo/text
Guider Mathematics with Numbers in
Color (book A), Talks for Primary
School Teachers, Cuisenaire Geoboard
and instructional booklets.

CG-5 Filmstrip - "Numbers in Color" (CCA) 5.50

A training filmstrip for teachers in
the understanding of the Cuisenaire-
Gattegno method.

CG-9 Cuisenaire Geoboards (CCA) 1.20

A 2-sided plastic board with a 25-peg ea/30 or

lattice on one side, and a 17-peg more

circular lattice on the other.
1500 ETA Discovery Blocks 5.(ETA) 12.00/set

A set of 140 blocks in 17 shapes with
15 activity cards graduated from simple
to complex to be-used with area,
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fractions, and spatial relationships.
18418 Mirror Cards 21. WDMH) 10.80

18417 Teache 's Guidc (Mirror Cards) 21. WOMB) 2.32

Z80007 Dienes Logical Blocks 8.(HH) 19.50

A set of blocks with games designed
to give children experience in
attributesand logical operations
such as union, disjunction, con-
junction, and intersection.

Z80008 Dienes Multi-Base Arithmetical Blocks MAB) 8.(HH) 118.00
Included with the blocks is a set
of workcards that, together with the
blocks, provide experiences in other
number bases beside 10.

Z80011 Algebraical Experiences Materials 8.(HB) 00

INV 100a Math balance with 20 weights and See-clips 18.(SEE) 6.75

INV 705 Math balance teacher's guide 18.(SEE) 1.00

PBCKTG Pattern blocks (ESS) with 3 mirrors and
guide

18.(SEE) 12.75

ESA021 Poleidoblocks G with guide 18.(SEE) 20.00

SEE011 Clear Acrylic plastic cubes - 3/4" 18.(SEE) 4.00/100

SEE002 Elementary slide rule 18.(SEE) 1.30 ea./
10 or more

DIE3/4 Dice, 3/4" jumbo 18.(SEE) 2.50/6 pr

GN1159 Geometric dominoes 18.(SEE) 1.25

INV202 Polyshpaes (complete material for
large polyhedra construction with
activity cards)

18.(SEE) 13.00

TAPEO4 Measuring tape 30 meters/100 feet 18.(SEE) 7.00

ARN001 Trundle wheel (yard with clicker) 18.(SEE) 4.50

ARN002 Trundle wheel (meter with clicker) 18.(SEE) 5.00

HCP003 Circular protractor 18.(SEE) 0.25

HSC012 Student compass-with unique screw-type
pencil/pen holder

18.(SEE) 4.25/do?..
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MUM_ Complete Maths Mini-Lab with equipment
activity cards and guide

18.(SEE) 26.50

XKITO2 Triangle C-rds1 with equipment and
guide 18.(SEE) 9.73

PRINT MATERIALS

M 111 Mathematics Using String by Don Cohen 11.(MMHM) 1.00

Set of independent exploration cards
dealing with distances, thickness,
equal lengths, rectangles, index of
rotundity, graphing and open sentences.

M 513 Applied Mathematics Cards 11.(MMHM) 34.00

Five groups of cards with 30 in each
group supplied in 5-ring binders.
Each group is complete in itself and
each set is developed in increasing
order of difficulty.

M-11 Mathematics Illustrated Dictionary 3.(CCA) 4.50

Number Stories of Long Ago 13.(NCTM) 2.00
Polyhedron Models for the Classroom 13.(NCTM) 0.60

Numbers and Numerals 13.(NCTM) 0.35

The Number Story 13.(NCTM) 0.85

Paper Folding for the Math Class 13.(NCTM) 0.60

Puzzles r raphs 13.(NCTM) 0.75

3-41 Equatior 17.(SRA) 3.60

3-42 Teacher's Manual for "Equations" 17.(SRA) 0.36

Discovery in Mathematics, by Dr. Davis- 1.(AWC) 8.00

Madison Project Teacher's Edition
Explorations in Mathematics, by Dr. 1.(AWC) 8.00

Davis Teacher's Edition
(Note: student's editionsd the two
books by Dr. Davis are also available)

203
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The Story So Far
An outline of, and index to, the
ground covereTin the Teacher's
Guides of the Nuffield Project

Problems-Green set
52 cards for use with children that
present various problems to children.
Also contains teacher's guide with
answers. (Nuffield Project)
Two more sets of cards are in prep=
aration.

Weaving Guides
a. Desk Calculators
b. How to Build a Pond

The story of the amazing amount
of math that came out of a gift
of ducks given to a school and the
problems encountered in building
the pond. An example of a good
class project.

Practical mathematics workcards

2-011 thru
2-081 Continuous Progress Laboratory -

Mathematics
Each continuous progress lesson

learning objectives and a challenge

textbooks as the major learning
resource although audio tapes come
with each lab.

22.(JWS) 1. 0

22.(Jn) 1.67

22.(JWS) 0.95

22.(JWS) 1.75

18.(SEE) 18.75

23 (EPC) 98.50/ea.
level (8
levels)
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FILMSTRIPS'

F-7 to
F-11 Elementary Mathemati st! Patterns

and Structure

14.(PSP) $ 258.50

A set of 47 filmstrip covering
elementary math.

9010
9020 Primary Mathematics filmstrips series 1

and 2.

4.(EBEC) 66.00

Two sets of 11 filmstrips.

GAMES

M-6 TUF, an exciting equations game for children 3.(CCA) 7.00

SEE007 Chip-trading game
Includes 800 chips, 8 colors, 4 playing

18. (, E) 24.75

boards, 1 decimal abacus, and instructions
(5 players)

ALP001 Perception games 18.(SEE) 3.50

1n1128 Vectors 18.(SEE) 5.00

GN0549 Which is more? 18.(SEE) 2.00

MM0160 Quint° 18.(SEE) 8.00

MMT110 Twixt 18.(SEE) 8.00

Oh-Wah-Ree 18.(SEE) 8.00

XGAMO2 Musimatics (games relating math and music 18.(SEE)

a. Game of "Measure" 18.(SEE) 2.50

b. Game of "SET" 18.(SEE) 3 75
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MUT-MEDIA KITS

Probability and Statistics Kit 16.(SMC)

TRANSPARENCTES

Visual Approast to Mathematics
Level 1-7 volumes
Level 2-7 volures
Level 3-7 volumes
Geometry - 7 volumes
Sets and Whole Numbers - 7 volumes
Rational Numbers 7 volumes

17.(SRA)

21-

AUDIO RECORDI S

10000 Drill-tapes 17.(SRA)

21-
10300 Math-tapes 17.(SRA)

PM123F The imperial Primary Math Skills 9.(IPI)

Improvement Program
This program includes 40 tapes
and 30 pupil booklets.

IM456 Intermediate Math Program, by Dr. Lola 9.(IPI)

May (40 tapes)

Mathematics Skill Builders
Album I - Basic facts, + (10-0) x(0-18) 7.(HEW)

Album II- Basic facts, +(11-18 ), x(20-81) 7.(HEW)
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ULTI-MEDIA KITS

Probability and Statistics Kit

TRANSPARENCIES

Visual Approach to Mathematics
Level 1-7 volumes
Level 2-7 volumes
Level 3-7 volumes
Geometry - 7 volumes
Sets and Whole Numbers - 7 volum s
Rational Numbers - 7 volumes

AUDIO RECORDINGS

Drill-tapes

Math-tapes
The Imperial Primary Math Skills

Improvement Program
This program includes 40 tapes
and 30 pupil booklets.

Intermediate Math Program, by Dr. Lola
May (40 tapes)

16. SMC)

17.(SRA)

9.(IPI)

Mathematics Skill Builders
Album I - Basic facts, +(10-0) x(0-18) 7.(HEW)

Album II- Basic facts, +(11-18 ), x(20-81) 7(HEW)

16.95

990.00 entire

set. May be or-
dered as: 1-2
boxes, 195.00
ea., 3-4 boxe4
185.00 ea., 6
or more,165.00
ea.

54000

420.00
279.95

279.00

30.00

30.00
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Album III - Special Purpose Drills 7.(HEW) 30.00

Teacher's Manuals for If II and III 7.(HEW) 0.30

Range Wollensak Teaching Tapes (mathematics) 20.(3-M) 7.95_ pkg

from Includes casette or regular tape,
R-3001 teacher's guide, and prepared student
to work sheets. There are about 60

R03606 packages covering many topics from
primary to Jr. high.

2550 Modern Math Concepts 19.(TU) 164.00

Includes tapes on sets perimeter,
area, volume, equation solving, and

algebra.
Primary Math Concepts 19.(TU) 36.50

complete

2501 Geometric Shapes
2502 After
2503 Before
2504 Addition
2505 Subtraction

Intermediate Math Concepts

2511 Multiplication
2512 Decimals
2513 Division
2514 Fractions
2515 Combinations

Model
920

CALCULATORS

19.(TU)

Monroe.Calculator, with 0,2,4 decimal 12.(MON)

place option

208

36.50
complete

$475 10 or
more each
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SEE001 SEE-Calculator - asparert) .(SEE) 1 3 10

more eac

Many good materials are produced within the local school district that are

applicable to a program of individualized instruction. Add these materials that

are now available or that you might make for individual children in your own

district.

By way of interest, if a school had all of the materials listed in this biblio-

graphy the total cost would be $11,411.50, this includes the 10 calculators, etc.,
to get the cut in price. Naturally, there are some duplications in the
materials listed so that a school may not want all of the items listed.
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PUBLISHERS

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. , Inc.

Reading, Massachusetts 01867

California Test Bureau
A Division of McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Manchester Road, Manchester, Mo. 63011

Cuisenaire Company of America, Inc.

12 Church St., New Rochelle, N. &. 10805

Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.
425 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Ill. 60611

ETA School Materials Division
159 E. Kinzie St.
Chicago, Ill. 60610

Field Educational Publication-- Inc.

902 S. Westwood Ave.
Addison, ill. 60101

Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc.

757 Third Ave.
N. Y. N. Y. 10017

Herder and Herder, Inc.

232 Madison Ave.

N. Y., N. Y. 10016

Imperial Productions, Inc.

Dept. K
Kankakee, 111. 60901

10, L. W. Singer Co., Inc.

A Subsidiary of Random House

Order Entry Dept.
Westminster, Maryland 21157

11. Math Media Division

H and M Associates
P. O. Box.1107

Danbury, Conn. 06810

210
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12. Monroe
A Division of Litton Busirem Systems, Inc.

Orange, New Jersey

13- National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

1201 16th St., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

14. Popular Science Publishing Co, Inc.

Audio-Visual Division

355 Lexington Ave.

N.Y., N.Y. 10017

13. Rigby Limited

Melbourne, Austrailia

16. Science Materials Center Inc.

59 Fourth Ave., N. Y., N. Y.

17. Science Research Associates, Inc.

259 E. Erie St.

Chicago, Ill. 60611

18- Selective Educational Equipment, Inc.

Three Bridge Street

Newton, Mass. 02195

19. Tapes Unlimited
13113 Puritan Ave.

Detroit, Michigan 48227

20. 3M Company

Mincom Division
St. Paul, Minn. 55101

21. Webster Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Manchester Road

Manchester, Missouri 63011

22. Wiley, John, and Sons, Inc.

605 Third Ave.

New York, N. Y. 10016

23. Educational Progress Corp.

8538 E. 41st St.

Tulsa, Okla. 74145



SIGNIFICANT DEVEL PMENTAL MATHE TICS PROJECTS

Central Midwestern Regional Eeuoationol Labora ory-Comprehensive School

Mathematics Program, Burt A. Kaufman, Director

102 South Washington St. , Carbondale, Illinois 62902

CSMP has as its goal the solution to the teacher training problems and the
classroom organization problem by totally individualizing the mathematics
curriculum, K-12. This program, if realized, offers considerably more than

the IPI program because of its proposed objective of developing packages
utilizing multi-media approaches, packages which will be created by CSMP its_lf.

Individul Mathematics Program, M. L. Clark, Director.

Australian Council for Educational_Research, P. O. Box 210, Ha :horn, Victo ia,

Australia 3122, Mi s Merle O'Donnell, Senior Advisory tilio!er.

IMP is designed as a modern program for Australian primary schools with an
increased emphasis on the understanding of mathematical ideas asa. basis

for mathematical competence. It was prepared by class teachers under the genera:

direction of the Australian Council for Educational Research, and was tried

in pilot forms in actual classes. Recognizing that each child is different,

the IMP provides material intended to allow each pupil to progress at a rate

commensurate with his attainment.

Individualized Mathematics Instruction, Curt Oreberg, Director, IM1 P oje t,

Lejens vag 4, Braas, Sweden.

Initiated to meet the need for individualized instruction in mathematics in.

grades 7 and 8. Newsletters, reports, and descriptions of material; are

available from the project director.
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Individually Prescribed Instruction Project, Robert Scanlon Directo

Research for Better Schools, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Learning
Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburg

Pernsylvania.

IPI has several basic objectives. They are:

1. To enable each pupil to work at his own rate through units of st
a learning sequence;

2. To develop iv each pupil a demonstrable degree of mastery;

3. To develop self-initiation and self-directi.on of learning;

4. To foster the development of problem7solving through processes;
5. To encourage self-evaluation and motivation for learning.

The IPI system differs from most instruction systems because of:

1. Detailed specifications of educational objectives;

2, 017ganization of-methods and materials to attain thase objectives

3- Careful determination of each pupil's present competence in a gii
4 Provision for frequent monitoring of student performance, in ordi

inform both pupil and teacher of progress toward an objective;

Individual daily evaluation and guidance of each pupil;

Continual evaluation and strengthening of the curriculum and ins.

procedures.

IPI at_present is not on/the commercial market, although manyschool
are using the materials/at a rather:high price. The material's will ]

through commercial publshers soon, however, it is anticipated.

The Madison Projecit Prof. Robert B. Dave, Di,rector.

Webster College and Syracuse University. .

Dr. Davis, Mathematics Dept., !7mith Hall, Syracuse University, Syracz

213 214
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.on Project, Prof. Robert B._Davi- Nrector.
'ojlegc and Syracuse University.

, Mathematics Dept., Smith Rail, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. 1 13210.
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Originated in 1957 as a vehicle of exploring ways- of revitalizing the teacher
education program, the Madison Project is adapted both to enriching the class-
room experience for the child and helping the teacher plan experiences that will

involve the child both cognitively and affectively. The materials are designed
to provide worthwhile laboratory situations and supplementary mathematics
experiences. Dr. Davis explains what his project is all about when he says :
"Guess--try--watch what happens--learn what to do next."

Mathematics Project of Sherbrooke, Z.P. Dienes, Director.
Project Mathematique de Sherbrooke, Centre do Recherches en Psycho-Mathe atiques.
University of Serbrooke, 1382 rue Dominion, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

The major objectives of the project are to consider:

1. The psychological problems of learning mathematics as from the standpoint

of experimental psychology;
2. The methodological and the consequent pedagogical problems, as you meet

them in the real classroom;
3 The curricular problems.

The curriculum emphasis is not traditional. Rather it emphasizes logic,

geometric transformation, and non-decimal numeratiod systems. The emphasis is

on mathematics rather than arithmetic.

Minnesota School Mathematics and Science Projec- James H. ern_z, Director.

720 Washington Ave., S.E., Minneapolis Minn. 55414.

The major objectives or purposes of MINNEMAST include the creation of a coordi-
nated mathematics and science curriculum for elementary grades. Because of

funding problems, the original intent of a curriculum for grades K-6 has been
changed to K-3. MINNEMAST is tLe only national project whose main goal is to
coordinate both mathematics and science into one curriculum.

Nuffield Mathematics Teaching Project, Geoffrey Matthews, Dt ecto-
12 Upper Beigrave St., London S.W.1., England.
(materials and titles now availablelrom John Wiley and Sons, Inc. , 605 Thtrd

Avl., New York, N. Y. 10016.)
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The object of the Nuffield project is to produce a contemporary course for

children from ages 5 to 13. It is being sponsored jointly by the Nuffield

Foundation and the Schools Council, a widely representative educational body.
The project started in September of 1964. All of the writing so far has been

directed taward the teachers, in the form of Guides. There are no plans for

producilg texts for the pupils themselves. Emphasis is on learning by doing.

The ultimate aim of the project is simple, according to Matthews, and can

be stateL "to produce happy children (and happy teachers) capable of thinking

for themselves." The film "I Do and I Understand", now in book form available
from Wilcy and Sons, is the single material most widely associated with the

Nuffield project.

School Mathematics Study Group, E.G. Begl_e Di ector

Cedar Hall, Stanfo d University, Stanford, California 94305.

Probably the most extensive mathematics project in the world to date, the major

thrusts of the program include:

1. The development o_ programmed materials at the secondary level;

2. The production of films for elementary teachers;

3. The development of primary materials for the disadvantaged child;

4 The development of junior high school materials for the disadvantaged;
5. The National Longitudinal Study of Mathematics Achievement (NI06);
6, The development of content background books for elementary and secondary

teachers;

7. The publication of a Newsletter_

8. The publication of an Abstracts journal;

9. A group of books designed for teachers and advanced secondary school

students dealing with special topics;
10 A four-year longitudinal study to determine how chi dren learn mathematics.

The major objective of MSG since its inception at Yale University in 1958 has
been a focus on the development of modern mathematics materials for grades K-12.
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Stanford Compu er-Assisted Inst uc ion Pro ects, Patrick Suppec, Director

Institute for Yathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, Ven u a Ha;l,

Stanford University, Stanford, CaZiforni.a 94305.

The project deals with various computer-assisted instructional programs for

students, now througheighth grade, with ambitions of extending through 12th
grade. One of the interesting aspects of the mathematics developmental work
is the notion that a tutorial CAI program can be developed from a drill and

practice CAI program. At present most of the Stanford CAI programs concern
themselves with the drill and practice mode.

University of Illinois Ar thmetic Project (at Education Development Center
David A. Page, Director.

Mrs. Patricia T, Kosinar, Asststant Director, University of Illinois Arithme
Project 372 Main St., Watertown, Massachusetts 02172.

The cental theme of the project is that the study of mathematics should be
an adventure, requiring and deserving hard work. The project is not attempting
to develop a systematic curricuiqm for any grade level, in the view that

determining an adequate curriculum is not possible until more alternatives exist
among which to choose. The emphasis is on things that the teacher can begin
working with soon. The term "new mathematics" is avoided by the project.
More properly, the project seeks novel ways of doing old mathematics--new

structures or schemes within which can be found large numbers of interrelated

problems revealing significant mathematical ideas.

Information on other developmental projects in elementary mathematics is
available from:

Lockard, J. D., (editor), Sixth Report of the International C eartnghouse on

Science and Mathematics Curricular Developments College Park, Maryland:.

University of Maryland, Scieme Teaching Center, 1968.
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Suydam, M. N., and Riedesel, C. A., Interpretive Study of Research and
Development in Elementary Mathematics, Vol. III, Developmental Projects
University Park, Pennsylvania; The Pennsylvania State University,
1969- (Final report, Project No. 8-0586, USU; Bureau of Research.)
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